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THE SITUATION AND ITS LESSON.

In the long way that I must tread alone,

Will lead my steps aright.”

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPER,

A WEEKLY

MORNING

BY DR.

JAMES

L. PHILLIPS,

By the shores of these two beautiful
The suggestive statements that have
THE
ISSUED BY
lakes are shade trees in abundance and recently appeared in the Star must appeal
shment,
Establi
g
Freewill Baptist Printin
antique seats for the loiterer. Near their to the heart of every friend of the Foreign
Rev. I. D. STEWART, Publisher,
head
is the brown:house, without any Mission. The plain facts tell them our
all letters on business, remittances of
superfluity of space or style, the home of true tale and call for no help of ours to
should be addressed, at Dover, N, H.
DE
one of America’s greatest men. It is atwo ‘make it more plain or true. Only in the
All communications designed for publication
shod be addressed to the Editor.
story, unpretentious, gothic edifice, made hope of keeping our case before the eye
Terms i—$3.00 per year ; if paid strictly according to Bryant's plan, and finished of the church do we venture on saying
IN ADVANCE, $2.50. See the 8th page of
in all its parts.
A white Esquimaux
more about it. The dear Mission, foundthis paper.
dog, the poet's special pet, met us at the ed forty-two years ago by our fathers, a
gate, with no very cordial welcome. It few of whom are with us still, is suffering
was late in October, and the early frosts serious distress. . A noble band of toilers,
had slightly nipped the tenderer flowers conspicuously inadequate to the work that
WEDNESDAY, JULY 17, 1878.
in the garden. The aster and zinnia were grows daily on their hands, as if this of
still in bloom and many of the later itself was not trial enough, is constantly
flowers wore the deep rich hues of ma- crippled for lack of means to carry forward
A WEED.
ture life. The ¢ fringed gentian” was the enterprise to which their lives have
How shall a little weed grow,
still in the glory of its late summer beauty. been so cheerfully devoted.
That has no sun?
Think of it,
Rain falls and north winds blow—
The poet has immortalized this flower. beloved brethren, are not the peculiar
What shall be done?
Two or three stanzas thus describe the trials of foreign missionary life enough for
subject and the singer:
:
Out come some little pale leaves
those whom we have sent to India? Why
At the spring's call,
Thou waitest late, and comest alone.
then should we oblige them to worry
But the harsh north winds blow,
When woods are bare, and birds are flown,
about the money needed for the prosecu-

The Woming Stir.

And the sad rains fall.

And frosts and short’ning days portend

Then doth thy sweet and quiet eye

May look to heaven as I depart.”

Till the weed shrinks back to die

The parlor as usual
way to the grounds.
most noticeable object
of the poet's wife, who
been dead four years.

On kinder sod:
Shall a life which found no sun,
In death find God?
— Louise Chandler Moulton.
RR.

'BRYANT'S HOME.
BARKER.

There seems to be a special interest in
the every-day life of eminent men.
We

read their thoughts in the printed line,
we hear them speak before the multitude,
and we sometimes

family and
work.

the

forget

the

common,

Indeed, there may

home,

‘the

every-day

life

be good reasons, |

in many cases, why the curtain falls between; why the home and the family are
kept on the other side.

powers

Hope blossoming within my heart,

Through each pale leaf,

J, W:

aries are over the financial state of our
. | Board. Already hindered too much by the

I would that thus when I shall see
The hour of death draw near to me,

Man’s thoughts are brief—
And your coldness steals like frost

Many men whose

fronted the entrance
In this room, the
was an oil painting
they told us had
We wanted to see

the library and study, in which .many of
the finest coins in our literature were
struck.
It was at the rear end of a long

hall on the ground floor, just through

a

little door opening to the left.

a

It was

small room in most delightful confusion.
The poet had gone to New York. There
were

specimen

autumn

Recent letters from the field show

how anxious, even troubled, our mission-

Blue,—~blue—as if that sky let fall
A flower from its cerulean wall.

Some day you forget the weed—

BY

just?

Look thre’ the fringes of the sky,

He must, who would give life,
Be Lord of death.

EI

tion of their work, or about the reinforcement, or about the debt? Is itfair?
Isit

The aged year is near his end,

Would’st try to keep it warm
With fickle breath?

leaves strewn

up-

on the floor, a branch from a hickory tree,
on which were several clusters of nuts,

just as they had been hastily left, Whether
it was an ugly passage from the old poets,

of darkness, in that

benighted

land, shall we add this hindrance also to
their cheer and their progress, by withholding what we might send, and should
send for their relief?
In a Western State, a brother gave me
five dollars for the Bible School, with this

remark:
“I think I get off cheaply
enough by giving this money, instead of
having to go myself.” Yet there remains
the significant fact that full one half of
our membership gives absolutely nothing,
not even a cent a week, for the foreign

field. Could we get for our depleted
treasury only one cent a week from all
church members, there would be great,
abundance for our present work and there
could be an advance ordered all along our
lines. The outposts would be pushed
farther out into the enemy's territory,
and fresh conquests won for our Blessed
Lord. My most earnest prayer now is

he was putting into English, or his careinspiration has imparted to literature
less address to a * Mosquito” he had just that just one, man or woman, in each
much ofits essential life and beauty had
TTeft;We
cai not say: —-¥ the Tatter;
it must churchof the denomination,
may be mov‘neither. The author of
Sweet Home?
be called decidedly piersonal to all parties ed to think and feel and act in this direcwas a hemeless wandergr, while the
concerned. Burns addresses ‘‘ A Louse,”
tion, ahd that this one may move,by God's
homes of very many of the great and giftBryant a ¢ Mosquito.”
help, the whole church to. which he beed of earth, have been and are little less
Who will be the one in your
than a burlesque on the almost divine in- “That bloom was made to look at,not to touch, longs.
stitution of home.
The Long Island home of Bryant was
eminently worthy that name. Located on
one of those deliglitful *‘ arms of the sea,”
that vary the northern shore of Long Island Sound, it is picturesque

and

beauti-

ful, thirty miles by

and

twenty

steamer

miles by land from the great metropolis.

In the Autumn of Bryant's seventyeighth birthday, we were commissioned
by the State Supt. of Education to spend
two weeks at Roslyn, Long Island.
We
found the quiet retreat after not a little
patient search.
We found it nothing
more than

a

little

post

villa,

of olden

memeries, containing two or three church-

es, two

or

three

stores,

a manufactory

or two, with perhaps a hundred dwellings. Itis in the north part of North
Hampstead,
Sound,

on

about

two

Hampstead.

miles
Bay,

from
and

the

at

the

foot of an abrupt bluff, 200 or 300 feet
high. The shores around this point of
the bay are very much broken.
Several
small streams of pure, fresh water run into the bay from the highlands above.
The ‘old inhabitant” here, tells you

stories of the
like

legends.

past, which
Here

the

seem

almost

grandfather

of

‘Bishop Onderdonk, in 1748, built the first

paper mill in the State.
The foundation
and some of the old building still remain.
In this very mill, George Washington
dined, on his passage across the Island in

1777. Away from the crowded town,
“everything seemed so quiet, it was easy
and even

refreshing

to

listen

to

these

tales of the olden time. The villa has an
ancient look. A few modern structures
diversify the picture. About five minutes
walk from the post-office, down the shore
of the bay, we soon found the home of
William Cullen Bryant. We had seen
him pass, a small white-haired man, with
massive brow=~His form

was

erect,

his

step quick and fim. He was just nearing the 78th mile stone on the path of life.
The

little stream of cold water that made

down from the bluff, had been arrested
“and two ponds of clear fresh water formed,
just at: the suburbs of his quiet home.
Very near their shores stands
“The mighty oak—

By whose immovable stem, I stand and seem
Almost annihilated—not a prince

In all that proud old world beyond the deep,

Ker wore his crown as loftily as he

Wenrs the green coromal of leaves with which
Thy hand has graced him, Nestled at his root,

Is beauty such as blooms not in the glare
(Of the broad sun.”

The

waters

with beauty.

of these

ponds

are

alive

Swan and duck find an un-

. molested and-genial home by their shores

and on their waters.
The touching beauty of the last stanza

To

worship,

whitejw

not

approach,

that

radiant

—

And well might sudden vengeance light on such,
Ax dared, like thee, most impiously to bite.
Thou should’st have gazed at distance and ad-

mired,

:

Murmured thy adoration, and retired.
Thow'rt welcome to the town, but why come
here
To bleed a brother poet, gaunt like thee?
Alas, the little blood I have is dear,
And thin will be the banquet drawn from
me.

J

Look round,—the pale eyed sisters in my cell,
Thy old acquaintance, Song and Famine dwell,
Try some plump alderman ; and suck the blood,
Enriched with generous wine, and
costly
=~

meat;

In well filled skins, soft as thy native mud,
Fix thy light pump, and raise thy freckled
feet.
Go to the men for whom, in ocean’s halls
The oyster breeds, and
the green
turtle
sprawls.”?

We have spoken of Mr. Bryant's‘Long
Island home.”
He had ano ther, close to
his native, hills in Massachusetts.
But

church?

:

Our only hope is in

united

and

syste-

matic work. ' Some fancy that the only
thing to be done now is to wipe out the
debt. Others say: “Don’t speak of reinforcements, until this debt is paid.” But
how came this debt? Who is responsible 2
May it not come again, after being paid
off this time?

It seems to me, we

should

ponder some of these questions. Paying
off the debt is not the end to be accomplished, but only the means

to

the

end,

which is the strength and success of the
mission in India. This debt blocks the
road, so we can not proceed with our
work, hence it must be removed.
It must

be paid. But let everybody keep this
in mind, that paying off this debt of
ten thousand dollars by no means saves
the

mission,

Without
carrying

or

insures

its

prosperity.

the adoption. and
resolute
out of other measures,
we

shall be hardly

a whit better off after

the debt is canceled.
»
The regular, generous help of our enwhether in his sanctum and counting
room in New York, or in his more quiet’ tire membership is an indispensable concountry retreats, his was a busy life. He dition to Success in India.- Success
came among the teachers at Roslyn, and means growth and strength, and these
gave them a few words of sympathy and can not be without the united, systecounsel. The friends of popular educa- matic effort of all our people ‘There
tion claimed him as the firm defender of
their cause.
The advocates of human

rights always
sympathizer.
humanity.
Mr. Bryant's
good and true,
in immortality
And what is
noble qualities
ed him here,

found in him a devoted
He believed in God and
unwavering faith: in the
led him to believe firmly
and heavenly recognition.
life without these? The
of soul which distinguishwill shine

with

undimmed

luster in the ¢ bright beyond” whither he
has departed ; and the fetters of humanity
will no more restrain the longings of the

spirit panting for eternal life.
~To him who tuned the fields and floods,
The grandest poet of our woods,
‘Who thrilled with grand and lofty song,

The world of poesy so long;
‘Who touched his lyre in early Spring,
And every bright and trembling string,
Responsive to its master’s hand,

Gave music to the listening land;

i

‘Who sung with nature when her voice
Was loud and grandest,—when the noise

Of brooks and waterfulls was heard,
Mingling the music of the bird;
And listening_till the song was done,
© The two inspiring lays were one,—
To him a tributewe would bring,

To him an artless measure sing;
Who from life’s cold and wintry skies,
Went singing into Paradise,
‘Who in December’s whitest noon,
Is wreathed with fairest flowers of June.
> +--+
7
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i
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would have been no debt, had such

effort

been made in the past. Our friends who
used to give for Foreign Missions only by
starts and spurts, in ‘these hard times”
have given nothing; the hundreds of
churches that never helped the Mission,of
course have

best

done

nothing;

friends and regular

some

of the

contributors to

its work, have felt obliged, under the ex-

treme pressure of the present crisis in the
business world, to cut down their gifts;
these are some of the causes, that account
for the deficit in our treasury, and the

only way out of our trouble is by united,
regular effort on the part of all.
The action of the Ohio Central, the
New Hampshire and the Maine Western
Yearly Meetings is most praiseworthy.
So let all the other Y. Ms. cheerfully

shoulder their share of the indebtedness
of the Foreign Mission Society and the
stumbling block is cast

out of our

The

Board

Foreign

Mission

twenty cents from every Free
the land.

asks

way.

for

Baptist in

Brother,sister,you who are,the

one to move for us, please see to it’ at
once that this request is promptly heeded
in your church, Some may be able to
give but ten cents, then there are others
who will give a dollar or more, so that

the sum may readily be
sent to our treasurer. In
debt may be wiped out
promptness. Shallit be

made up, and
thirty days “the
by energy and
done? Pastor,

this lawyer

ing millions we implore you to give this

troops.” Perhaps not. No people that
consentto be slaves need troops! But
those and those only who mean to stand
for their rights, need troops. Slaves,

cause the help of your pulpits. Do speak
for us now, and call on the people to rally around the standard of the cross erected
on pagan soil. Gratitude for Christian
homes and altars, and

ignorant and

duty

benighted

towards

demand

best

endeavors.

Within

a

twelve-month new stations should be
opened and new churches organized.
Fresh, strong workers wait your consent
to go yonder to live and labor for Christ.
Shall your apathy still withhold help from
so destitute, yet promising a field, orshall
your diligence and love quickly provide
needed reinforcement ?
A child in one of the mission schools
once asked his teacher:—¢ Do all the
people in America know about the great
| salvation of Jesus Christ ?" The teacher
answered,

‘‘ Yes."

The question was re-

peated with greater earnestness,receiving
the same answer. The little philosopher
was troubled, and

exclaimed,

“I

believe it, for if all of them knew
salvation, more of them

would

don't

of this
be

“they

do

over

cringing sycopbants, and those who walk

back to those dear native

Christians

and

in my native

land, to tell them that a church of seventy

thousand members denies them even so
much as one cent a week for their evangelization? God forbid. Rather let me
go with alacrity and joy bearing the glad
tidings to tHe workers weary and worn,
fo the native helpers, to the school chil-

the

blacks,

even

though

some

white

Republicans be united with the blacks in
these

meetings,

Hampton,

but

if John

Sherman,

most

humble

can meet

of heathen around them, that pastors sand

questions

people of America

and do it resolutely
their welfare.

and
will

and

the
do

much

more

regularly

for

Brunswick, Maine, July 9, 1878.
0-0-6
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00L. BIGGINSON ON THE SOUTHERN
SITUATION.
____BY

REV. B.D. PECK.

«Some War Scenes Revisited” is the
title of a paper inthe July number of the
Atlantic Monthly from the pen of Col. T.
W. Higginson. The article has received
very favorable comments from the religious and secular press of the country.
Viewing these laudatory criticisms from
one standpoint, I am not surprised.

Since

President Hayes's avowal of his conciliatory policy towards the South, and his
carrying it out by appointing rebels to
important offices, and the

ratification

of

it on the occasion of his visit a few months
since

down

South,

I am

not

surprised

that the religious and secular press bestow
so much and so favorable comment upon
Mr, Higginson's' paper.
But Col. Higginson has, consciously or
unconsciously,

developed

plain as daylight,

the

fact,

as

that the President’s

policy of conciliation is a failure. What
Mr. Higginson says respecting the improvement he found among the colored
people of
Moreover,

the South is doubtless true.
as he tells us, there is un-

it will

win

the

citizens,

and discuss
and

black

or

white,

unmolested,

issues’of

the

the

day

and

or Western States, what would Mr. Hig-

ginson "and his political and religious
endorsers have to say about it? Letus
take Rhode Island. Col. H. lives I think

in Newport. The Democratic party in
this Stateis in the minority. But I have
never heard, no one has ever heard, that

the local gatherings of this party in this
State have been dispersed by the mob.
Suppose it were the case here, and Governor Van, Zandt could not, or would nog,

OF FOREIGN MISSIONS.

Mission work is too expensive

to justify

its being undertaken. * From

a tract re--

hundred years.

Which would be the bet-

ter use of the money? There is much
more in this excellent liffle tract which
we shall from time to time put before

our

readers, hoping that such facts will deepen their interest in the cause and stimu-

late them to earnest activity in its behalf.
DANTOON.

Our readers will readily find the location of this place on the Mission Map. It
is a few miles north-east of Jellasore. To
it Rev. J. Phillips and wife have recently
moved and have established there a new
station. It is a more important town than
his former residence,affording greater opportunity for missionary work and has
other advantages as a residence and center
of operations. From a recent letter to.
his son we are permitted to. publish the:
following extract. Under date of Dantoon,/May 11th, he writes: * Last Sunday we.
spent pleasantly with our people at Santi»
pore. Next Sunday is our time for Jella-sore. To-day we gathered around us our"
orphan boys who live and work here, and ~~——

organize such parties to give effect to
their principles as they please. Who is
Ham pton that the Republican party o
South ‘Carolina must cringe to him in
order to carry the Legislature ?
the Christian servants, and be&an, as in
‘There is another paragraph in Col. days of yore, a little service. How much.
Higginson’s paper, which I may be in- of this pioneer work has fallen to my lot!.
dulged in quoting. It is as follows: “The First at Sumbahlpoort in 1837, then at
first essential to. social.progress.at.
the | Balasore in 1838, again at, Jellasore in
1840; and at Santipore in 1865. We now"
South is that each State should possess erect our altar, hoist our banner here in
local self-government. The States have Dantoon in 1878 and call on the name of
been readmitted as States and can no the Lord our God. Oh, may we be spared
grace to
more be treated as territories than you and blessed with strength and
gather here a church for the living God!
can replace a bird in he.egg.
They I have numerous visitors at the house and.
must now work out their own salvation,
some of them really seem
to be interested,.
The two brethren,
just as much as Connecticut and New serious inquirers.
Jersey. If any abuses exist, the remedy Madhu and Jhompad, continue to visit:
from houseto house in the villages and
is not to be found in federal inteference
report a very favorable reception. I think
except in a case of actual insurrection,
but this is an easier place to gain access to the
in the voting of the blacks so far as they people than Jellasore.”
Our readers will be glad to know that
have strength or skill to assert it, and
Brother Phillips’s health is much better when that fails in their power—of locomo
than for same time previous to late ad-tion. They must leave those counties or viel,
i
States which ill use them for others which
TO MY FELLOW PASTORS.
treat them better. If a man is dissatisfied
“Dear Brethren:
1 am convinced that our with the laws of Massachusetts and can lack of funds to meet our Foreign Mission
expenses is almost entirely in eonsequence of
not get them mended he dan remove into our
lack of interest,
our vegligence or our
Rhode Island or

Connecticut,” etc.

This

may appear plausible enough till we. examine it in thelight of true liberty and test
it-by the theory cf our government.
The constitution of ‘the United States
declares
that
‘The
Congress
shall
guarantee to every State a republican

questionably a -better state of feeling form of goverment.” Is that a republican
towards the North among a portion of the “form of government, where a large porSouthern whites.
tion of the people can not have local
But I will let the gentleman speak for meetings ? This is all pretty talk about
himself respecting the political situation local self-government, a nice figure of
in one of the States where conciliation has speech, is all this. But the local selfbeen tried. He says:
government of South Carolina is a fraud,
“As to South Carolina, I can only say,
a sham,
Until every class-of the people
“that one of the ablest Republican lawyers have the right to meet and discuss quesin the State, a white man unsuspected of tions of government and to go to the polls
corruption, said to me, ‘This is a Republican State, and to prove it such, ie need and vote, all talk about ‘readmitted
only to bring out our voters. For this we States, no more to be treated as territoe
do notneed troops, but that half a dozen ries,” is ill timed. Talk about actual
well known Northern Republicans should insurrection! Is there not actual insurcanvass. the State just asif it were .a
Northern State.
The colored voters rection in a State where the people can
need to know that the party at the North not meet and discuss publigmeasures, and
has not, as they have been told, deserted
nominate whom they please for officers of
them.
With this and a perfectly clean
state, and vote for whom they please on
list of nominees we can carry the Legisla- election days? This on Col. Higginson’s
ture, making no nomination
against
Hampton.’ But, I asked, would not these 1 own showing can not be done in South
meetings be broken up? ‘Not oneof them,’ Carolina.
he said. ‘They will break up our local
Is South Carolina then a Republican
meetings ; but not those held by speakers State? Would Rhode Island be a Repubfrom other States, It would ruin them
with the nation.” And this remark was lican State if the Democrats here. could
afterwards indorsed by others both white not meet unmolested, and hold discussions
and black.”
upon public questions? If their only
remedy
lay in this, that they could send
Now let every Northern man,Republican
for Senator Thurman, Samuel Randall
and Democrat, statesman and editor, look
that fact square in the face. Here is one and other leading Democrats to canvass
State where it is not possible’to hold local the State for them? When Hampton will
political meetings to discuss great and gee to it that the people of South Carolina
vital issues. Suppose such a state of shall be protected in their local meetings,

things existed in any one of the Northern

THE COST

We sometimes hear it said that Forei

Legislature.

Mr. Higginson, and the reviewers who
speak words of commendation for him,
ought to know that all this which he puts
forth as evidence of the establishment of
free government in the South, is stuff
and nonsense. There is no freedom and
republicanism in South Carolina, tll the

multitude

dren, to the churches

CONDUCTED BY REV. G. C. WATERMAN,

cently published by the Missionary Sociemasters
please, do not need troops. ty of the Mothodist.
ypal
Church we
Daniel Webster said: ‘Living I shall ger some facts of interest concerning:
e relative cost of missions, and collate:
assert the right of free discussion, dying
a few for our readers. It costs more to
I shall assert it, and if I leave no ether build one hundred and fifty miles of railinheritance to my children,by the blessing road in the State of Massachusetts than alk
of God,I will leave them the inheritance of that the American Board spent during
free principles, and the example of a | the first fifty years of its existence.
In punishing a recent Indian massacre,
manly
and independent defense
of it cost, according to President Grant, more
them.”
But this. one of the ‘ablest than a million dollars apiece to kill fifteen.
lawyers in South Carolina” and others, or twenty Indians. No missionary Socie-with whom Col. Higginson conversed, do ty was ever known to waste money like:
not appear to have been cast in this that. The Modoc war cost the govern-ment more than four times the amount
Websterian mold.
They want a half contributed in this country for Foreign:
dozen well known Northern Republich#ls Missions during the year of its continuto come down and canvass the State just ance. From April, 1861, to September,
1866, our government expended,as pay of
as if it were a Northern State, and this
the officers and men engaged in the war"
“half dozen” will not be interfered with, of the rebellion, more than a thousand:
provided —¢no
nomination
is made million dollars; as all the Missionary
against Hampton"—because such inter- societies in the sounizy do not spend over
in their foreign:
ference ‘would ruin them with the na- two millions annually
work,
it
will
be
seen
that
the cost of that
tion.” It will not hurt them with the
war would more than maintain the foreign
nationto suppress the local meetings of mission work now carried on for five

here to tell us about it.” I'm thinking to- "Stanley Matthews, George F. Hoar and
day of the questions that will be asked us others of the ‘visiting statesmen” go
down and canvass by the permission of
upon my return to India.
How canI go
to the millions of heathen

MISSION WORK.

not need

with baited breath, and speak but as their

the

your

quick, cheerful action. View the great
field that God has given us in the far east,
A territory
one-seventh as large as
that of Maine, with a population equal
to that of New England, will richly repay
our bravest,

says

NO. 29.

Beloved pastors,
for the sake of the perish-

Never yet did there exist a full faith in what answer ?
protect these meetings of the Democrats,
the Divine Word, which did not expand
The
most
cheering
feature
of
the
Yearwould it not be demanded of the Presithe
intellect;
while
it
purified
the
heart;
its inspiration in some such retreat as
‘which did not multiply the aims and ob- ly Meetings cited above was the eager in- ‘dent of the U. §. that he should protect
this :
jects of the understanding, while it fixed -terest of the pastors in this good work. a portion of the people of Rhode Island
*¢ He who from zone to zone,
Heaven hless them for their brave words, ih their rights ? Does such mob violence
Guides thro’: the boundless sky thy certain
and simplified those of the desires and
and grant them faith for deeds’ as brave! indicate. anything but revolution? But
fight,
:
ry 1 feelings.—S. T', Coleridge.

of the ‘“ Water fowl,” might have found

LL

or ifhe can not do it will ask aid of the
federal authorities, then we

will

that that State has a Republican
ment.

Mr.

believe

govern-

But not till then.

Higginson’s

advice

to the poor

blacks to leave the place of their birth,the
soil wet with their own blood and tears,is

cruel. It may seem all right for Col.
Higginsonto say that if a manis. dissatisfied with the laws of Mass. and can
not get them mended he can at least remove into Rhode Island and'Gonnectiout.

But all men could not do this,and no man
should be obligedto doit in order

to be

free. If the blacks or whites choose to
leave the South that is their business, but

selfishness. Which is it ? The blame lies at
our door.
If all our pastors did their duty
in.
this matter there surely would be no lack. of"
funds to carry on our Mission work..
Nov

doubt some of us are doing

all we can wisely.

do in raising money, but what

number

doing?

are the greater-

Very little, and

many

abso

lutely nothing.
Brethren, God will hold us responsible for the financial success-of our Foreign Mission.

Your church is in debt or you

are building,

or-repairing, or so poor—is that the trouble ?
Let me
show you a representafive
case.

Here are two churches

in our Q.

M. side

by

side.
The pastor of one of these churches
labored with the,.church some two or more
years, did vot take a collection himself for
missions in all that time, never
preached =a

sermon on missions, and left a while ago with
a debt of several hundred dollars which the
church’had to incur to pay

his suldry.

up the arrears on

They had no debt when

he went

there. And that church is teld to-day, or at
least their pastor says in private conversation,

that ¢“ it costs two dollars to get one to the mis-

sion, we are paying such large salaries to the
officers of the Mission Boards.”
It is une
necessary to say that that chureh is still doing:
nothing for Missions.
The other church is raising fifty cents per:
resident
member this
year for
Missions.
Mission cards were introduced last January,
a sermon was preached on the subject of Missions and the quarterly installments of meney
called for by the cards are collected by the

pastor, and this

same

church has secured

a:

parsonage property recently wbrth some fifteen
iin
dollars, are only a little over one
hundred dollars in debt, and their pastor's salary paid. Now I am confident that a reverse of pastors in this case would have in
the main, reversed the above church record,
at least. so far as the Mission matter is. con-

cerned.

i

;

Iam proud of our denominational record
in general, but I am beginningto be ashamed:
a
of our Mission record.
Deur fellow pastor, may God help you and .

me to do our duty in this matter
innow.

Don’t be

afraid

your

Be lessened by your members

and te be- -

receipts

will .

giving to Mis -

sions,—Observation and experience have taught:

me that the

church and pastor who

most for Missions,

sense of the word,

generally

true.

and receive

prosper the best

do

in

the

every

and the reverse of this is.

Let

God’s

us do our duty anyway,.

approval, which is

than money.

better:

. ANOTHER PASTOR..

FACTS

j
OTHER

FROM

FIELDS.

CHINA.

Fubkien, one of the 18 provinces of China,

has more

than

one-third of all the native

Christians in the whole of China. Seven Missionary Societies are at work in this province.
gospel is preached in 284 places. "There
The
are 173 organized churches—centers of light—

5.247 communicants, 23 ordained native 'pastors and preachers, 256 assistant preachers, 25
colporters and 16 Bible women. Seven of the
churches are self-supporting.
AMERICAN

INDIANS.

The last official report makes the, total number of Indians in the United: States and terri-

tories, exclusive of Alaska, 260,115,
104,818 are so far

Of these

civilized, as to dress like

white men, and 25,622 are able

to-read.

Ten

that men shall be compelled to leave a years ago, they had only 7.476 ‘houses, but
have 55,717 houses,.and gre cultivating
State in order to enjoy their political and now
318,194 acres of, land. Tn" 65 of the Home
personal freedom is a thing that should Agencies,
132 missionaries are now laboring.
not be tolerated.
Rhode Island, July 10.

They have 77 church

buildings,

‘bers and 11,328 scholars.

27,215

mem

226
Sal

8.8.

Department,

to them. *¢ Brow of the hill.”
The supposed place of this act is preserved by
‘tradition. It is called ‘¢ the mount of
Precipitation.”
¢* Passing through (the
midst.”
The majesty of his character
overawed them, or else a supernatural
influence was exerted to this end.

Sabbath - School Losson.--July 28.
QUESTIONS

AND

(For

NOTES

Questions
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Tae TEACHERS Must Hele, It is not
the business of a major-general to see to
it that every man in the army keeps step,

JESUS AT NAZARETH.
GOLDEN

TEXT:

“ And

they were astonish-

ed at his doctrine;
for his word
power,’—Luke
4:32,
Ra,
Janke

4:

the

came

3

temptation

Nazareth.”

Jesus

went

After

to

Galilee.

There he remained for a short season, doing works
of benevolence,
teaching
truths of God.
Thence he came to Nazareth.
Nazareth wasin the tribe of Zebulun, twenty-five miles from lake Gen-

nesaret, eighty from
situated

on

the

Jerusalem.

side of

performs

all. the

evolutions in a

prompt and proper fashion. The subordinate officers must attend to these num-

berless little details of drill, while the

16-30.

lo

and

was with

Notes and Hints,
<<. And he

THE

\

a

It was

hill, which,

with others near by, sloped into a valley
‘or basin, a mile long, and half a mile
broad. The place had a bad reputation
in Judea.
““ Where he had been brought up.”

Je-

mind of the commander-in-chief is thus
left unembarrassed to: grapple- with the
great questions of military strategy.
The same principle applies ina very
high degree to the office of the superintendent of a Sunday-school.
It is not to
be expected of himto play the part of
orderly-sergeant for every squad of boys
or girls in the Sunday-school
army
whose executive he is.
To attempt it
would be to lower his dignity and lessen
his power, while

pairs

the

at the same

authority

of

time

the

it im-

individual

teacher whose prerogative it is to have
exclusive charge of the scholars in his
class.
Itis the province of the superintendent to deal with the scholars not di-

* sus was now more than thirty years of
age. In Nazareth he had lived the most rectly, but through the teachers.
It is
of these years, and hence he was known not his business to keep the scholars in
to every one there. ¢ Ads his custom was order, but to see to it that the teachers
he went into the synagogue.”
See where do it; and if any teacher habitually disJesus, on the Sabbath day, during his regards his duty, oris manifestly incomlife in Nazareth, was to be found.
Let petent to discharge it, then the sooner
those of the
Sabbath-school
who are such a teacher is given unlimited leave of
young, do in his respect as Jesus did absence the better it will be for all the
interests of the school.
‘* Aptness to
when he was young, viz., go on the Sab- teach” is not the only requisite for so rebath day regularly to church. The syn- sponsible a position—ability to govern is,
agogue is supposed to have been started if possible, still more important, and the
during the captivity in Babylon; but the one great lesson which the rising generation needs to learn quite as much as any
origin of it is, in fact,not known.
In this
other is asto how they ought to behave
“place of worship the services were praise, themselves in the house of God.
And no
prayer, readings from the law and the one is fit to have charge of a Sundayprophets, followed by a discourse, or ex- school class who is not determined to
have them do it, and able by force ef
hortation.
character to make them do it. Allowance
¢ Stood up for to read.” Not to begin should of course be made for the natural
the reading, but to signify that he wished turbulence of raw recruits, whom the
to read.
< The book of Esaias.”
The teacher may not yet have had in hand
book was a roll of parchment.
Tt wasa long enough to ‘‘ break them in.” This
book by itself, not bound up, like our is a work that requires skill and will, patience and time ; but a gradual improve~ Testament, with other books.
Esaias is ment should be manifest in the behavior
the Greek of Isaiali. “¢ Opened the book.” of the scholars, or there is prima facie evUnrolled the roll. The two ends of the idence of a fatal fault somewhere.
Let this, then, be distinctly borne in
sheet wer often rolled towards each
mind—when the superintendent calls the
«ther, meeting in the middle.
It is easy school to order, it is first of all the
“to see how such a scroll, then, weuld be duty of the teachers to come to orunrolled.
der themselves, which, unfortunately,they
“¢ Spirit of the Lord.”
Isaiah 61:1,2..] are sometimes slow to do, and then, secOne of the most beautiful passages of the ondly, to see to it that their classes come
to order promptly and completely, and so
prophet...
The quotation is hot exact, for. rsupport-the superintendent's authority by
. Luke quotes from the Septuagint version all the weight of their personal example,
Let
of the Old Testament, not from the He- and their power of class control.
brew Scriptures themselves.
** Anointed the teachers cease complaining of the
failure of the superintendent to keep the
me.”
The Messiah, in the Hebrew, the
school in order, for it very frequently
Christ, in the Greek, mean the anointed
happens that the loudest complainants
one. Prophets, kings and priests, were are themselves the greatest sinners.
set apart to their work by anointing them
with oil. Hence, God had thus set apart
ARE YoU GROWING ? The following,
Jesus for the work named in succeeding addressed to Sunday-school teachers, is
statements.
taken from the Christian
Union: ¢ In
“ The gospel.”
In Isaiah the word is body, mind, spirit, Jesus grew. = He was
““ good tidings ;” this is. the meaning of fitting to be the great teacher.
He was a
Word

gospe

$10

le

bil

noo

PR

ri

cause, then, the gospel will reach all
-classes ; and because pity sends the gospel, and the rich do not ask for pity. Je- gus cited to the messengers ofuJc¢hn this

Yet-he-must

THE ART OF LETTER-WRITING.

GENERAL.BAPTISTS
LAND.

I wonder if letter-writing is one of the

BY WITCH

OF ENG-

The General Baptist Association held
its one hundred and ninth session in London in the last week in June, and was attended by a large number of ministers,
delegates, and visitors, The correspondent of the Morning Star, Rev. T. Goadby, President of Chillwell College, was, for

a second time, President of the Association. The meetings were commenced on
Monday evening, 24th, at six o'clock, with
a devotional service, at which Rev. W.
Underwood, D. D., presided. Rev. J.
Clifford then gave an address of welcome
to the Association,

which

was

followed

by the annual address of the President,
which, in accordance with English custom,

was

a

long

and

elaborate

paper

specially prepared for the occasion, and
occupied two hours indelivery. Its theme
was, The Modern Spirit.

Dr. G said that in its essential

nature

and its best

aspects, it is the

spirit of

inquiry,

research,

thought,

of

of persistent
belief,

of

of free

impatience
supreme

of

traditional

devotion

to

the

majesty of facts
It has
embodied
itself mainly in two , forms, historical
criticism, and physical science, and it has
entered theology, and seeks to displace
the formulas of our Protestant dogmatism
by secular or Christian ethics, by relig.
ious or philosophical sentiment. And the
theological world is keenly and promptly sensifive; reviews, magazines, newspapers, wisely or unwisely, discuss the
most solemn and momentous questions;
and it seems as if ol and fondly cherished beliefs were slipping away from the
grasp, as if ancient creed and formula
were undergoing the process
of slow
and sure decay. The situation is grave,
anxiety is profitable, and alarm natural,
But neither anxiety nor alarm is likely to
help usin a serious emergency. There
are two courses which we must carefully

avoid.

We must not be dogged, and

stand by the traditional defenses, refusing to move an inch. We must not
surrender the precious wealth of God's
kingdom to the forces of the current by
which our age is carried along. There
is a middle course, a golden path. We
must recognize, and examine fairly and
frankly,
the theological skepticism and unrest of our time. We mustdook this * mod-"
ern spirit” fully in the face, subject it
to respectful cross-questidning, and ascertain its'demands and real significance for

Christian

doctrines

(he essential

gran-

: Hence, Christ signified

scholars, are

saw it

fulfilled in works,

= and thus proved to them that he was the

“Christ. “Deliverance to the captives.” The
captives whom Satan has bound. “Sight to
the blind.” There are two kinds of blindmess. ‘‘Heal the broken-hearted.” By prom‘ses of heavenly good to them and theirs,
by present love, compassion and support.

“¢< Set at liberty them that are bruised.”
Asaiah this reads,

Opening of the

on to them that are bound.”

The

In’

prisSeptu-

agint drops the clause altogether. It
anay mean then, ‘release those who
were suffering in prison.”
“¢ Acceptable year.” = The year when
‘God proclaims to all the world, ¢ Now is

the accepted time, and now is the day of
salvation.” The year of Jubilee, occurring once in fifty years, when all Jewish
captives were freed,

‘this

mind,

when

may

have

Isaiah

by

been

spoke

sitting

in

these

down

sthat he was about to discourse on the
words read.
‘ Were fastened on him.”
+In expectation that he was to speak.
Picturein mind this scene.
_*¢ This day 14s this Scripture fulfilled in

your ears.”
* You hear this Scripture
“which is to-day fulfilled; or, * to-day
“this Scripture is fulfilled even as you pve
heard from Capernaum, and other places

“where I have been.” ‘Bare him witness.”
Bore witness that he spoke the truth.
*¢ Wondered.”
His power of teaching
«surprised them. They had always known

‘him; but knew not whence he had this

wisdom.

*¢ Physician, heal thyself.” That is,
“¢'What you can do in Capernaum you

<candoin Nazareth.

connected

with

the

State

Pike, Sec., stated that the increase to the

churches, and have been established by
the Foreign Sunday-school Association
with the aid of Mr. Brockelmann, the
Foreign Sunday-school agent in Germany.

churches, during the year, by baptism
was 1,175; and the net increase about
250. The total membership is now 24,-

There is also in Germany a General Sunday-school Union Committee, meeting
in
Berlin, established in 1863; a Sundayschool Union for Wurtemberg, committee

pastors, 109 ; and lay preachers, 884.
A public meeting on behalf of Home

in Stuttgart, established in 1871; a Sunday-school Union for Rhemish Prussia
and Westphalia, committee in Elberfeld,
anda Sunday-school Union for Bremen,
founded in 1876.

CHILDREN'S

OFFERINGS.

Wé would

appropriate the larger part of their offer-

ingsto objects of Christian benevolence.
But when we reflect that the little ones

are to build churches, and

support pas-

tors, and provide for all the appointments

943, the

number

of

churches,

179,

Missions was held in the evening,

“¢ No prophet
is accepted.”

‘was

Gentile
city was Elijah

A

singulay

sent.

So Christ

sentto a city not his own. * Eliseus.”

The same use was

made of this as of the other fact.
“Filled

with

when

the reports of the secretary and the treasurer. were presented, and several ad-

dresses

were

delivered.

Rev.

C. H.

Spurgeon was the principal speaker, and
made a very effective address
in his

peculiar
these

hand.

vein.

The further report of

meetings

has

not

;

yet

come

to

Ww. H.
ey
We
ore

There are seasons when'every door

propriety of overlooking their education
for these duties. Are we not making a
mistake similar to that of the father who
brings up his boy or girl without teaching

by

them self-help?

The man

who pays for

approach it; every effort to serve (in our
own way) is abortive. Do you think God

has forgotten to be gracious ? He knows

wrath.”

Because

Gen-

tiles seemed to be preferred to Jews; be“9 «cause Christ declared they would not re“spect him, and that Ged had not sent him

more, than he who

receives

them

from

others without a thought of the cost. And
the

child is but the

man

in

miniature;

the same nature is found in both.— Watch-

man.

:

y

Qa.

There are in Germany 1,961 Sundayschools with 8,149 teachers, and 158,615
scholars,
:
.

HAZEL,

one to

be

developed.

in the wonderful coming age.
However
it may be, the capacity to write a
thoroughly

accurate letter, to fold,

seal,

direct and stamp it as it should be,—
seems wantingin ninety-nine persons out
of a hundred.
:
The most prominent thing in a letter is
the hand-writing. This may or may not
be fine. It is usually a mark of the individual, and

should

be

criticised

most

leniently. Though practice, observation,
and flexible fingers may serve somewhat
to conceal one’s hand-writing, they form
only such a mask as an immobile face
does;

the art of letter-writing.
;
Incorrect spelling and capitalization
can not be too severely criticised.
The
smallest amount of common
sense will
the latter, and

the use of a pock-

et dictionary the former.

A

person who

spells “ useful” with two 1's andl forgets
his interrogation points, can not be a
person of thorough refinement and culture, though he may have just taken his
college diploma with the highest honors
—and paid five «lollars to have his name
put on it in German text.
Next in point of observation is the address,—and

oh!

fastened

squarely

what falsehoods

are told

through
that innocent medium! how
many * dear friends” and * honored sirs”
exist only on the first page of a sheet of
note-paper ! In our every day conversation we address our. dearest friends sim-

ply as * John”or * Mary.” = These exaggerated protestations of . affection are
one of the many shams in which our
¢« gilded age” abounds, and are often entirely incongruous
with the remarks
which follow them. Observe the effect
of this note, after which I need say nothing more.
“Mr. B.
Dear sir:
:

I must positively decline to continue any further intercourse
between my household and yourself, as
your morals are such that I can notallow
them to contaminate my family.
Respectfvlly yours,” &e.
We come now to the composition itself,
“which, like ancient Gaul, is divided

into

lege. Butall

in the

them.

$m

,

It would
offer,

at

}

been

a good

Centennial

cry, ‘ Watchman,

what

of the night p»

Some one was evidently

anxious

for the

day, for not then, as now, did great clocks

in the steeples toll the

passing

‘hours.

Here and there upon yonder hill-side
smolders the camp fires of war, and were
we

it day,

tents

a thousand

see

could

1 pitched in the valley below. Darkness,
plan to like an angel of mercy, has silently float.

5

have
the

in the city slept not, for

suddenly out from the darkness came the

The others are

found roaming all about the envelopes,
apparently at their own sweet will.
So
that what with the stamp, “the address,
the signature, the punctuation, the composition and the penmanship, it is difficult and almost impossible to find a
letter which contains a fault in no one of
1

Exposition,

a

ed down, and put the

angry

passions of

gold medal for’ the most perfect epistle war and bloodshed at rest for a few short
there exhibited. It might have excited
the nation to fresh exertion in the mastery
of an art so difficult and so imperfectly
acquired,—the art of letter-writing. -

bl

an

HON. B. E. BATES.

little curves and lines, unconscious

indications, appearing through it all, as
the same tell-tale lines may be seen abput.
themouth of such a “face:
Penmanship,
therefore, may be left out of account in

prevent

place,

upper right-hand corner.

with their teeth and foes, and other mem-

bers not popularly supposed to be available for that purpose.
Happily, this
style of composition is almost exclusively confined to the lower classes.
The mixture of stupid and interesting
is

the

most

prevalent.

with pleasant news and

Here,

mixed

ordinary topics,

are attempts ai being poetical, sentimental, Byronic, and a thousand and one
things that the writer never was and
never wants to be. Some one describing
an evening call, wrote, ‘ We enjoyed an
hour of delightful secial intercourse,”
when, we knew, if he

us, he would have said,
ularly jolly time.”

had

been

telling

‘ We had a reg-

Edward
Everett Hale says, ‘If our
language is not fit to be written, it is not

BY

REV,.J.S8.

BURGESS,

The very excellent discourse of President Cheney on the Life and Character of
Mr. Bates; called to mind some

recollec-

tions, in keeping with the sermon, and
of general value. Mr. Bates said to the
policy

of the

Manufacturing
Co's of Lewiston,

writer,

“¢ It is the settled

to aid

| the churches.

The

presence

of church

buildings and Christian societies, is essential to the well-being of any community. Churg¢h=debts are a burden which
ought to
De bornéby all, and canceled
as soon aspracticable. We shall certaiuly
help the churches When in a-condition to
do so.”
The church lot of the Main St. F. B.
house was donated to the society, besides Mr. Bates gave the carpeting necessary to furnish the house at a cost of
some $500.

Other

churches

in L.

have

been materially aided, and would have
been more largely if times had not proved
so disastrous to the manufacturing industries of the place.
Some two years ago, late in autumn,
when the mills in varieus places were
closing, and thousands were thrown out
of employment,Mr. Bates said on his way
to Lewiston, ‘“ We have decided to run

hours.
The great
army sleeps, and
dreams of great victories ahead, except
the: commander,
and
staff.
They ‘are
alert ; anxiety for the result of the next
day's fray drives all slumber from the

eyelids. Well does he realize that not
always does victory belong to the powerful, but as often to untiring watchfulness. As we listen, away up the hillside rides one, signaling, ‘Watchman,
what of the night?” and as from a great
distance, comes the answer, ** The morning cometh, and danger is near.”
Back from America’s horizon rolled the
night

of

slavery,

flooding

our

country

with an effulgence of light and liberty,
and for years we were happy and prosperous.
But again darkness thickens;
twilight deepens. Crime, distress, communism,

revolution,—these are the spec-

ters of night that menace your national
life.
We cast anxious eyes toward
freedom’s watch-towers, and there see no
uncertain light. Loyalty’s sentinels slumber

not, nor

do

Even though

to

their

lamps

burn

low.

our call ** Watchman,

what -of the night?” they may answer,
‘The night draweth on, and danger is
near,” it only signifies that we are to be .
at our{post and ready for duty.
Our country’s great need is men tried
and true; men of character. - Men
regard worth more than money, and

who
love

virtue more than

such

position.

men, grand and noble,

It was

who

in

the

past

the mills through the winter, though at a
pecuniary loss to the companies.
Our
manufactured
goods really bring less
than the raw material. But here are all
these . operatives, with
their families,
more or less dependent on their earhings for their daily bread, and I had rather run the mills at a loss, than these
poor people be left to suffer as they must
without employment, and a long coldwinter before them. Yes the mills must
run,” said Mr. B. with emphasis.
The purity of Mr. Bates's motives had

framed and upheld our Constitution, and
ifit goes down to futurity unsullied, it
will be such who will carry it.
To all temperance people this thought
has especial significance. Well may the
curse
of intemperance be likened to
night. It obscures the light of reason.
Effectually it hides the soul from its Author.and his life-giving light. With a
blackness and gloom peculiarly its own,
does it settle around and through the
community wherein it thrives. Its baneful darkness is gemmed by no twink-

Not because we own property in Lewiston, but the cause it promotes, and the
work of education it purposes to do, especially needful, as I learn, in your
young and growing denomination.
My
motives are not selfish in this thing, if I
know my own heart.”
The lasttime Mr. Bates was in Lewiston, a few weeks previous to his death,
he was present at the Dedication of
Music Hall. ‘We had the pleasure
of a
seat near him, and heard expressions of
gratification in view of its beauty and
solidity, and enterprise involved by those
who projected and constructed the hall,
as well as in regard to th8 admirable

us, on our right hand and on our left. No
legal statute proscribes its boundaries.
To no Mason-Dixon line does it approach

name

when

he

gets

through,

giving this meager account

ings toward me.

of

without

his feel-

Itis much like a habit

certain gentlemen have - of pointing to
their hats when they meet a lady—leav-

dresses his bitterest foe as * dear sir,”

he will not hesitate to sign himself an
* obedient servant,” or a sincere friend.”

* Sincere,” ¢* honey without wax,” is
a fine word, and is used much too frequently. Such, however, is my admiration for it that Itry to write all my let-

ters in such a frame of mind as will enable me to use it with truth at the close.

placed you just where you

velopes than to crowd it into those that
are a half inch too short, doubling over

Who

Who

W. P. Frye,

followed by Hon. N. P. Banks of Boston,
who did his subject ample justice. " During our acquaintance with Mr.

Among the writings of Isaiah is found the

following figure .of speech: ¢ He
out of Seir,

Wate hman,what

calleth

of the night?

Watchman, what of the night ? and the
watchman answereth, The morning com-

and hear the

decree,

farther shalt

thou

‘“ Thus

come.”

the power of darkness,

far and

mo

This king of

this

king

of

the

night of nights, claps glad wings and,
soaring aloft in the gloom his own pres-

ence creates, shouts, ¢‘ East, West, North,
South, I call you mine, mine to overshadow, mine to blacken morally, mine to tax

financially, mine eventually to rule for
14
Shall the rum spirit be finally the ruling
power in our nation? Why are professed
temperance men asleep,and will they con-

tinue to slumber and sleep, and will

continue to dream that

Thus despondiag

we

they

*‘ all is well”?

turn

toward

the

watch-towers of total abstinence for cheer.

Their

and

bright

ask

light

we

of their keepers,

gladly

hail,

‘‘Watchmen,

what of the night ?” and heartily does
the assurance come that we can see the
beginning of the end. Far down is the
eastern horizon gray with the light of
early dawn.
‘Lo !the morning cometh.” Thank God for the watchmen of
every great reform.
In all ages have they been on duty
and little do we appreciate the debt due
them from us.

Asnoble,

as

brave,

as

daring men now peer into the dark beyond as the world ever saw. Heeding
not the hiss of serpents, nor the insult
and threat, far out into the shadowsof
intemperance have they pushed, working

and watching

of

the

for the day.

success

of our

Taking note

army

of

ab-

stainers, catching the movings of the pub-

lic, knowing that God and
e Fight are
ing their removal to her imagination.
eth and also the night.” The cities of that with us, that we have the training of the
The signature of a letter usually cor- day were far differen
t from those of our youth, and the Bible to aid us in so doing,
responds to the address.
If a man ad-

observe the folding of them.
It seems a
much better way to match paper with en-

are?

opening address of Hon.

fit to bespoken.”
The secret: of truly
pleasant letter-writing is, that we write
as we talk—if we talk correctly. If not, | Bates, of 28 years, at Lewiston, we have
we would all better become dumb.
A known him self-denying that he might the
Early at work, exletter, otherwise irreproachable, is often better aid the poor.
spoiled by the signature, or a request to cessively industrious in the execution of
excuse haste and poor writing. If one plans, that the laborer might have consympathetic towards
can not take time to write properly to a stant employment;
the
oppressed,
and
profoundly
patriotic
friend, it would be much better if he did
not write at all; and to depreciate a in sustaining the Government during the
really well-written letter is one of the rebellion, and subsequent settlement of
weakest things a person can do.
An perplexing questions. Ina high Chrisequally grave fault is the signing one’s tian sense, *¢ living for others,” both in
self, “ Yours, etc.” I do not care to and out of Lewiston.
own any * etc.” friends. If a person who
is notmy friend has occasion to write to WATOHMAN ! WHAT OF THE NIGHT ?
me, I would liketo have him sign his
"BY WILLC. KING,

that self-dependence and success would
leave his bright gold dim. Helplessness
and inactivity in desert places are part of

admitted truth. * Sarepta, a city of his religious privileges a reasonable sum,
Sidon.” Not toa Jewish city, but to a enjoys them far more, and is profited far the education of his spiritual child.

"The Greek for Elisha.

of

Hence, let us see of the church, by and by, we doubt the which we would go forth closes as we

you
do here what you are said to have
‘done there. This is your own home ; that
vas not.
Hence, *heal thyself;’ do
miracles here where you are known.

lost arts, or if itis

proper

three parts,—stupid, interesting, and a
2b
F-Iarnt dv
been questioned by some,
in his ‘princely | ling stars and never rifts to admit any
| ‘Cliristian theology. And if we take this IIA TUIC UL DOLL. Stapit-com position iy
light, save the glare of its own consudonations to the College, which had come
course,alarm will vanish,anxiety will sub- that which requires to be set going by
to his knowledge, occasioning not a little ming fires; effecting not oné section, class
side, old and cherished beliefs will be re- "the formula, ¢ I now sit down and take
painfulness of heart and sorrow. “My mo- or nationality, it permeates society from
ceived back as from the dead ,and the mind my pen in hand to write you these few tive,” said Mr. Bates, * for
giving any- center to circumference. . All have witwill settle downto a faith that noskepti- lines,” ete. Lines resulting from the in- thing to the school
at first, was: my in- nessed its ruin, and if not yet touched,
cism can disturb and no panic fears shake, spiration of this original - sentiment are terest in, and attachm
ent to, Mr.[Cheney. arein danger. While slavery existed we
few.” It is certainly interest- I
Whatever the modern spirit may do, usually
saw Mr. Cheney in a hard place, he had free citizens of the North were wounded
it will not destroy theology. No eriti- ingto know that the author was sitting undertaken much, the burden
was too by it only in conscience and the feelings
when he wrote, also that he took his pen | heavy
cism of the books of Scripture and the
for him, I felt to sympathize with of the common brotherhood of man. We
history of human belief can eradicate the in hand, otherwise the recipient might him, and offered my aid.
slaves.
None of our brave
This was the were not
religious convictions of, men, or relax labor under the delusion that the ¢ few
origin of my connection with the school. sons or fair daughters were in danger
the hold of Christian truth upon the mind. lines” should be placed on record with Subsequently, I became deeply intereste
d of the lash. Not so with this bondage of
Neither will it take away from the gre at those of the crippled soldiers who wrote in the College and its valuable work the decanter. It is with u
i
or

-¢¢ To the memaster.”
The officer of the
synagogue having charge of the books.
=“ Sai down.” The Jews stood during the
«reading, and sat during the speaking.

they

17, 1878.

Communications,

needs grow. Surely, then, we need to deur and power. These doctrines are an
grow. We have not reached the stature
important part of the intellectual and
of a perfect man in Christ Jesus. He spiritual wealth of the
world. They have
sought help from men and God. The
molded the life, and shaped the conduct
teacher is to be a growing, fruitful plant.
of the best of men for more than a thouSoil and sun give growth.
Some teach- sand years.
Christian theology speaks
ers take nothing from soil, but trust to
of the highest themes and the most inspirsun alone. They pray, but do not study.
ing hopes, and the ‘‘ modern spirit” can
Others would get all from soul and none
from sun. They study, but do not pray. not dissolve the power of these doctrines
Both wrong. Christ is the example. He [and hopes. The ‘* modern spirit” urges
found the teachers’ meeting in the temple us in theological science, to place oura necessity, Can we do without it? He selves face to face with fact. We must
wondered that his parents were surprised
therefore place ourselves face to face with
to find him there. Should not we wonChrist;
for the facts of Christ's life on
der when the teacher is not there? The
earth are some of the best authenticated
teacher who neglects either teachers’
meetings or his closet is a marvel. He facts in the history of the world. There
proclaims that he need not grow. Or else is therefore no need for fear. The futhe declares that he can grow without the ure of the gospel, and of Christian theaids which his Divine Master needed.
ology are secure. Old systematic theolNow, are you growing?”
ogies may dissolve and pass away, and
SUNDAY-SCHOOLS IN GERMANY.
The new structures of religious thought may
and
following report, showing. the present be reared, but the gospel liveth
abideth
forever—nothing
can
displace
«state of the Sunday-school work in Germauy, was submitted at the May meeting it. And taking our stand upon the one
of the Foreign Sunday-school Associa- great foundation, and the allied princition : *¢ There is in Germany a total of ples of eternal truth, we must be prepared as one man to maintain it.
1,961 Sundayggchools, with 8,149 teachers,
Thebusiness session opened on Tuesday
and 158,615 scholars.
Of these, 1,450
morning.
The report read by Rev. E. C.
schools, with 6,416 teachers, and 133,866

vtext, as

but

tg
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Now, having finished our letters, let us

closes every door by which you would the edge to accommodate it. Neverthegladly go forth? It is the Lord. Oh, less, the latter method is quite popular.
te realize this, and so to realize it, that Assuming that every one knows how to
these waiting hours, so far from being direct a letter properly—with secret mislost time, shall become seed time of the giving that it is not true—notice the way
soul's most fruitful harvest.— Anna Ship- .in which the stamp is secured. Not oftenton.
:
=
erthan once in ten times is it found in its
SN

own time. Their quiet was undisturbed
by rattling train or factory and steamboat
whistle. No busy hum of machinery,
clatter of drays, or jingle of street car bell
was heard. There was 4
insane
ambitions to see how soon a large
territory couldbe built over, for the lim-

its were established by: great walls upon

which sentinels stood guard.
Methinks now in my mind I
darkness resting over all Judea.

not such a night

as

can sce
It was

we all have

they joy fully herald

the coming

dawn.

Let us take heart then,and, with firm faith

ir our Leader, go firmly out to meet and

conquer the king of the night.
0-0 -b-b
"ro

Talking about ** organic Christian
ion,” whatever that may be, The

un-.

Interior

says ‘‘it has no confidence in or desires
for it.”
“There must be,” it continues,

‘ a great deal less Devil and a great deal

more:

Christ in

the * churches

before

it

often

wouldbe worth while to talk about it” If
seen when darkness rests as a veil of gauze
the advent of organic Christian union is a
over the face of nature, and in its very .8ign of more Christ and less Devil, we
dimness, and indescribable beauty,is twin part from The Interior.
We are not on
to its brighter sister, light. This was rath-

er that darkness so

deep, s0

black

that

nothingis visible, anda serise of its aw-

the Devil's side.

We

have

no

desire for

it.— Independent.

fulness permeates one’s whole being,
The silence was so intense, the gloom

Whoever would 4b@: sustained by the
hand of God, let him constantly lean upon

so deathlike, that the steady thud, thud of

let him patiently repose himself under it.
—Calvin.

the sentinel’s sandals

sounded

like sacri-

it;

whoever

would: be defended
©

by it,

2
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Selections.
‘“ THY COMFORTS DELIGHT MY
80UL."
1 know the fair,

green earth is Thine,

forcedto stand

Lord, the starry heaven;

And Thine, O

By Thee the soft, sweet air is given;
things

And dear are'all the common

:
That tell of love from day to day—
The bud that blooms, the bird thatsings,
And tender faces round my way.

Tis not that any gift from Thee

Is less than perfect, that I prize

The comforts of Thy grace to me
Above the sights of earth and skies.
Thyself, supreme, eternal God,
Art more than all Thy works disclose,

all hail defeat, and

O Lamb of God! Thy sacred blood
To me love's deepest secret shows.

Through all my dark has shone Thy face,
Thy peace has flowed beneath my pain,
Stumbling, I fell in Thy embrace,
© My loss by Thee was turnedto gain,

When burned and glowed within my heart

AS A POET.

her

be apparent; but there is this remarkable
thing about such instances—namely, that
the best and warmest friends of the poet

invariably plead for him that he

understood

is mis-

and misinterpreted, while they

resent all loose applications of his effusions as base injustice. Now, the bare
presentation of such apologies proves our
position, that true poetry reverences

true

womanhood quite as much by compassionating the weak and fallenas by throwing guards around the purity of the pure.
This our Redeemer
perpetually did.
Woman had never been treated under any

ON FANATICISM.

nominal

Christianity, too frequently rank among
fanatics or enthusiasts those who believe
in the Divine aid which good men receive from God, and who humbly implore from the Father of lights what the
Scriptures term ‘¢ wisdom from above,”
or the succors of the Holy Spirit. ‘We
believe in this inspiration, amd that it is
as necessary to spiritual life as respiration
to animal life. It is remarkable that for
. this we have not only the testimony of
Scripture, but the judgment of the wisest
the

!

virtue, her gentleness and her nobility.
In isolated cases the contrary of this may

No wonder that my weary feet
Grow strong in gight of Calvary;
That all Thy gifts are passing sweet,
Embalmed in love so great and free.
Thy perfect beauty dawns more dear,
As nearer to Thy cross I come;
In Thee my life is only clear,
Thyself, O Christ,is heaven and home.
:
/
— Ziow’s Herald.
—s——
a ae
-_—

of

JESUS

and infamy, but alwayssto her honor,

The wondrous meanings of Thy grace;
Enough that Thou did’st there abide,
And break the bread, and call me friend;
Thy comfort, O thou Crucified,
Refresh me to my journey’s end.

one

overthrow

Kindred to pure love for children in the
poste breast, is the feeling of high and
‘holy reverence for women.
No true poet
ever could siug praise to her degradation

lonely path and secret place,

Bias,

re-

York city :

And I might tell of hours apart,

heathens.

the

We clip the following from a sermon
by Rev. Dr. Thomas Armitage, of New

Since by the Man of Sorrows trod.

Modern philosophy, and even

face

religion or civilization as he treated

her.

Every word from his lips concerning

hey

honored her, unmixed with a sneer or a
reflection.
Substantially, he took
the

ground that man can not be happy if
woman is miserable, nor holy if she is impure. He has no cheer if she is cheerless, nor

comfort

if she

is comfortless.

That man and woman must weep
joice, live or die, sink or

or re-

swim

together.

No man ever revealed this mutual equality before. Plato, Aristotle, Lycurgus
and even Moses, seem to have been stran-

‘ seven

sages” of Greece, gave this precept:
‘ Remember that all the good you do gers to the revelations of Jesus here.
comes principally from the gods.”
In | With the poet’s eye and the philanthroCicero, we read, ‘ there never was a | pist's heart, he read the mystic tie be.
great man

ing” (afflatu);

amongst

and

again,

mankind

virtue,

cord, whence could
earth,

tween them at a glance, and set about to
strengthen its hold.
His teaching carries
the idea that man can neverbe free while

without some Divine in-breath-

but

these

from

the

¢ If there be

fidelity,

flow

con-

down

supreme

she

to

powers

above?”

Seneca writes, ‘* God is near thee. le {
is with thee.
Yes, Lucilius, a Holy!
Spirit resides within us, the observer of |
good and evil.. As we treat him, so. he |

all, and done it without reference

FENCED IN.
¢ Don’t believe
in joinin’ churches, any-

way,” said Farmer Rye, as he
ing on the bars of the meadow
to his niece Ruthie, who had
from the woods with heir arms

is a slave; can

never

be elevated

while she is depressed ; can never reach
the full stature of manhood till she wins

the high standard of womanhood.

When

she shall cease to be a drudge, a toy, a
serf, then he will rise to ‘be the king of

and

mosses,

stood leanlot,talking
just come
and hands

and

clematis

wreaths, She had found time at last to
speak to ‘¢ Uncle Charlie,” whom she
dearly loved. There had been earnest
prayers before that, you may be sure,
that the kindly, upright, honest man
might not trust to his purity of life, but
find salvation in Christ's finished atonement. And she had said just now : ¢ Then,
uncle dear, why don’t you stand out on

out bein’

tethered up

Ruthie said nothing

a golden maple

like a wild steer.”

at first;

then,

with

branch, pointed over

to

the corner of of the wide lawn in front
of the house, which had been newly redeemed from the wilderness and fenced
in.

dering footpaths and thorny

and

though autumn
lad come.
* Uncle
Charlie, what a difference that fencs made,

didn’t it?

T think that poor liftle strip

of land must be so glad. Now it feels
as though it belongs. to somebody, and
somebody eures for it; -so it's just
blooming

out its gratitude because.it

has

been redeemed, isn’t it?” Uncle Charlie
looked down at the earnest little face a
moment, and said:

¢ Trot

along,

dear;

most tea-time,” and Ruthie went home
heavy-hearted. But a greatjoy was coming to her with the next communion seasor, when,
in his quaint way, Uncle
Charlie said:

* Ruthie,

I'm

goin’to

be.

‘fencedin’ and belong to somebody.”
And when the cup of blessing came it
touched

his reverent

lips,

while

little

Ruthie was softly giving thanks the while.
EE

—

THE OLD PATH.
The following is taken from a sermon
by Rev. Philip I. Jones,of Philadelphia,

even they acknowledged!

Plutarch

goes | er.

But with a

royal

word

he

brushed

still farther than the Roman philosophers. | away her shame; he lifted her up from
He cites Homer as declaring divine in- | herself and her sin, and sent her away
fluences and inspirations, and confutes freely forgiven, to become by ‘a renewed

the charge that this poet

sought

disprove the liberty of man's
says,

** Homer

never

thus

will.

introduces

Deity as taking away, but as rousing
action, the freedom of the will.

to

life the future type of humanity and chastity. To-finité reason all this is a dream,
the | to legislation itis a license, to pride a

Ile

into

He does

not represent the heavenly power as producing the resolution, but ideas which
leadto it, thereby not rendering the acts
in any
respect involuntary, but giving
occasion to such as are voluntary anc
superadding confidence and good hope of
accomplishment.” Full of aversion for
true and living Christianity, these admirers of Epicurean dogmas will not peihaps allow to real Christians what they
allow to Voltaire, the prayer at the

of his * Law of Nature.”
known;

O God,

whom

* O God,

close

un-

all declare,

my

heart would wander if not filled with thee!”
Some professed Christians

have

not

the

candor to admit that if God sometimes inspires with good sentiments those who
fight against the gospel, he certainly can
inspire those who receive it.
We may contrast with the self-sufficiency of Rousseau, the piety of Zalecus,

who, in his laws to the Locrians, writes,
‘If an evil genius entice man to sin, he
must fly to the foot of the altars and im-

plore heaven to banish far from him the
evil genius.”
Another heathen writer,
Hierocles,

says

in

his

commentary on

Pythagoras, ¢ Never put the
work

hand

to a

before thou hast implored the

gods

to finish wliat thou art about to begin ;”
adding,

‘“we stand in continued

need

of

divine support to co-operate with us and
accomplish what we request.”
Would
we then acquire active virtue, we must

Pray: but in praying we must
see that in our actions we

gard the Divinity.

Jou who expect,

act and

constantly

with

re-

Rousseau, to

merit heaven by a heap of contradictions,
a complication of grand truths and glarIng errors,—at least respect true philoso-

phy. »and do not cast your veil of anti-Chris-

tian opinions over the truths of the ancient

sages,

which

shone

forth

even

amidst

thick shades of heathen darkness.— Rev.
John Fletcher.
FEO)

A strange delusion has crept into the
minds of many who profess to be friends
of truth and righteousness, namely, that
success in ‘a righteous cause may he
achieved even by the sacrifice of Chyistian principle, or by walking in the ways

of human policy, craft, and

their

Phanisee-

ism a scandal ; but to infinite love it is

a

privilege; to infinite beacvolence it is a
virtue, and to infinite poetry it is a (odlike originality. The deep philosophy of
humanity between man and woman was
so hidden in its elemental life that me
searching eye could have discovered it
but his. And he only laid it bare in that
scheme of boundless grace which draws
harlots and publicans and thieves inte
the kingdom of God, while cold selfish-

ideas

re

crookedness.

rding

some

! , course which they deem to a expedient,
and they then undertake to carr out the
measures which they approve,
y whatever means seem most effective.

Beyond the drifting

clouds I see the shining stars. Above
the restlessness of man I see the restfulness of God, And standing thus on the
rock ourselves, we may draw others thither, that they too may be at peace.

CHURCH

MEMBERSHIP AND
POSITION.

SOCIAL

How -many men

owe

Our
good;
alone.

Let

your

brotherhood be

whereas, if it were
essence of religion

' NECESSITY OF DISORIMINATION.
It is seldom safe to give vacation to
one’s habit of discrimination. Nothin
human is perfect, most things

are

mixe

with some alloy. The worst heresies—account for it as one may—have been developed in conjunction with some of the
dearest and most vital truths.
George Miiller we believe to be

the noblest men ‘of his time. His
in 1ifé as a signally providential
unmistakable.
The nature of
secration to God ; the security and

one

of

mission
man is
self-conblessed-

and use of prayer ; the necessity’ of doing
our own part to the utmost of our ability,
meanwhile and all the| while

with

quiet-

recognized that the
lies not in views,

their foundations,

history from

turned

its old

continues to rule
Richter .

the

channel,

and

guide

stream

and

of

said a minister, ‘ to

get

some

of

Mr.

Moody's spirit.” ¢ You don’t want my
spirit,” was the reply. * What you want
is the spirit of God.”
The practice of kind thoughts is our
main help to that complete government of
the tongue which we all so much covet,
and without which the apostle says that
all our religion is vain.—Spiritual ConJerences.

ILLSDALE
ate,

Scientific,

Theological,

Commercial,

Pre-

paratory, Music and Art
Departments. Elective
studies. Admits both sexes.
Best of religious influences.
Thorough and cheap.
Finest college
buildings in the
Northwest.
uition, incidental
and libvhry fees, only $15 a year.
Board, $2 to
$2.25 a week.
Room, 40 to 75 cents a week.
Schol-arship for Commercial course, unlimited time, $30.

Music $12 and Painting $12 a term.
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Driot Building,

:

Terms moderate.

Fall

term will

begin Aug.

Institution is already
the thorough

manner

27,

acquiring

in which
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This~new

a reputation for
instruction

is im-

parted. The eourses of study are the Normal,
Commercial, College Preparatory and two College
courses, viz.: Classical and ScientificBoard, (including room rent) from
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Poisons, and

Mercurial

Freewill Baptist Publications.

their effects, are

eradicated, and vigorous health and. a sound
constitution established. Erysipelas, Salt
rheum, Fever Sores, Scaly or Rough
Slain, in short, all the numerous diseases caused
by bad blood, are conquered by this powerful,
purifying, and invigorating medicine,
If you feel dull, drowsy,
debilitated, have sallow color of skin, or yellowish brown spots on
face or body, frequent headache or dizziness,
bad taste in mouth, internal heat or chills alternated with hot flushes, low spirits, and gloomy

The Morning

symptoms

are experienced.

As

a remedy

Terms per year «
«
v=
$3.00
“67
Inadvance,»
«lite
$2.50
Special offers, strictly in advance,
with no commission paid:
:
One old and one new subscriber,
=
Clubs of six or more, one-(kird new sup
=
scribers, each
- $2.00
Postage is paid by the publisher.

for

healthy. J

The Little Star and Myrtle
are Sabbath-school papers, printed alternate
weeks, on superior
paper, beautifully illustrated
Both papers are of the same size, but the LITTLE
STAR is for an older class of readers than the
MYRTLE.
Termg: single copy, each, .335 cents.
Packages of ten or more to one ad-

* SOLD, BY DRUGGISTS AT $1 PER BOTTLE.
|
Prepared by I. V. PIERCE, I. D., Sole
Proprietor,

at

N. Y.

the

WORLD'S

DISPENSARY,

dress,

will be at the rate
men in advance.
The Psalmody

or

the

|" Dr.Pierce’s Favorite Prescription. |
The term, however, is but a feeble expression
of my high appreciation of its value, hased upon

my own

personal observation.

As a close ob-

server, I

have, while

its positive re-

witnessing

even

those

differences,

themselves, as being of quite surbordinate
importance.— Frazer's Magazine.

separate

the

organism

climax

of

woman,

singled

or crowning

medical career.
On its merits, as a
tive, safe, and effectual remedy for this
of diseases, and one that will, at all times
under all circumstances, act kindly and in

mony

The church that

in the Church,

has no

social

life

is

| always apt to have no true life of any
kind ; and the church whose social life is
so like in spirit that of the world at large
that one can only tell a church sociable
from an ordinary party by a label is apt

The

with the laws which govern the female

third of

the actual

value.

and

is a confession

pose

Covenant
N

tents of the bottle are used, I will, on return of
the bottle, two-thirds of the medicine having
been taken according to directions, and the case
being one for which I regommend it, promptly

refund the money

paid for it.

Had

Ministers Manual.
just issued, designed especially for ministers,
but useful for all church members. It contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different, Jregtings; Formulas and Suggestions.
The Rules of Order are comprehengive, and yet
very concise and well aLanged; stating in fifteen
foges all the important parliamentary rules of deiberative bodies. Price, Flexible Leather, 75
cents; Cloth, 60 cents, postage paid.
Sabbath School
estion BeoRys
are for adults and children.
LESSONS for Every Sunday, ,I8, postage ,62:=~
STORY of Jesus,
sy
ICME
ya
WONDERFUL Works of Jesus, 15,
“
2
Rules of Order.
are the same as those in the Manual, thick
paper covers, 10 cents,
:
The Book of Worship
only a few- copies lett, All gilt edge, $1,005

I not the

most perfect confidence in its virtues, I could not
ofler it as I do under these conditions; but having witnessed its truly miraculous cures in thousands of cases,
I feel warranted and
perfectly safe
im risking
both
my
reputation
and
my
money
on
its
merits.
The following are among those diseases in
which
my
Favorite
Prescription
has
worked cures, as if by magic, and with a certainty never before attained by any medicine:
Leucorrlieal.
Excessive
Flowing,
Painful
Monthly Periods, Suppressions when from unnatural causes, Irregularities, Weak Back, Prolapsus, or falling of the Uterus, Anteversion and
Retroversion, Bearing Down Sensations, Internal Heat, Nervous Dopression, Debility, Despondency,
Threatened
Miscarriage,
Chronic Congestion, Inflammation and Ulceration of the
Uterus, Impotency, Barrenness, or Sterility, Fepostage, 10 cents.
male Weakness, and very many other ehronic
Biographies or
diseases incident to woman not mentioned here.
In
all aflections of this mature, my Favorite
David Marks,
- - - $1.00
st, 10 cents;
Prescription works cures—the marvel of
the world.
This medicine I do not extol as a
»
95
n
Daniel Jackson, = - - .50
curc-ull, but it aamirably fulfills a single
04 »
John Stevens, - - - - 50.”
ness
of purpose.
being a most perfect
specific in all chronic discases of the sexual sysThe Memorials of the Free Baptists
ve the rise and progress of this body ot
tem of woman,
It will not disappoint, nor will
Christians if New York, till the time of thes
it do harm, in any. state or condition.
union
with the Freewill Baptists. $1.00.
Those who desire
further information
on
these subjects can obtain it in THE PEOPLE'S
Christian Baptism
COMMON SENSE MEDICAL ADVISER, a book
a book of 113 pages, Price 25 cts.; ‘postage
of over 900 pages , sent, post-paid, on receipt ‘gents.
of $1.50.
"It treats minutely of those diseases +
peculiar to Females, and gives much valuable
‘The History of the Freewill Baptists
alviece in regard to the management of those
covers the first half century of our existence,
afleclions.,
*
from 1780 to 1830. It describes with considerabls
FAVORITE
PRESCRIPTION
SOLD
detail, the early events of our denominational
history.
$1.00; postage, 10 cents.
BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

.30" 2

William Burs, - - =

R. V. PIERCE, I. D., Trop,
BUFFALO,

N.

5

05

Memoir of George T. fay.
:
contains a Narrative of his
Life, Letters, Sermons and Lectures. Price 75 cents, See * Club
Rates’ with the Morning Star.

YX.

The Church Member's Book
is a valuable little work, and every Christian:
Found be benefited by reading it. 25 cts; postage

3 ots.

Butler's Theology
X
discusses briefly, but clearly, all the questions.
of doctrinal theology, and the author’s views
are those generally accepted by the denomination.
$1.60 postage, 12 cents.
dens
Butler's Commentary
;
by the same auathor,—Prof.J. J. Butler, contains two volumes, one on. the Gospels, and the
other on Acts, Romans and Corinthians.
1t.is an
excellent help for Sabbath schools and family.
reading. $1.00 ; postage, 12 cents,
The Register
4
contains, in addition to’ the usual Calendar,
the names of all Freewill Baptist churches, arranged in tneir appropriate Quarterly and Year!
meetings, with their statistics; the names of
all’
ministers and their post-office addresses, officers

of our benevolent societies, an aceotnt ‘of our
literary institutions, obituaries of deceased min-

isters, &c., &c.
Price, 10 cents a copy; % 8
dozen, $7 a hundred. Postage, 1 cent
per copy..
Lectures

ON

In over

25cents;

.

-.

of 17 articles of faith and a de

THE TRUTH

OF

*

THE

| lent book for all who would

u arantee, as an assurance, that we loan not to

50.

Treatise

tage, 1 cent.
Our Faith

that 1 offer and sell it under A POSITIVE
GUARANTEE.
If a beneficial eflect is not

CALVIN SANDERS,

exceed one

bound volumes embrace

postage, 9 cents.

thority of the General Conference.

Ridgeville, Indiana.

Kansas, Missouri and Iowa Improved Farm
First Mortgage Coupon Bonds guaranteed. We

2.00.

contains a brief statement of the doetrines
held by
the denomination,
and our general
usages in church-building. It 18 published by au-

system, I am willing to stake my reputation as a
physician.
Nay, even more, so confident am I
that it will not Gj sappoint the most sanguine
expectations of a single invalid lady who uses it
for any of the ailments for which I recommend it,

ORTHWOOD SEMINARY.—Northwood, N. H.
P. R. CLASON, A. B,, Principal, with a com-

10PER CENT. NET.

Gilt,

The Sacred Melody
o
is a small book of 225 hymns and severai:
tunes selected especially for prayer meetings,
33

cents;

plete board of assistants. For further particulars
address the Principal, or E. TASKER, Secretary.
Spring Term commences Tuesday, Jan. 29, 1878.
orthwood Ridge, N. H., Nov. 1, 1877.

Over Qocheco Bank, Dover, N, H,

Social Life

Gilt, 1.5%; Turkey

postage 8 cents,

the proceedings of the first sixteen ses:icns.

posis
class
and
har-

colleges.

LAW.

25 cents.

of $7.00 per hundred. Pay
Sample copies sent free.

of every session, and the

IAYES, Sec. Trustees.
W. Lebanon, Me., Jan, 13, 1877.

AT

-

The Minutes of the General Conference
are published in pamphlet form at the close

it out as

gem of m

GEO. F. CHACE, A. M., Principal. For further
particulars, address the principal, or ELIHU

COUNSELLOR

-

cents; ‘postage, 2 cents.

sults in the few special discases incident to the

Institution

best

-

is the denominational Hymn
' Book, exten
sively used.
Large book, in Sheep, $1.00; Moroe~

co, $1.10; Morocco

bd

EBANON ACADEMY-—Pupils fitted for busischools

-

and children, are printed. monthly, at the rate of
100 copies to one address for $6.00.
If the order
is_for less than four months at, a time, the charge

By an immense practice, extending through a
period of years, having within that time treated
many thousand cases of those diseases peculiar
fo woman, I have been enabled to perfect a
most potent and agreeable medicine that meets
the indications presented by that class of discases with positive certainty and exactness.
To designate this natural specific compound,
I Lave named it

ges
For particular information, send for a circuar to Rev. W. COLEGROVE, A. M., President.

scientific

each,

Payment always in advance; and no commission.
allowed on money sent,
Sample copies sent free.
Eesson Papers
of the International Series, for both adults

offers to students important and peculiar advanta-

ness,

and proBoston and

ver, N. H,

all such cases, Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Disc

Buflalo,

Ps

volume. _ It is able, literary
The
publication offices are

Chicago, but all communications,
save for the
Western Department, should be addressed to Do-

covery has no equal, as it effects Joriecs cures,

leaving the liver strengthened and

Star.

is a large religious paper of eight pages, inits-

fifty-third
gressive.

forebodings, irregular appetite,
and tongue
coated, youare s
ering from Torpid Fiver.

Grande, Gal-

This

CLAW.”

FISH, ANIMALS & GAME.

the worst Scrofula to a common

COLLEGE.—Flemington,

Taylor Co., West Virginia.

EACLE

25tf

While it cures the sever

Pimple, or Eruption.

appiy to Rev-

of Trustees, Rio

C.

fies the blood.
By its great and thorough
blood-purifying
properties, it cures, all Hiue-

lege, and every effort.is made to do this in as thor| ough a manner as possible. Expenses are moderate.
Send for a Catalogue.
A. M. JONES, Sec.,
Lewiston,
Me.

HITESTOWN SEMINARY.—Spriug term Degins March 25, 1878. This Institution is one of

D.

est Coughs, it strengthens
the system and puri

NICHOLS LATIN SCHOOL.—The special work
of the school is to prépare the students for col-

WW

Washington,

The best Trap in the World for

cal, Scientific courses of study for both sexes.
Full board of teachers.
Expenses low.
Spring
term begins Monday, Jan. 28, 1878.
Summer term
begins Monday, Apr. 19, 1878. Fall term begins
Monday, Aug. 19, 1878. Send to the Secretary or
Principal for a Catalogue.

address

& CO.,

the cure of Bronchitis, Severe Coughs,
and the early stages of Consumption, it has
astonished the medical faculty, and eminent
physicians
ronounce it the greatest medical

AINE CENTRAL INSTITUTE.
— Pittsfield,
Maine. College Preparatory, Normal, Classi-

course of Study.
For further particulars
the Principal, at North Scituate, R. I.
July 11, 1876. ,

BAGGER

“THE

God hag instilled into the vegetable kingdom
for healing the sick, than were ever before com-

REEN MOUNTAIN SEMINARY.—Waterbury
Center,
Vt. . L1zziE.
COLLEY,
Principal;
ADELLE L. BALDWIN, Associate.
With competent
assistants.
Expenses are moderate.
For further
articulars address the Principal, at Hill, N. IH., or
tev. A. M. FREEMAN, Waterbury Center, Vt.

APHAM INSTITUTE.—North Scituate, R. I.
This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English and Scientific, and Ladies’ Collegiate

give

Solicitors of Patents and Attorneys at Law, Lel’

or ¢
RBiliousness.’®
In many cases o
Liver Complaint?’ only part of these

‘
IRVING B. SMITH

Patents:

every county in

Address

the Union.

bined in one medicine, The evidence of this fact
is found in the great variety of most obstinate
diseases which it has been found to conquer.
In

Hillsdale, Mich.

address the Prindipal.

thousand

and Foreign inventors, and can

satisfactory referencs, in almost

ed are above directed for relief, the discoverer
believes he has combined in harmony more of
Nature's sovereign curative properties, which

disease,

Collegi-

for American

In the wonderful medicine to which the afict-

Blotch

COLLEGE.—Michigan.

we have obtained nearly three

a ~_ CURES DISEASESOF
THROA T LUNGS; LIVER

mors, from

Goucatronal.

Patents,

complete instructions how to obtain Patents, and
other valuable matter.
During the past five years:

ths ages.—

Moody has point and pith in his sayings.‘ I have come a hundred miles,”

to

promptly attended to. We make preliminary
examinations and furnish opinions as'to
patentabili-ty, free of charge, and all who are interested in
new inventions and Patents, are invited to send
for a copy of our “Guide for obtaining Patents,”
which is sent free to any address, and contains:

still

six years’ business never lost a dollar; never
ness of spirit waiting on God; the un-|
or principal, Ne inspeakable utility of good sense and prac- to develop a life which is worldly and delayed a day on. interest
tical sagacity ; and—something not to be Christless. The social gatherings of the vestdr through us ever did or ever will getan acre
underrated—the fact that when a man full church may be as truly ** means of grace” of land under foreclosure. Send for particulars
i 4 9
of courage, wisdom and benevolence is ag the prayer-meetings, and it should be and + references.
J.B. WATKINS & CO., Lawrence, Kan.,
the business of pastor and people to make
seen to be expending his every wish and
Or Henry Dickinson, Manager, 243 Broadway,
energy in the doing of a noble enterprise, them so.— Chaistian Union.
New York.
1y49
not only God but men ace ready to help
and to multiply for them the instruments
In preaching the Word, Christ Jesus
RECISTERS.
of their usefulness,—all this Mr. Miiller’s himself is the object of\faith,
The truth
Any person having Registers of 1878 unsold, is
| career, now famous the. world over, has or Gospel of Christ is the master of faith ; requested
to return them to this office.
|

labels. Caveats, Assignments, Interferences, In"matters relati

Jesus is the purest among the mighty,
the mightiest among the pure, who, with
his pierced hand, has raised empires from

would be possible for men holding quite
opposite views to discuss, amicably and
profitably, subjects lying outside their |
differences, and

Pa.

Co

fringements, and all

IDGEVILLE
COLLEGE.—The SHH
Term
will open March 12, 1878, and close
May 30.
Annual meeting of Trustees May 28. Commence.
Thursday, May 80. For camiogus address
it { ment
the Secretary,
M. RE ED,

uniting bond of society,

Co., Philada.,

obtained for mechanical devices, medical or other:
compounds, ornamental designs, trade-marks and

which are each man’s specialty, but in
mutual affections and common objects,

which are the

&

more

melodious. Give expression to the hope
that you have within you of everlasting
life. *¢ Speaking to yourselves in psalms
and hymns and spiritual songs, singing
and making melody in your hearts to the
Lord.”— Golden Rule.

the largest and best in the Stute.

suc-

McCurdy

adviceis, sing more. Logic is
but piety can not live on logic

Send for Catalogue.

their

J.C.

d, . Maint

J. S. GANDINER, Principal,
Many a man owes all the social position
Whitestown, Oneida
Co., N. Y.
that he has to his ¢hurch membership.
USTIN
ACADEMY.—Center
Strafford,
N. H.
For Christ’s sake he has been received
Rooms for self-boarding and board in private
into friendly terms by people who would families
at reasonable rates. Two full courses,
never have looked at him for his own English and Classical, For further information
the Paincipal, Rev. S. C. KIMBALL, A. M.
sake. How many a youn
man, coming | address
Center Strafford, July 31, 1877.
a stranger to a city church, has been welT
D
[0 GRANDE COLLEGE.—Rio Grande, Gallia
comed and given the freedom of their
Co., Ohio. The college year consists of four
homes by those who were his brethren in terms of ten weeks each.

hypocrisy stand shivering without, repuls- «ess in business, the fortunes they have
ed at the door. This bold fact stands out | accumulated or the position they have
as oue of the loftiest headlands of history achieved in their professions, to the warm
—namely, that Jesus was the first Great sympathy and the kindly aid of Christian
Teacher who admitted woman to audience
brethren in some critical hour of their hisand discipleship in the school which he tory. A few who have been born to wealth
founded. In all religions her sex had and high social position have, perhaps,
separated her from her brother in teach- given more than they have reeeived. But
ing und privilege; and the fact that he of the vast majority of church members
not only admitted but invited her into the it may with strict truth be said that the
inner temple, where t,
is neither male church has given them more ‘standing “h
nor female in Christ
Jesus, in order to the eommunity than they have given the
instruct, purify and atorn her with the church.—ZEz. and Chronicle.
‘noblest character and fill her with the
purest joy, opens up to half the race such
MINOR SELECTIONS.
opulent wealth as never could be wrapped
up in any poem which man has written.
The Uniting Bond.
Woman
redeemed, is the poetry into
At
present
if religion is spoken of at
which Jesus breathed immortal grace,
all, it is assumed that this can only be
immortal beauty and immortal life.
between persons holding similar views;

Commencing with the Earliest Periods, and end-

ing with the most, recent Important Events, includ.
ing The Turco-Russian War, the Administration of
President Hayes, &c. 8 books invone, Low price,
ick sales, extra terms, Address,

—Anna L. Waring.

vip

0D
6-69
*4-9-¢

ness and equivocal piety and exasperated | Christ.

ness of perfect trust ; the method, conditions

THE DUTY OF DEFEAT.

Men form

condescension, and to rigorous

answer, I do believe.

HISTORY.

Ig aweek in your own town. Terms and a $5
outfit, free. Address H. HALLETT 15 Co.

creation and she will reign as queen at
There is no good man withs | his side. Hence, he recognized them
It is he who inspires grand | both as the noblest work of God, and set
ideas and
exalted
designs.
| ATES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL SCHOOL.
In every | about redressing her wrongs, casting off and reported in the Ez. and Chronicle,
—For further information address the Pres“These old paths shall give us rest”
good man God dwells.
A divine power | the yoke which embittered her lot and
ident, O. B. CHENEY, D. D., or Prof. JOHN FuL4. Can the new ways, or aught: that.iscall- | HFEONTON;
_descendeth
hither from above.
A-heav.. {throwinga.
2.5’
—native—di
BD Tewiston;
ed the new faith? Ask Heine or Voltaire
~
J. A. HOWE, Sec.
enly
power animates a humble ‘and ex- | nity.
In order to do this, he honered her
or
Hume
or
Strauss.
They
speak
of
restcellent. soul.
There ‘is no possessing | with responsibility,and restored to her all
YNDON
LITERARY
INSTITUTE.—J.
S.
these advantages without the succors of | her natural rights.” He left it to her own less striving, they do. not speak of rest.
JROWN, A. M., Principal, with competent assistants.
Spring
term
begins
March
12,
1878.
the Supreme Being.” He exhorts, * In- election to be lifted out of the regions Take up the autobiography of Stuart Mill, first-class school. Three complete courses of study,A
treat of Ged a good. mind,—good health of sensualism, into which ages had sunk the sadedst book of the century: There —Collegiite, Scientific, Ladies’, English and Clasof soul, then of body.
Why not oftén her, so that instead of being the victim of is an undertone in it like the sadness of the sical. Send for Catalogue. Address,
I. W. SANBORN, Sec. & T'reas.,
make these prayers? So live with men, | heartlessness she could choose to be the sea. One's eyes grow moist as he reads,
Lyndonville, Vt.
as believing that God seesthee: so speak friend of man, the joyful mother of chil- and he would that the restless man could
ILTON
COLLEGIATE
INSTITUTE.—Wilto God “as if men heard thee.”
One dren, and the welcome daughter of the have become restful at the feet of Jesus.
ton, Muscatine Ceo., Iowa.
Special arrangemight even here quote M.. de Voltaire, Most high God, -making Jesus his only “There remaineth therefore a rest,” says ments for the coming year. Spring term beg ns
March 26, 1878.
For particulars address the Printhe inspired Word, but there is rest now cipal,
who, in one of his happy moments, cites Son her ewn elder Brother. Nay, more
Ozro G. AUGIR, or A. O. MUDGE, Secretary.
with admiration these words of Confuthan this: if’ perchance she diverged from for those who will trust in him. Stand we
Wilton Junction, Iowa.
cius: ‘* Heaven hath given me virtue; rectitude, he did not brand her with ope-: there in old paths and seek the good way, Nw HAMPTON INSTITUTION.—Six regular
and so shall we remain firm. The shiftman can not hurt me;” and the Orphie | less reprobation and cast her adrift as a
courses for both sexes. Four terms of ten weeks
Commercial College. Cheapest and best of
verse, ‘‘ Adore the Makerof ali; He is | worthless outcast, but met her with. his ing currents of opinion shall not disturb us. each.
an¥ in New
Engls
Spri
3
A's
eRe;
y
nce
—He
=
SS.
y
24
feary,
5
Jan. 28, 1878. Summer term begins
Monday, April
enfold
us.
Yea,
we
need
not
fear,though
the
15,
and
‘closes
Thursday,
June
20,
1878.
Fall
term
acts in them, and by them.”
such
an
enc
was
not
a
pitiless
vagabond
Now, if
begins Monday, Awg. 26. Send for Catalogue and
God acts in beings in general, why not sent to wander to and fro in the earth till mountains be removed and be cast into the circular
to
The old truth ‘will not
specially in a virtuous man, whose soul
Rev. A. BL MESERVEY, Ph. D. Principal.
a merciful death ended her miseries.
But midst of the sea.
New Hampton, N. H., July 26, 1877.
is the most noble instrument of the Fas | she came and wep. at his feet as if her betray us; the old pathway, the old way of
IKE SEMINARY.—Pike, Wyoming
Co., New
ther of spirits—a temple the most worthy | heart would break : she washed them with the trustful generation, will furnish a firm
‘ork.
This school was never in better condiof the Divinity.
Strange that people { her penitent tears, stained them with her foothold for our feet. And thus firm, we tion for doing therough work in Academic Instrucmay aid others. To the questioning of fal- tion. No primary instruction. With three careaided by the gospel can not discern what { hot.
choking breath, and kissed them
arranged courses of study.
The Classical,
tering ones—** Do you believe ?” we may fully
pagans saw, Dut ridicule truths which ! with the grateful love of a hapless offendSeminary and English Course. For full catalogue
treats us.
out God.

UNIVERSAL

If Thou be glorified,

bushes. * In-

evergreens and bedsof roses blooming yet,

WANTED FOR THE ILLUSTRATED

A Clear and Concise History of all Nations:

SAT

‘While keeping at thy side;
Content to fill a little space,

wan-

side was the level stretch of redeemed
greensward, with the graded paths that
touched at carves and angles jor clumps of

te BLY

t12

Outside there were briers, and ticks,

and bogs, and marshy spots,

Plots

¥

RFAGENTS

I ask Thee for the daily strength,
T'o none who ask denied,
A mind toblend with outward life,

the Lord’s side, and come into his army ?”

(Uncle Charlie tipped up his old hat from
behind, as he was wont to do when annoyed ; and leaning his crossed arms on
the fence rail, looked quite away from the
girl's
earnest face as he continued:
“Pears to me, if a body's got any religion, they ought t2 be able to stick to it with-

DOCTOR PIERCES.

the divine evidence of the truth is the
ground of faith ; the declaration and hearing the truth is the medium of faith; and
the Spirit of truth is the author of faith.
—Samuel Pike.

to the

ordinary laws of human influence, he is
liable to make, and upon many does
make, a wrong impression.— Advance.

full of ferns

CONCERNING

Nor have I walked an easy road;
Yet every step was dear tome,

- THOUGHTS

and

welcome

—The Christian.

From mortal ills I am not free,

In

alone,

proaeh which truth is called to endure in
the days of her dejection and adversity.
We have no right to succeed in a right
cause by wrong doing: we have no right
to advance a righteous cause by unrighteous
means.
“If a man strive
for masteries, yet is’he not crowned except he strive lawfully;”
and
if our choice must lie between success
achieved by crookedness, or defeat that
comes through uprightness and honesty ;

Thee the blessed light doth shine,

From

exemplified in 40
A
and attractive ways.
But it is also a fact, that there is always
a multitude of people who are pretty sure
to just miss the true lesson of such a life.
Mr. Miiller is doubtless as sincere a man.
as lives; but when he, interpreting his
life, speaks as if prayer alone had done it

Tracts

8
ly vegetable and
perfectly harmless,
It act
1s pus food in the Ath
preventing its being
converted into fat.
Taken in nccordance with «di-

two to five
9

* or alenoe is not only a disease itself, but the
harbinger of others.”
So wrote Hippocrates two
thousand years ago, and what was true then is none
ne au

--gelptof
ol

1.50,
oe

gets or sent, by express, upon
arter-dozen $ 00, Address,

- BOTANIC

MEDICINE
Proprietors,

$1200
WANTE

ree

CC.,

Salary Salesmen wanted to sell our
ing.
emplo’

ment. Da, A. GRANT & 00,
2, 4,6 & 8 Home St., Cincinnat,O.

Canvassers everywhere.
Address MUNSEY

at 20 per cent. digcount for cash with

Buffalo, N. Y-

Staple 3
8 to dealers. No
Expenses
. Permanent

Outfits

& BLUNMEH,

excel

were not stereotyped till within the last fow
years, and we can furnish only the following:
ote. per dozen; 50 cts. per hundred.
Denominational,
which contains 2 historical statement, and:
a brief notice of our .doctrinal basms,church pel
ily ana institutions,
Printing
Establishment
is'a beret historical statement, &o. Publish
ed by order of the Generdl Conference, and for gratuitous distrib ution.
The above named books are old by the dozem,

ANTI-FAT

ee

$

ots.

CORPULENCIE.

rections, it'will reduce a fat person

an

the Serip-

tures.” Twenty-two lectures on the most important points of Bible
study, 1.00; pos tage, 9

The GREAT REMEDY for

ALLAN’S

BIBLE;

* search

free,

Lishon Falls, Me,

or on recei
Send your

+

the books.
orders to

the order,

I. D. STEWART, Dover. N. H,

For sale also by

FAIRBANKS & CO., 46 Madison St., Chicago, 11k
PENFIELD & CO., Hillsdale, Mich.
7
D. LOoTHROP & C0., 32 Franklin St, Bostas.
Mass,
Lin]

£

i}
Et
po

One thing they seem never to have
learned ; that is, the duty of defeat.
When right can only be victorious by
wrong or questionable means, then nothing seems plainer than the Christian duty
of standing by the right, though we are

THE

The Woming Star.

of bitterness would disappear, and the
Christlike neighborly spirit become more
prevalent.
‘

BESS "LI

. WEDNESDAY,
2a

JULY 17, 1878.

RIBERA

All communications designed for publication

should be:addressed to the Editor, and all letters
on business, remittances of money, &c., should be

addressed to the Pyblisher, Dover, N. H.
The

Western Editorial Office is at 157

&&., Chicago,

Dearborn

Injustice prevails. All men and all
women are not unjust, nor are we contending that the majority of people are
unjust; but there are many unjust men
and women, and these often rule society.
To have the aid of friends who have influence in

high

whimsical

as well

places,

giving

rise

as mutually

faveyitisms, and all that sort of/thing,

et

to

selfish
has

to do with the running of political

and social machinery that at timesit is
hard to detect little else than chronic innt

justice scattered over the

face of society.

a

ae
—

But sooner or later a retribution follows
every phase of injustice. Honest people,
those who take into account years and
life-times as well as the days,see that they
can not afford to be accomplices in any
form of injustice ; that it is hard work to
kiek against the golden rule, although
for a time some seem to make a very light
matter of it. Materially as well as spirit;

ADVERTISEMENT FOR A NEW
RELIGION.”
.

Among the remarkable papers contained in the July—August number of
the North American Review.is one with
the above caption. Itis satirical in its

style, and although it purports to have
been written by an

really

in

the

‘Evolutionist”

interest

of

it is

evangelical

Christianity. In a brief outline of the
article, the power of the satire can be
but faintly indicated.
At the outset, the writer declares that
it has been settled beyond a need of
inquiry and reconsideration, that ‘all the
old religions, including Christianity, in
one sense the best and in another the
worst of them, are

waxing old, and must

soon die.” “A new era has dawned.
Great typical men have come forth, undermining not only revealed but natural
religion.
Itis now
when the Bible is

religion

can

acknowledged that,
gone,
no rational

remain.”

Another

quite equally

well

settled

has religious

instincts—is,

religious animal
sort of worship.”

is

point

that
in

‘man

short,

and must have
In discoursing

these alleged truths,

to know more of them.

a

some
upon

as well as through-

STAR,

. . . ‘We do

tell these youths to. be meral.

But they

hint that morality in the vulgar sense has
been undermined. We do not address
to them any appeals drawn from the
divine existence and a judgment day; if
we did so, they would laugh in our faces.
Perhaps the most
remarkable
and
significant paragraph in this inimitable
and instructive article is the

closing one.

We reproduce it in full :
But an honest man must follow the
Truth—the difficulty being to know what
path she has taken, the darkness being so
dense we can nol returnto the simple
faith which we have left behind, the water

young man who has fallen into vice, and
who charges me with leading him from
the faith in a God and ‘Mediator in which
his mother had reared

him

anything

him,

else

without'

in

its

——————

rt

SIMPLICITYAND
TOTAL ABSTINENCE.
Canon Farrarin a recent speech gave
his reasons for being a total abstainer.

“The first was that by taking the pledge
* she + had gained something in an age like
i this, by a contribution, however small,

to

: simplicity of life.” .
At first this may be deemed a slight
- veason, that it may do well enough to fill
out a respectable list of reasons, but that

giv-

and who says he is disposed to believe in
a God—which is as certain as that every
effect has its cause—but does not know
the way in which to approach him. The
voice cries in broken accents. “They have
taken away my God, and my faith, and my
hope,

them!”

and

I

know

not

where

to find

It is certain there is no God

to

in.and of itself it does not amount to much.
A little

Quon

show

NOwWeve

‘when applied to daily life

that

it is a great

reason, both as &o the extent of the

field

which it covers and the nature of the sin
. it involves.
:
Intemperanceis like every other evil

“habit, it begets other sins; and there is
“no sin sooner ‘begotten of other sins
+ than to lie, for is net the devil himself the
+ father of lies? Simplicity is opposed to
« decgption, to.all those ambiguities, insin-

characteristics, It. is suggested that fiery of Communists; with a success
Humanity will be its goal, thatits wor-" which did not result from kingly courts
ship will be of “‘the silent sort,” and that or emanate in imperial edicts. And as
long as it is possible for the laborer .to
instead of personal immortality, one of
the fundamental doctrines of Christianity, become a capitalist and the ignorant
“the orator lives in the

uttered ; and the actor

words

he

has

in the parts hé has

played ; and the singer in the tunes he has
sung ; and the trumpeter in the vibrations
he has started ; and

the

plowman in the

earth he has turned up; and the fisherman in the fish he has caught; and the
butcher in the cattle he has killed :”
Along with thissbelief there might be
fetes and festivals to. rival the
grand
Catholic ceremonies.
There would be
some kind of Sabbath, but removed as far

as possible

from

Puritan; and
be - called

the

Jewish

and

the

to distinguish it, it might
Sunday,
that
is sun's

day, and we might have it like the French
Revolutionists, once in ten

days,

instead

of seven. On these occasions there would
be lectures of the true American type,
‘ uations, white lies and all that class of developing the theory of development,
-doings and sayings that will lead another evolving man from the brute, and showing
to wrong conclusions.
Intemperance that he may rise higher than he has ever
dene, though it is to be F-=:d never
carries this spirit of deception with it. | yet
incapable of marriage. There might be
"The young man who commences to drink hymns in honor of the great mother
“would rather not have his mother know of
ature, more worthy to be revered than
it. He will take a good many ways the Virgin. With this there might be
in symbol the great
pointed out to him by the enemy of his idols representing
world powers, such as Evolution, Persistsoul to keep the fact from her knowledge. ence of Force, Heredity, Panzoism and
The young husband much preférs that his Physiologieal Units. Around the places
wife should not know that he has this of worship there might be groves like
habit upon him ; and he, too, will use

all

manner of deception to keep the secret
from her. No matter how futile this effort proves to be on his part, for the wife
«an not be often or long deceived, the sin
«df deception is just as black against his
‘name. The father would rather that his
«child should not know that he drinks; the

those dedicated

in old

time

to Baal, the

powerful fire god.
There would pe
assemblies of males and females with
Baccantic dances, where time would be
delightfully spent, and the remembrance
of which would be pleasant—vastly more
so than the dreary hours spent in our
preaching and praying conventicles. It
will take time to create the fitting sentiment, but time is an essential condition of

wife will be as anxious to keep it from the all natural evolution, and we can give the

«child, too; and, alas, not from the child
alone, but also from neighbors, friends

new religion ten thousand yearsto develop.
the simegle for existence all
other religions would disappear, and this

-and society atlarge. She would shield him alone would remain, tillit gave birth to
drom the disgrace of being a drunkard if something still higher ; not more heavenly
she could;'and may the good Lord look in —that is, ideal; but more earthly—that

mercy on the life of many a woman, young

And old, who has used all sorts of de«ceiving ways to protect the reputation
@ man. The children, also, have

of
it

unconsciously drilled into them that it is

a fact to be hidden from the world, and

ithey too are not long in following quesitionable methods in concealing

it.

Look into any court where a case is on

rial against a liquor-seller.

Then realize

the perjury after perjury he will commit

'

in order to save himself, as also the per-

juryof any number of witnesses that he is
‘able to bring to the witness stand to testi-

who are indebted to him for
ons the yielding to which have
' made them so low in the moral scale that
they can thus perjure themselves.

Ay, witn

se

‘We have not the space to point out the

is, real and praetical.

;

:

Though
there are obstacles to be
overcome, yet ‘this new religion must
come.” There are signs of its approach.
Moreover ‘there is urgent need fot a new
belief to come and that speedily.”
The
necessity
for
its coming is urged
upon the ground that the young folks are
outstripping the fathers and mothers, not

only in infidelity, but in immorality,

The

vacuum made by removing the faith of the

gospel must be filled, or the most evil
consequences will
another extract:

follow.

We

make

My daughter when in London went to a

Wesleyan Ineeling one part, of the day,
and
to a Sunday lecture by Huxley on
another part, and as strange as it may
sound, she preferred the sincere shouting,

the amens and groans of the Methodists,

to the worship of

‘the

silent sort,”

in

child a cultured person, so long,

there

is

no enduring’ basis for this GreenbackSocialistic-Labor party to stand upon.
Even were
it possible for them to
sweep certain States and even the country
with the aid of universal suffrage, and
there is this possibility, they can not long
maintain rule.
Their
builded on the sand.

house

would

be

——WHEN the announcement was made
a few days ago that the European Congress
had agreed that monks of all nationalities
inhabiting Mount Athos should have
equal privileges, very few of our readers,
probably, were aware of the real import
of this action. Athos is a peninsula
thirty miles long and from four to seven
broad, projecting from Southern Macedonia into the Zigean Sea. The mountain
which
gives the peninsula its name

stands at one extremity.

This territory

is inhabited exclusively by monks
number

of

6000

from

Russia,

to the
Greece,

Bulgaria, Roumania and elsewhere, and
in all this large community not a woman
is to be found. This community of Mount
Athos dates its existence to a period prior

adulterstion
would have
s sunk any ‘other
long ago. ATPL
‘out the thought
in regard to this

:

by intemperance, and it
seen that it is mo slight

be easier
to
livea simple

life wore the rum traffic abolished
; a root
a

out

re

and

prayer, public or private,
in

and with-

and

whose

is in.physiolegy
male and female,
books

we have not been able to

keep from them; and who go to the
theaters, which we freely allow, as they

would prefer not

some

of them

simply

to attract

attention

by

departing from the order of the church.
Seme of our ministers hold that immersion is not baptism, and would refuse
from principle. Others say they would
gratify the notion of the applicant, and
dip him—though we never knew of an
instance.
In other words, according to this

good

authority, the majority of Presbyterian
ministers would refuse to administer
according to a ‘valid mode,” some of
themon the ground that ‘‘immersion is
not baptism.” Is it any more exclusive
and “rigid” for Baptists to hold
to one
mode, immersion, than for Presbyterians

the advice that ‘‘those who wish to be
immersed not only unite with some Baptist church, but stay there!”
ACTER

1% THE

3h $0 08 is

JPET

criticisms on Col. Higginson's

article in the July number of the
Atlantic Monthly, which appear on the
first page of this paper, are entitled to
such consideration as their merits and the
actual facts .in the case may warrant.
We can not agree with some of the
positions there taken, but doubtless the
right of free discussion ought not to be
abridged for that reason.

the

fall

of

the Roman

and

——Our

Pedobaptist

fond of placing

before

Bishop McCloskey (Catholic) of Kentucky,
has issued a formal letter to his people calling
attention to the common sale of liquors for
revenue at summer gatherings of his people,
and says, among other things, * we therefore
forbid the use of intoxicating liquors at picnics held for church purposes.”
Protestant
churches, at their worst, have never, we be-

lieve, been laid under restrictive orders not to
sell liquor “ for church purposes.”

The order

is a good one all the same, however.
Prof. Winchell, about whose indirect dismission from a lectureship
in Vanderbilt
University at Nashville, so much. has been
said, in a letter to the American of that city,
defines his position as an evolutionist and
says: * The only position to which strict
4 orthodoxy” could object, is the opinion that |

the black races existed on the earth

previouslyto the white and brown races.”
We wonder if this admission of the possible
priority of .the black race has anything to do
with the hostility to Prof. Winchell on the
part of this Southern institution?

that one of the

nefarious

methods by which the publishers of obscene
matter push their wares into the market is to.
gain the names of pupils in our 'schools and
address
them
accordingly.
This evil has
grown so largely that it is now reported that
some of our schools are deciding not to publish catalogues for this reason. It would seem

are

very

the

world

the

“rigidity” of the Baptists,

Benominational Hetos.
Minutes of the B. I. Association.

ever, a Presbyterian organ, and find

the

following from a correspondent :
;
DEAR INTERIOR 3—Is it improper for a

Presb terian minister to immerse a person
desiring to join the Presbyterian Church?
Is there any deliverance of our Church
on the subject?
74

ling, and that dipping is not necessary.
“The language implies that dipping is a
valid’ mode,” however, adds our con-

that they

regard the quantity of the water

in its

in-

olent contributions much larger than is
credited in the table to the entire Association. And this is only a specimen of
what we get for our géneral statistical
reports.
So imperfect and so incomplete as to prevent one-half of their intended utility.

2, ' Outside work.

It seems that some

work is being done, where much should
be, in outside stations.
The ‘Olneyville
church bears significant testimony to the
blessedness resulting to the church itself
as well as to others,

which

** lengthens

its cords, as well as strengthens its
stakes.”
“ Qur mission work at the
chapel,” it goes on to say, ‘ has been
successfully carried on, and is a valuable
auxiliary to

our home work,

as well as a

great benefit to the community in which
it is located.”
The Tiverton church
speaks of sustaining ¢ in addition to the
Sunday-school at the church, two others
during the summer months.”
Why
churches, embracing a gospel largely expansive in its tendencies, and having the
men and means, do so little work of this
kind is passing strange.
A Sabbathschool, or a prayer circle in some desti-

tute

neighborhood

has often

formed a

nucleus. for a large and efficient church.
The Mt. Vernon Mission church of Lowell is a monument to the intelligence and
Christian enterprise of the mother church
of that city.
3. Permanency in the ministry.
It is

permanent

fickleness

times,

pastorate.

and

at least one

The

church

at

Barneyville reports as follows: ‘Our
pastor is laboring with his usual earnestness, and continues to hold a large place
in the hearts of the people. He has sustained this relation since 1842 (36 years)
when the church was organized.”
It
would be interesting to know what has
been true on the part of both pastor and
people, which accounts for this result.
Other churches during that period have
had from: ten to fifteen pastors! The
Blackstone church appears to be getting

items :

1.

Contributions

¢¢ new method,”

for missions.

The

I should judge, is to an

not worked well, it should

be

reported,

and the cause of failure also shouldbe
specified. ‘Let us prove all things, and
how-

the tabulated statement of what has been
done for the last year in raising mission-

In

that table

only eight

to stir up disaffection at the close of each
year.
4. A

cautionary

measure.

Among

the resolves passed at the annual session,

from, and allowed the

cause

of God

in

many cases to be greatly dishonored.
No man has a right as a stranger to offer
out the means of showing an unexceptionable record of his past
life and
labors. The work is too sacred, and the
interest too dear, to be hazarded by doubt

or even by

uncertainty.

And

still, un-

fortunately,

as having done

anything for Home Missions, only six for

Foreign, and barely two for Education,
and the sums reported are far from being
creditable to the intelligence or reputed
enterprise of that portion of our denomination. ‘When I had read thus far, I was
reminded of how my father used to speak
of the Methodists. He was in the habit

of saying that he could never account for
it why they should practice sprinkling
for baptism, since they were an enlight-

long been a professor of

one whose mind is utterly devoid of reason,

He turns away in bitter self-reproach saying, “Tou late, too late.” So many, it is to
be feared, will die lamenting over lost
opportunities for doing good and benefit.
ing their fellow men, uttering the unavailing lamentation, ‘Too late.”
We have reached a crisis in our missionary work, and unless help is forth.
coming, not merely a reduction of the
force now employed,and the surrender

work, must be the

result.

Brethren

a od

and

sisters throughout the denomination, are
we ready for this? Are we ready thus to
go back on our denominational record for
the last forty years and abandon an enterprise then so nobly begun?
Ican not
believe this. No, I will not believe it. I
have too much faith in my beloved denomination to believe that the people will
withhold the money

necessary to success-

fully carry on the work committed to
hands.

To reduce our force in the

our
field,

yea, not to re-enforce it, is to fail. Our
missionaries at home are ready and
anxious to go back, and there are men
and women,

well

qualified for

the work,

and who feel that Godis calling ‘them to
the field,
now,

who

dear

are

anxious

brethren,

to go.

what

And

shall we do?

Twenty cents per member would relieve
our treasury of its indebtedness and give
us a sum sufficient to forward the reenforcements which the present necessity
so much demands. Shall we have it?
Unless these appeals are heeded soon, it
will be “too late ;” and

on whom will the

responsibility rest? Surely not on the
missionaries themselves,
nor on those
who are ready to engage in this heavenordained cause, but on those who have
the money necessary to the prosecution of

the foregcing, hoping that the dark cloud
which now hangs. over our cause will
soon be dispelled and the joy of enlarged
success gladden all our hearts. Do not
think that others will do the work, or that
your contributions must be so small
that you may be excused. Every penny

that'is given to give the gospel to the
heathen counts for God, and for the
salvation of the lost.
Dear brethren,
once more I appeal to you to consider this
matter. Can it-be that you have nothing
to give to save the perishing millions of
India? Is there nothing that you can
deny yourself of that you may have a few
pennies for this cause? God knows; and
if you withhold the Lord's money, you
will one day realize your folly, though it
may be amid the wailings of “Too late,
too late.”
J. RAND.

there is a chance

for every

Bates College Finances.
We have received the following communica-

tion which we commend

to the

attention

our readers; especially asking those

who

of
pur-

pose to enter college this season to consider
the moderate estimate of a college course at
Bates. Of course those who have a liberal

formation contained in these

minutes, or

their timely suggestiveness, it must suffice to add, that the Association seems to
have enjoyed a year of unusual prosperity.in the general revival of religion,
and in the ingathering of souls.—uJ. Fr.
lp
llr

ee

Ihave

read with no little interest the
appeals

recently

published

in

the Morning
Star, in behalf of our
Foreign Mission, and the question has not
unfrequently arisen in my mind, What
responses will the churches and the
people make to these earnest appeals for
help ? Will they think it is all done for
mere talk, or that there is no occasion for

the deep solicitude which

these

indicate?

respond

College

gives

as

the total

any of the friends of the college to render

fur-

ther benefactions to that institution unnecessa~
ry, a brief explanation may be proper.
:

In the $415,000 above named is included
the cost of the college grounds and buildings,

The Foreign Mission.
numerous

finance of Bates

agsets of the college above liabilities, $414,752.07, or in round numbers $415,000. The
same figures have also recently been given in
the Star.
Lest this large sum should seem to

appeals

$115,000.

These, of course,

are

a

source

of

expense rather than of income.
Deduct
$115,000 from 415,000 and there.remain $300,
000. The latter sum includes Mr. Bates's last
subscription of $100,000.

This

at present also

yields no income.
$300,000—$100,000=$200,000. But this $200,000 includes the estimated
value of the Benson preperty, real estate in
Boston, bequeathed to the college by the late
Joshua Benson,
.
:
:
This property is incumbered with a mortgage given by the late owner. Over and

with

above all claims against it, this estate is, how-

the hands of the Society, and that shall
raise a shout of joy and gladness whose

required to pay the interest on the above mort-

echoes shall roll

and

gage, together with the taxes and the cost of

in-

necessary improvements, slightly exceeds the
income derived from the estate. Subtractthen
$40,000 from $200,000, and the remainder
; $160,000 is the amount of the interest hearing

Or

will they

to be worth at present market
such generous contributions as shall lift ever, thought
$40,000. From the nature and location
the crushingburden that now hangs upon ofvalue
the property, it must ultimately yield a

across the seas

all over

to far

the

land,

distant India,

hearts of those fara-way toilers?

may stand upon the wharf and see the
steamer,on which we intended to embark,
fast disappearing from our sight in the

distance,

all because

we were a

little too late. We may enter the depot
just to see the train on which we expected to take passage on important business
|leave the station. Only a minute late,
but the train. is gone. Over yonder
mansion death is hovering, a young man
is dying, he has never sought.the Saviour,
he is in despair, dying and no. hope in the
Saviour of sinners; finally, reason gives

way, and a few disconnected words is all
that he is capable of now. Just at this
moment the father enters, his soul is in

handsome income ; but at present

the

amount

assets of the College. With the settlement of
Mr. Bates’s estate and with the increase that
may reasonably be

expected

in

the

receipts

from the Benson property, this amount will
ultimately be increased to $300,000.
:
In the light of these facts, it can easily be
seen that only the generosity of its friends
can save the College from constant embarrassment. As a matter of fact, the report of
the Treasurer shows that the expenditures re-

quired for the College, Theological School, and

Latin School for the last year have exceeded the

income from all sources by the sum of $4,000;
or, in
added
But
in its

other words, the sum of $4,000 has bee
to our previously large floating debt.
while the College has been thus limited
resources, it has, nevertheless, pursue

a liberal policy towards
tuition and

room

rent

are

its students,
almost

The

nominal

The following table exhibits the actual College
expenses for the last year. The price Te

it
who

of

a portion of the field now open to us, but
utter failure, and the abandonment of the

religious tramp to impose om the con- supply of money will not regard this feature
so closely, but it is an item of great imporfidence and easy credulity of very good
tance to very many of our most worthy and
people.
:
promising young men :
“Without exhausting the valuable in- The last annual report of the committee of

churches out of the twenty-five in the As- dim

sosiation are reported

has

In compliance with these votes I submit

unfavorable to the ‘laying “out of plans
for work, but favorable for restless souls

ever, so far as the missionary work of
There are times when the words, ‘“Too
the
Association is concerned. I refer to late,” have a peculiar- significance. We
ary funds,

he

the work, but who refuse or neglect to
contribute it as the Lord requires. At
the last session of our Beard, the following votes were passed :
Voted,1. That we earnestly appeal to our
into a good way. Hear it. * By vote of churches ; to raise a special subscription of
the church, our present pastor will be twenty cents per member towards the
payment of the debt of the Society, and
retained for an indefinite period.”
Get- toward the return of missionaries now here,
ting into a good way, I mean, if it has and the sending out of new missionaries.
2. That the president of this Board be
come to the conclusion that God may
have a work of ten or even twenty years authorized to make an appeal’ to the
churches, through the Star.
for its pastor, and sa decidesnot to dole |

There is spiring with fresh courage the desponding

one serious defect’ in this report,

agony,

religion, buthas never made any direct,
personal effort for the conversion of that
son. He hastens to his bed side to appeal to him in behalf of his soul, but he
meets only the incoherent utterances of

his services as a minister for a day, with-

This neat little pamphlet, admirably
compiled, and stored with just such information as the churches of the Association need for guidance and inspiration
in their future work, has just fallen under our observation. It will do for general reading, also, as it is just as suggestive.
as it is instructive.
Here are a few
|

as such, in hold fast that which is good.”

contrast with their own liberality, which
generously embraces more than one mode.
We take up the Chicago Interior, how-

instance,

dividual report, gives items of its benev-

we note this: ‘¢ That we recommend that
churches of this Association do not employ ministers as pastors or supplies until they have made a thorough examination respecting’ their previous standing
and labors.”
The principle here sugthat
i
—ex-1 gestedis so obvious, and so important
pended in criticisms of Mr. Comstock’s meththat it is a wonder that there should be
ods would find a better outlet in aiding the
any occasion for its formulated statework to which he has devoted his life. Parents
ment.
But churches are wanting in
and educators should be-thoroughly aroused to
the importance of this subject.
suitable caution in this respect, and
hence have suffered serious injury there-

Greek

friends

Williams church, for

mutability of these

It is no mere surface talk when Kx-Secretary M’Culloch says, as he did recently, that
*“ if there is any science in 'the world that
needs to be baptized with the spirit of the
gospel, it is political economy.”

Itis well know

ened people. But upon reading on, I
find that this table is wholly defective,
and calculated to mislead.
The Roger

pleasant to note amid the

BRIEF NOTES.

encouraging extent being introduced into
the churches. The executive cemmittee
in their report significantly say, ‘It will
be observed that the amount of these
funds [Home Mission] greatly exceeds
that given in the last report.
This fact
speaks well for the plan adopted. What
church in the East and the fountain head this means may be more fully learned
has been on Mount Athos. By this action from the reports of individual churches.
of the Congress all classes and nationali- The clerk of Carolina Mills church says,
‘ For raising funds, we have adopted the
ties are to have equal rights, whatever
system
of weekly offering, and it works
that may mean.
It is certainly a strange
well.”
The clerk of the Roger Williams
spactacle,—this community of six thou“church
reports,
*¢ The cause of missions
sand zealots, broken up into warring
factions, and yet united in bringing all has received a new impetus as the retheir cunning and wealth (which is great) sult of the new system introduced.” The
to-bearon the ignorance and superstition Park St., Providence, church has this to
say, “The system of weekly offering is in
of the people around them, to perpetuate
If there be a
their misery and to keep alive the bitter successful operation.”
church
in
the
denomination
in which the
animosities of the ever-warring factions.
system in question upon a fair trial has

to

temporary. It thensays:
We should judge that a majority ef our
are schools
of virtue, and see the sort of
not
company in the gallery and in the boxes, ministers would refuse to immerse,

and go De

LE

Empires. and has periodically been the
theater ‘of internal dissensions and intrigues calling for the mediation of the
surrounding
governments.
There has
long been bitter jealousy and strife between the various branches of the Greek

deceptions practiced by the manufacturers which there seemed to be no heart or
and dealersin wines and liquors, as to adoration—except in the organ. . . .
The Interior replies by quoting the ConHE their quality, ‘and of what
they are made. ‘But our greatest anxiety
is about the
fession,
which says that baptism is rightoung
men,
our sons, who have been
“The prevalence and character of these
fully administered by pouring or sprinkrought up without the Bible,

1878.

or the mode as essential, but because they

unknowable.” An attempt, however, is Republic
of France is taming
the most | perhaps
made to ‘delineate some of the positive

—

17,

I

place,

It should not require more patience to bear
answer the complaint, but I have faith in
with the foibles and weaknesses of one’s
the development which has done so much
neighbors, frigggls and acquaintances than
in the past, and will do more in the
it does to bear with their sins; yét is it not is, however, greatly pained at internal future, that it will*fill the void which it
‘‘The children have come
often harder to exercise" charity towards | feuds which exist among these apostles has created.
to the birth,” and what we need is one to
of
the
new
era.
‘Religions
have
had
those who have some temperamental de‘deliver them; and I advertise for such
fect than towards those who willfully vio- their dissensions,andso have positivists.” among our scientific doctors all over the
date God's commands ? Perhapsone’s tem- Specimens of these dissensions are given. worlds.
eT
sr
But as the old religions are sick, dying
perament is such that he may be tempted
«or
dead,
and
we
must
have
a
new
religion,
to denominate as spendthrifts those who
CURRENT TOPIOS.
«can hardly be put under that head in wide the important question arises, what will ——THE revolutions born of Socialism
justice; or you may accuse of niggardliness be the features of the new religion,which, and kindred isms are not directly conthose who are not a whit more niggardly of course, must be developed slowly. ducive to human progress, as we look at
"in their life than you are improvident in It is much easier to specify some of the things. We detect no’deep faith behind
yours. You deem it a duty to be liberal supposed negative features than the the movements agitated by these people
and enjoy things as you go along, they positive ones. Among the former are among us. Their leaders are not noted
deem it their duty to be saving in regard these: (1) “It can not have a God living as god-fearing men; rather are they not
(2)
“It can not insist conspicuous examples of that restlessness
to future wants and emergencies. It is and personal.”
certaigly an open question towards which on a personal immortality of the soul.” of soul which is at the bottom of inextreme it is better to lean. Happily,
(3) “There must be no terrors drawn
numerable
fallacious
.and pernicious
nature takes thatoutof our hands and gives from the day of judgment.”
(4)
vagaries? The Socialists can gather very
. each a bent to the one side or the other. “There can be no ghastly sanctions or
many honest, fervid and eloquent souls in
To believe and practice the principle that motives derived
from a supernatural
their behalf, while fighting against the
_ others are bent by nature in an opposite power,
or a world to come.”
(5)
way to what we ourselves are bent, is “Everything beyond what can be seen despotic *‘militaryism™ of Germany or
one of the hard lessons of life to learn. wl must be represented as unknown ahd the autocratic despotism of Russia. It is
wonderful to see the manner in which the
is charity.

_. To see if,

JULY

can not return and run up the hill down:
which it has descended.
In the struggle,
feelings more bitter than tears, have been to hold to one mode, sprinkling? Our
wrung from the heart. The cry is for a contemporary adds: “The best plan for
touch of a vanished hand, which has been
those who wish to be immersed is to unite
cut off and committed to the earth, from
which it will never rise again. There is with a Baptist church in which they have
a shriek heard more piercing than that all the latest improvements for a warm
which comes from a house on fire, with its and agreeable bath, and then bring a
inmates locked in; than that which comes
letter fo the Presbyterian church.” We
from a ship on fire, or a lunatic asylum in
flames. . It would reach the ear of God, have no desire to meddle with our
peculiar
grammar - in the
were there a god with ears to hear it, or a neighbor's
heart to feelit. I have been cursed by a above, but we venture an amendment to

ing

out the article, the writer makes abundant
reference to such men as Hume, Gibbon,
Voltaire, Matthew Arnold, Herbert Spencer,
Darwin, Huxley,
Tyndall, John
Stuart Mill, and their kith and kin.
He

EE

ually, injustice is a failure.

“AN

LL PRAISE
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| Himasters and Churches,
REV. L. A. LANG has closed a successful
pastorate of eight months with the Barrington

order. Fourteen
have been added to the
church during the time Bro. Lang has been
with them, eleven by baptism. ' He is at liberty to work as an evangelist or pastor.
Address No. 10,Red Rock street, Lynn, Mass.

New York State News.

The all-absorbing topic of conversation just
now, is the weather.
The * cold wave,”
promised by the Canadian prophet, has not yet
struck us. For its coming, we watch and

part of college expenses,
The amount
expended in excess of the figures given will dev
pend upen the tastes, habits, and resources of

indicated

custom

to

require no tuition from indigent but deserving
students.
In consequence of this custom, fifty-eight students have paid no tuition during

the last college year, and twelve of the eighteen
members of the late graduating class paid no
tuition during their college course.
The tuition for four years would amount to $144.
If the College has freely received, it has also
freely given.
Indeed,it has given more lavishly than its limited resources have warranted, and the trustees at their last meeting wise-

ly limited the number to whom tuition may

be

remitted.
These facts speak
for
themselves.
The
American college has fittingly been called * a
charitable institution,” and no New England
college has a better right to this title than has

Bates.

INDEX.

Ohio & Pennsylvania Yearly Meeting,
The Ohio .& Pennsylvania Yearly Meeting
held its forty-tifth session with the Greenwood
church, in Crawford Co.,
Pa., commencing
June 21.
Rev. A. Losee, pastor of the Greenwood
church, was culledto preside. The Y. M. is
composed of five Q. Ms, all of which were
represented.
From a large numberof churches cheering reportsof revivals were received,

and

in some churches

revivals

are

now

in

progress.
Most of our churches are supplied
with pastors, and on the whole are doing
well.
;
Near the close of the ‘Ministers Institute
which preceded the Y. M.,Rev. E. N. Fernald,
of Lewiston, Me., gave us a brief call and
preached with characteristic vigor, upon the

work and wants of our

Benevolent

We

of asat this
H. C.
minisin our

are glad

to welcome Rev. J. Phillips, Jr., to the pastorate of the Hinckley church in the Cleveland

Q. M. made vacant by the death of Bro. Barthe

meeting

Bro. Walker

entered

heartily

was

LAWRENCE (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held
its last
session at Parishville, June 79.
The churches were well represented, and a very spiritual
season enjoyed. Rev.J. W. Hills from the
Susquehannah Y. M., was with us and preached the Word acceptably.
Bro. J. W. Hoyt
was ordained to the gospel ministry.
The ordinance of baptism was administered during
the session,
Next session will be at Lawrence, 2nd Sat.
and Sabbath in Sept. Rev.°A. J. Canny will
address the Sabbath-school on Friday evening
of next session.
D. 8. SmITH, Clerk.

sacrifice, give the right hand of fellowship to
every honorable kind of organized resistance
to intemperance and fight on till death or

tory is ours,
3%
On Sabbath-schools, declaring the Sabbathschools to be a part of the

church,

and

not

a

mere aid to it, that nothing should be taught
in our 8. schools conflicting with our denominational doctrines and polity, urging the selection

of

studies

and

comsecrated

teachers,

More concerning other

interests

letter.
July

in

another

McDONALD.
10.

l
atl

Western.
G. BRAND has been appointed

REV. A.
treasurer

of the Wisconsin

Yearly

asserting that the ministry

should be sufficiently educated to instruct the
veople and defend the truth, expressing grati-

- tude to God for success in the establishment of
schools, suggesting efforts to increase the effi«ciency of our schools rather than their numbers, urging young men of intellect and piety
to consider the claims and advantages of the
gospel ministry and, if called of God, prepare
themselves thoroughly for their high calling.

ON THE CHURCH; IN SFRINGFIELD, O.
sympathize

with and

commend Bro. Poston in
his work for the
Springtield church, and hereby extend to him
a cordial
mvitation to advocate his cause in
our several churches.

ON THE DEATH OF BRO. BARRETT,
“Resolved, 1. That by the death of Rev. H.
. Barrett, this Y. M. suffers the loss of a be~

loved and ‘efficient minister,

and

the

church

militant a worthy teacher and representative.
.

tin this hour of bereavement

we ex-

tend to Sister Barrett assurances of our deepest sympathy, supplementedby earnest prayer
for her future in dg
y
+ That to Sister of these resolutions be forwarded
;
Siar for Ah
Barrett, and to the Morning

‘ON CHANGE OP CONSTITUTION OF GEN. CONF.
. Resolved, ThatasaY.M. we approve of
the proposed
increase in the ratio en.
tation, but disapprove of the proposed change
requiring a certain

to be laymen.
gates

perce

ge

of the de

over the plain Oil

is, that the nauseating

entirely palatable.

“The next session of the Y. M. will be held
.

0.D, PazcH, Clerk.
It will give joy to the readers of the Star to
learn that a precious work of grace is in progress in the Compton (P. Q.) church, Sunday,

church,

commencing

13.

taste of

objection to its

July 8, the pastor, Rev. W. H. Lyster, baptized thirteen happy converts, after which he

Friday

evening,

O. H. P. SHELDON,

the Q. M., some time

ly prescribed by the medical faculty

is sufficient.

Fer sale by A. B. WILBOR,
by all druggists.

Boston,

Chemist,

gave them the hand of fellowship. Others are
‘expecting to go forward soon.
A. A. WOODMAN.

Maize Flour Toilet SoapA mew

.Tarrant’s

:

Attention is called to the

announcement

1876,

William Everett, Ph. D., who

eminently

OIL

LLASSELL.

quali-

For

JELLY,
bland

that soothes,

softens

superior wash
for bath, nursery,

by

the manufacturers.

Chas,

Son & Co., Philadelphia.

McHeone,

Bde

“I AM ONE WYO WAS CURED

blood, that

2t26

A Practical Education

MASS.
Possible

to Girls.

Boston
privileges,
with
delightful
suburban
ome.
Unusual advantages in Music, Elocution,
&c.
Special care of health, manners and morals.
Personal oversight of habits of growing girls.
Pioneer in introducing
instruction in Cooking,

and nutri.

some three years ago, I want him to try
them.
I gained fifteen pounds while taking the first three-bottles, and I know it is
just the thing for him.
Respectfully,
. V.
HULL.
C——

Dr. H. James’ CANNABIS INDICA, or
East India Hemp, raised in Calcutta, and
prepared on its native soil from the green
leaf, has become as famous in this country
as in India for the cure of Consumption,

Women.

AUBURNDALE,

ap-

its

SEMINARY

Young

LAWRENCEBURG, ANDERsoN Co., Ky.
Feb. 10; 1873.
Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :—Please send me’ twelve
bottles of Cannabis“Indica, one each of
Pills and Qintment, for a friend of mine
who is not expected to live; and as 1S

medicines cured me of CONSUMPTION,

Aperient.

laxative influence further tends to cool.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

fied to carry on the work so well begun.
LIVER

Seltzer

tion, which reduces the heat of the

as his successor

compound

pr general toilet use, 1t is delightfully perfumed,
and rold everywhere. Registered in
Patent-office

The

our

singularly fortunate in securing

COD

everything.

The

in

Trustees of this Institution carried on so successfully by the late William R. Dimmock, have been
is

for

Has such a salutary effect upon disorders attended
with inflammatery or feverish symptoms, is, that
it induces a gentle, almost imperceptible perspira-

>
--

Educational column of the Adams Academy.

soap

and whitens the skin, has »
ing
properties, and suited

CONSUMPTION.

There is a reason
reason why

and

Bronchitis, and Asthma.

:

We now inform the public that we Lave
made the importation of this article into
the United States our Specialty, and that
in future the afflicted can obtain these

A
Fee]
and Mittinery:—Send
for catalogue: -remedies-at-all-first-class- druggists:
Sold by drug. -Pressmaking;
“we
have,
at
great
expense
-and
trouble,
C.
C.
BRAGDON,
Principal,
TRUEX, 38 Platt St., New York. °
made permanent arrangements in India
“
1y42
ADAMS ACADEMY.
for obtaining ‘‘ Pure Hemp,” gathering it
SURRIEEShelt A

Sept.

Clerk.

during

the

year.

iN

A CARD.

Fits

The Great South American Remedy for all
cial diseases, discovered in the great valley

Amazon, as a réstorer of the

nervous

forces ; its success is marvelous.

be furnished free of charge.

and

The

will

full information, send self-addressed envelope to
Rev. JOSEPH T. INMAN,Station D., Bible House,

ly44

ose who intend

to come to the Y. M., please notify Rev. J.

Carr, P. O. address, Fort Fairfield, Maine.

W.

Locating next session left with the Com.
;
L. V. TowLE, Clerk.

ASHTABULA Q. M.—Held its May tgrm with

E. H. Hise,

Hotices and

W. PARKER, Clerk.

its last

was the largest session in numbers which has
been held im the bounds of this or neighboring
. Ms. for many years. Elders I. Z. Haning,
. W. Martin,

and

Simeon

Weed,

of Athens

2
.y and
Jos. Masters of Jackson Q. M.,
also Rev. W. J. Fulton of this Q. M., and
Cephas J. Chase, our licentiate, with C. J.
Denney, licentiate of Athens Q. M.,

reachers

Ing

were

the

present with us, and Elders Haning,

asters,

Fulton,

and

Bro.

Cephas

Chase preached to the edification of the large
numbers present during the session. During
the covenant meeting especially

ence of the Master

manifested.

was the

Bro.

PULVERMACHER’S

ELECTRIC BELTS
AND

J. Chase was licensed for another year.
This
reek church, June | . M. is now incorporated under the laws of
good degree ‘of interest was felt.
hio. On Sabbath morning Sister Nellie PhilSister Cobb were present, and as we lips, of Rio Grande College, favored us with a
‘listened
to their-earnest words we could but short address on Foreign
Missions, which was
feel that their work is about finished, but its a most interesting feature of the session, at the
influence will live after they .are resting with close of which the following
resolution was
the redeemed.
We are thankful that, as some unanimously adopted by the vast audience
are growing old, young men are taking their present :
:
v
laces, pho: under the Captain are carrying on
Resolved, That we
earnestly recommend
7—9. A
Bro. and

The most learned physicians and scientific
men of Europe and this country indorse them.
These noted Curative apDliances have now
stood the test for
upward of thirty years, and

are protected by
tters-Patent in all the
pringipal countries of the world. They were
ecreed the only Award of Merit for Electric
Appliances

—

labor-

ing with the Money Creek church, with good
acceptance.
Three
were baptized Sunday

after morning service.

Clerk.

SPRINGFIELD fs.) S: M.—Held its. June
session at Lee Village,
June 21—23. An excellent session was enjoyed throughout.

that the next session of our Yearly

Meeting

take immediate iene to send to and support
at least one more
Missionary in India.

by

The following resolutions were also adopted
the conference :
.

.
Whereas, There is a lack of interest manifest
among our churches on the subject of Missions,

and believing

greatly

that

such

want

of interest is

owing to deficiency of information
wv

IN ALL ITS PURITY AND PERFECTION,

and feel that we are entitled to credence

when we say that Cannabis Indica will do
its

permanently

positively

I had

‘moping, unfit for business or
subject, to fits of melancholy?

Do you

and

ing on the subject? Have you'lost confidence
in yourself and energy for business pursuits ?

Are you subject to any of the following symptoms: Restless nights, broken sleep, night~
mare, dreams,
palp tation of the heart, bashfulness, confusion of ideas, aversion tosoeiety,

‘Wolfboro Mission Soc per A D Fairbanks
1 North Berwick ch per T Spooner
Leonard Blood Whitefield N H

Thousands

of

females,

too, are

BRONCHITIS for twenty years, and tried

most all kinds of medicine, and says the

Cannabis Indica is the only thing that

gives her relief.

Respectfully

yours,

JANE A. ASHBROOK.
———

Deep River, PowesHICK, Iowa.

have

just seen your

paper;

I know

all

about the Cannabis Indica. Fiftten yois
ago itcured my daughter
of the ASTHMA ;
she had it very bad for several years, but
was perfectly cured, and I used to keep. the
medicine on hand; to accommodate my
friends. I have taken a cold lately, and
as I am fearful of it settling on my lungs,

you will please send me a $9. box of your
medicine.

:

Respectfully,

;

_—

’

JACOB TROUT.

0!
SY MISTOM of
Consamy om ¥ that Le a =
edy will not dissipate, and it will break a fresh
cold in twenty-four hours. Ask
your
t
for DR.
JAMES’
CAN
ABS
ee.
DICA, and if they fail you, send to us direct.

One bottle will satisfy the

most sk

ase

r bottle, or three bottles for
Dintment, $1 25 cach. ‘Address,
CRADDOCK & CO., 1032 Race St,

f OUR

5

s an

__N. B—CIRGULARS FREE.

Philadelphia.

i

T POISON

ants, Cos

broken

ductive of health and happiness when
is at hand a means of restoration?

there.

PULVERMACHER’S
ELECTRIC BELTS AND BANDS

PULVERMACHER GALVANIC CO,
Broadway,

New

BEF Avoid

York.

bogus appliances claiming elec

qualities. ha Pam hlet explains

distinguish the genuine

1y

Bo to

from the spurious.

1h

box serif 190 by mall for
With,
rover:
testimonials. ro
: Hunde of
18 NOT rey ALL Es
sure death id worm.

fans6s Cll fen i ob Soho
OSTAGE
ST.
HEMICAL'
RES, J. R,
ROAR hy Ottice, 6f Cortlandt 8t,

‘

after drugging in vain for months and years.
Send now for DESCRIPTIVE PAMPHLET and
THE ELECTRIC QUARTERLY, a large Illus. trated Journal, containing full partieplars
and. INFORMATION WORTH THOUSANDS. Copies mailed free. Address,

tric

all to no

in the head, dimness of sight, pim-

down in health and spirits from disorders
pecullar to their sex, and who, from false
modesty
or neglect prolong their sufferings.
Why, then, further neglect a subject so pro-

212

eminent

and

Cannabis Indica, box of Pills and pot of
Ointment. Mother has been suffering with.

ples and blotches on the face
back,
and
other despondent symptoms? Thousands
of
young men,the middle-aged, and even the
old, suffer from nervous and physical debility.

most

a. ————

pleasure, an
Are your kid-

neys,
stomach, or blood, in a disordered condition?
Do you suffer from rheumatism,
neuralgia or aches and pains?
Have you
been indiscreet in early years and find yourself harassed with a multitude of gloomy
symptoms?
Are you timid, nervous, and
forgetful, and your mind continually dwell-

dizziness

Asthma.

LoVRLACEVILLE, BALLARD Co., KY.
GENTS :—Please send me three bottles:

advertisement in my

fretful, timid,

the

in ‘the country,

READER, ARE YOU AFFLICTED?

debilitated,

curing

and

purpose; but just as soon as he commenced using the Hemp Remedies he
began to improve in health until I regarded him as about well., . HENRY W. KIMBERLY, M.D.

HOW

TO

, Agent,

New Yorks

hae
"AGBNTS

BE
:

WYER

8129:
WANTED.

$50:to $125 a mont. An
Encyclopedia of Law

and’

Forms.

For

Busi

ness Men, Farmers, Me.

, Property Owners, Tenauts, everybody,
business. Saves many
times Cost.
elling
% Send for Circular and Terms, P. W. ZIEG& CO., 518 Arch St., Philadelphia, Pa. wok

HEALTH, STRENGTH, AND ENERGY,

|

also consulted

physicians

GenTLEMEN :(—I

nervous,

one

Ghvyoso, Pemiscor, Mo., Nov. 18, 1877.

have been found
the most valuable, safe,
simple, and efficient known treatment for
the cure of disease.

feel

|

and

Bronchitis,

that

Messrs. Craddock & Co.:
GENTLEMEN :(—I. must have more of
your invaluable medicine, and wish that
you would place it” here on sale, as the
cost of delivery is too high to individuals.

flicted themselves, who have been restored to

Lake Village ch N H per J W Scribner
Mrs Almon Oaks Free Oaks Mich
| Prairie City Q M per P Christian 111
Mrs O True Lower Gilmanton N H

Pittsfield ch N H per J C Osgood

for it, and

cure these various diseased conditions, after
aM other means fail, and we offer the most
convincing testimonfy direct froma the af-

Missions.

e
pte Freedmen)

all that is claimed

elsewhere —and

lack the power of will and action ? Are you
subject to loss of memory, havespells of fainting, fullness of blood in the head, feel listle:

MAIL.

Wheatland ch Wis per J I'hillips Jr
Woman’s F B Misa Soc Volga City Iowa per

orcas Bet
A Friend Wilton lon

and

Exhibitions

ous, chronic or functional disease?

A W Eaton Biuehill Falls Me

MEALS

great World’s

and wish to recover the same
degree of
health, strength, and energy as experienced
in former years?
Do any of the following
symptoms or class of symptoms meet
your
diseased cendition ? Are you suffering
from
ill-health in any of its many and multifarious forms, consequent upon a lingering, nerv-

H Morrell Irvingten NJ.
Plummer Gorham Me
W A Potter Monticello
Wis
Martin Woodyard O
Frost St Johnsbury Vt
A Lovejoy
Pascoag R I
Home

at the

Paris, -Philadelphia,

Forwarded.
BY

Wm
J M
Rev
J W
O 8
Rev

BANDS,

For self-application to any part of the body,
meet every requirement.

Jenking—E Jaquith—B F Jefferson—A
Morton ~J Morse—C A Morehouse~J Nickerson—¥ J
Nash—W Pierce~Mrs F H Peckham—J M Pease-—
Penfield & Goodrich—Mrs M Swadley—J B Smith—W
B Smith—M P Stockwell—=W P Shetdon—8 W Schoonover—A J Smith—Mrs J Sawyer —A Sargent—I Tay lor
~W F Trott—W Timms--B
Townsend—Mrs T Truoesdell—B VanDnsee—W Williams—D Willlamse—D K
White—Miss 8S Wyman—W Willlams—A V Wells—§
Whipple—A W
Wiliams—~W Wilson—C W Young,
Books

have the genuine article,

Previous to using the Cannabis Indica, I
had used all the medicines Scualy B scribed in my son’s case (CONSUMPTION)

the use of medicine of any kind.

C H Ayers—] W Barker-L Bouton—F R Blanchard
—R P Benjamin—F L Bates—H C Barrett—D Cox-—L
L Church—Miss C Clough—G W_0Oolby—J Coffran—J
M Crandall-W H Clifford—J C Connor—H Canning—
& Duley
D_ Dudiey—F E Davison—D Dolloff—T
P Evens—W
U Edwards—L F Farnham-E B Fullar—
LJ Farnham—Mrs J M Fenner—J W Farnsworth—8
J Gould—N R Gordon—Miss A Hamblen—J L Hermon

Cephas

at the right season, and having itextracted

upon its own soil from the green leaf
by an old and experienced chemist (said
chemist being a native), we know that we

Consumption,

The afflicted can now be restored to perfect
health and bodily energy, at home, without

MICHIGAN MINISTERS’ INSTITUTE will be held in
Hillsdale, Sommenclug Tuesday, Sept. 10, at 10, A, M.,
and will continue till
Wednesday,
Sept. 18.
During
the eight days which the institute will continue, three
courses of eight lectures each will be delivered by
able professors and ministers. Other exercises will
also add greatlyto the interest of the occasion, We
trust our ministers in the West and especially
in
Michigan, will not fal) to be present. A general ate
tendance of laymen and Christian workers is desired.
C. B, MILLS,

pres-

next

DEBILITATED!

Money Letters Received.

2nd

;

The

b)

The FREEWILL BAPTIST ANNIVERSARY CONVEXNTION willbe héld with the Free Baptist church at
Lyndon Center, Vt., Rev. W. L. Noyes, pastor, Oct.
1-3, 1878.
E. W.RICKER, Sec.
Dover: N. H., July 4.

Clerk.

Kyger church, commencing May 31st, holding
over the following two days,
June 1, 2.
It

colleges.

Or, No. 11%, will weigh 400 1bs.
Dover, N. H.
I. D. STEWART.

JEFFERSON CO. (NEB.) Q. M. will begin on the first
Friday in Aug. at the White school-house (four miles
north of Fairbury) commencing at 2, P.M. A general
attendance is solicited.
lerk.,

May the Lord still bless us.

MASS.

Wr venue. | FOR_THE
WERK
Appointments,
NERVOUS AND

in

delegate to the next
Q. M. at Houlton.
Delegates to the Y. M. to be held at Fort Fairfield,
in August, are J. W. Carr and L. Y. Towle.
For the past year there have been two churches
added
to the
Q. M.;
an increase in the
J.other churches of some twenty-five or more.

Chose Rev. J. W. Carr

best

Instead of devoting a. column to the
merits of this strange and wonderful plant,
we remain silent and let it speak for itself
through other lips than ours, believing
that those who have suffered most can
better tell the story, as the
following extracts from letters verbatim will show:

used

GEAUGA & PORTAGE Q, M. will be held with the
Chagrin Falls church, Friday, August 10, at 2, P. mM.
C. E. WALTERS, Clerk.

earnest exhortations.

our

[= HELP!

Scales for Sale.
Two of Fairbanks’ Scales have been
this office, one which we will sell.
—No+
Trucks;
8; on
will weigh

us as delegates, which added much
the interest of the meetings by their sérimons and

e with

QUINCY,

bottle avill satisfy the imost skeptical of

MAINE CENTRAL Y. M. will be held with the cburch
in Beahswick,
Sept. 4, 5.
Wn. H. BOWEN, Clerk.
318

and Bubar, of the Houlton Q. M.,

for

FOOT3t21 LATHES } vo 25 wm Eoweinitacs.

For circular giving

N.X.

Ar-

the

vital

recipe

boys

school year begins Sept. 18th, 1878." For catalogues
and information, address
the Master, or J. P.
Worden, Quincy, Mass.
William Everett, Ph. D., Master.

speof

rangements for said meetings are left with a
committee of three, and that committee has
the oversight of the business that must necessarily come before the Q. M. Revs.
geckham

Next session with the Bloomfield church.
Rev. Baird was appointed to preach the open-

H. A. COREY,

Maize Flour Toilet Soap.

Maize Flour Toilet Soap.

use; but

to the excellence and success of “ Wilbor’'s
CodLiver Oil and Lime; but the fact that it is regular-

AROOSTOOK
Q.M.—Held its June session
with the Presque Isle church, of which Rev.
J. W. Carr is pastor.
Voted in the conference to have a Shang in the Q. M. for the year
to come.
Insteadof four sessions we are to
have three days’ meetings in each church in

licly get apart to the work of the gospel ministry according to our usages. Sermon by Rev.
'W. Parker.
;
.

Bro. D. D. Mitchell is now

PHILADELPHIA,

in this form the trouble is entirely obviated. A
host of certificates might be givén here to testify

TrOY Q. M.—Held its May session with the
church at West Granville.
Thechurches with
one exception
were all represented.
The
meetings were well attended and interesting.
Some of the churches reported revivals,
Next session will be held with the McIntire
and Fox church, commencing Friday, Sept. 27.
JOHN WARD, Clerk.

‘Whaley
was chosen
moderator.
Rev. A.
Losee correspondent from Crawford Q. M.
was with us and added much to the interest
of the meeting.
The churches were well represented and the meeting harmonious.
At the
3 M. in Pageyville, Bro. Cary
Rogers was
pub-

the work.

Charles McKeone, Son & €o.,

The offensive taste of the oil

has long acted as a great

gists and E. H.

Meeting

Q. M.—Held

Warranted not to shrink or injure the clothes, Mose only by

the oil is entirely removed, and the whole rendered

VAN BUREN (Mich.) Q. M.—Was held with
the Almena church, June 14—16.
The churches were well represented by letter and delegates, every church belonging to the Q. M.
being represented except one.
Through the
courtesy. of the M. E. brethren, we were permitted te hold the meeting in their church
which was filled to its utmost on Sabbath.
Next session will be held with the Waverly

MriGs Q. M.—Held its last session with

WINONA & HOUSTON
session with the Money

principles knowin only to us, It will do more work,
and wash better than any soap in existence,

delicate stomach will not reject it.

(PA.) Q. M.—Held its last
Pageville church. Rev. E. B.

:

VER 21,000,000 POUNDS SOLD,
A perfect laundry soap, made upon new chemical

yl

tious form in which Cod Liver Oil can be used,
- with more benefit secured to the patient than with
double the quantity of any liquid oil.
The most

Next session with the Bone Gap church,
J. 8S. HAWK, Clerk,

ing sermon.

73.25
Treas.

)/

the Hartford & Vernon church.
It was a season long to be remembered.
Two pastors, D.
PROGRAMME OF THE BELKNAP Q. M. MINISTERS’
L. Rice and R. Clark, veterans as faithful ser- INSTITUTE to be holden at Gilford Village, 7 uesday
and Wednesday, August 6. 7, commencing Tuesda
vants of the church, were present to preach
at 2.80, P.M. Sermon Tuesday evening by Rev. M,’
the Word unto the
people. Many changes
Quimby. * The Resurrection,” Rev. A. D. Smith;
had taken place since their labors closed.
New
** Exegesis, John 17, 17,” Rev. G. W. Richardson;
converts greeted them, and the old and faith-* ** Future Punishment,” Rev. J. W. Scribner; * The.
LORAIN Q. M.—Held its last session withthe
methods ot the Fathers in preparing for the pulpit,”
-church at Rochester, June 15 & 16. All the ful remembered them,and with joy heard them
Rev. John Davis. ** What are the elements of Mr.
The Pleading of the Word by them
Moody’s success;
can we have them?” Rev. L. Malchurches were represented by letters and del- again.
uch good we trust was
vern; ** Justification,” Rev. M. A. Quimby; Plan of
egates. Henrietta church reported an addition was with power.
Sermon, Rev, J. H.Yeoman; ** Historical proofof the
done
in
the
name
of
the
Lord
Jesus.
The
|
of six by baptism,
The committee on the
authenticity of the Bible,” Rev. C. L. Plumer; Plan of
Marks monument report the monument re- meeting of prayer and conference on SaturSermon, Rev. —— Emery;** What is changed at .ReDegeneration,” Rev.J, Rich; Plan of Sermon, Rev. C.
paired with a new base. The expense was day was one of joy in the Holy Ghost.
* Conditions ot Forgiveness,” Rev. E.. P. Moulprompily met by the Q. M., the churches pay- nominational zeal seemed to be awakened in Cate;
The state of ton; ** The best way of conducting Revivals,” Rev. F.
Bg equal,
3
. the hearts of the membership.
H. Lytord; Pacrament of the, Lorde Supper.
religion
in
the
Q.
M.
occupied
much
time
in
EV.J.
N. RICH,
:
ext session will be held with the Spencer
conference and awakened much interest in the
REV. L. MALVERY, {Commitee
church, Sept. 14, 15.
J. H. Rosa, Clerk.
minds of all. Plans were introduced and discussed.
prayer was offered for the extension
Post-Office Addresses,
WAYNE Co. Q. M.—Held its last session of Christ’s kingdom among us. Ministers and
Rev EN Fernald (to whom all contributions from
delegates
went
home
encouraged
and
strengththe churches for the Benevolent Societies should be
with the Big Mound church, June 1. Bro.
seat), Towiston, Me.
John Sanders, a General Baptist minister, was ened to the work before them.
Next session will be held with the church at
with us and assisted by preaching on Saturday
and on the Sabbath which was well accept- South Ridge, Conneaut, Qhio,commencing the
fourth Friday in August, at 2, p. M.

WASHINGTON
session with the

N.BROOKS,
i

Cod-Liver

The advantage of this compound:

for lung diseases the most mild,

Qe

with the Cleveland Q. M. Conference. Appointed C. A. Gleason to preach the opening
sermon and R. A. Davis as alternate,

Purc

5.00
20.00
2.00
6.50
2.75
2.00

Beaty Inte Newspaper
full repty (sent
free) bo:

Quarterly Heetings,

eral work, and reaffirming our faith in the
doctrines of the Bible as taught by the fathers.

Resolved, That we

Oil and Lime.

of

ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
ORIENTAL DETERSIVE SOAP!
M

fore bving PIANO or ORGAN . Read my latest
WAR
owest prices ever given, Address, DANIEL F. rarry, PIANOS
men
Wa ghington, N. J.
52t4
——

proved by the Academy of Medicine of New York.

recommending
the organization of branch
Sabbath-schools, and appointing Rev. R. Clark Home Mission Board, to whom all funds
statistical 8. 8. Agent for the Y. M,
; devoted to the work in this field should be
On State of the Denomination, recognizing paid. His address is Waupun, Wis.
the advancement which has been made in
Education, Missions, Sabbath-schools and genOn Education,

Compeund

58.79

ORGANS secs: “war Gr "vi RAGING

Fotices,

in the known world. Sample Waich Free ta
Agents. Adres, A. COULTER & Co., Chicago.

84.92
184.
7reas.

BEATTY

the

Price, $1.50,
EBEN SHUTE, 52 Brom#ield St., Boston.
:
;
Atthendteow?27
Rd
Arb
Cheapest

115

~ ADVERTISEMEN

r

Wilbor’s

2,10
3.50
1.9
1.14
1.

R Gott

Manchester, N, Pe

er clerk pro tem, and went to work. Soon in came
Rev. T.C. Patridge, a corresponding messenger from
the Wavpun Q.
M_, followed by Rev. E. D. Lewis.
All except two churches were represented by letter
and delegates. Brothers T, C. Patridge and E. J,
Lewis preached in the demonstration of the spirit.
All of our religious services were very interesting.
The meeting closed, leaving a good impression.
The next session with the Scott church, the first
Friday in September. Collection for the Home Mission $8.14, by order of the
Q. M.,
J
RUFUS
MUNGER, Clerk pro tem.

Business

1.00

Missions.

;

Boltonville church, commencing June7.
There being
no minister nor Q. M. clerk present, the delegates
present chose alay member, moderator, and the writ-

QUERUS

A new

and no doubt will soon be secured.

Foreign

_Deiega tes to the Y. M, are; Revs. Alva Crabtree, I.
Fullerton,
E. Patten, N. Chabot,
I. Smith, John
Shepard, E.B. Eveus, J. Fleming, Lawson Swain, M.
Searl and R. Boring, also ten laymen.
Next session with
the church at Scietoville, Ohio,
Aug. 17, 18.
C. H.FROWINE, Clerk,
FOND DU LAC Q. M.—Held its last session with

SILAS

Revd T Ward Ashland N H
Murs Fred Sweatt Manchester
Exeter Q M FM Soc per M M
Cash per 8 Curtis
N Danville Vt
Fox River
Q M111
Hancock & Quincey Q. M. I'l
W Jenkins Boston

"The following cesoluCrabtree, concerning

4
CURTIS,

Specialty at a liberal discount.

| Slnte’s Ting-Savig Libary Record

Society.

X
Concord, N H.

F. Ms., was unanimously adopted :
That we as Little Scioto Q. M, request the Y., M. to
juke Some measures to send a missionary to foreign

HOULTON Q. M.—Held its last session with
the church in Linneus,June 14—16.
The busi-

house of worship—as the church now holds its
meetings in the Seminary chapel—is needed,

vie-

L. O. Smith, Clerk.

ing received license te preach.
tion as presented by Rev. Alva

Shiloh church.
The delegation was unusually
full, and the business proceedings active and
energetic.
Two churches were added to our
body.
No special revivals reported.
A most
refreshing social conference was held on Sunday morning.
Bro. W. V. Harper was ordained to the gospel ministry, and it is just to
say the cause of the Master has in Bro. H. a
most zealous and efficient worker.
Next session will be held with Round Pond
church, Friday before 2nd Sabbath in Aug.
D. J. LitTLE, Clerk.

5

baptized.

Rutland

LITTLE 8C10TO Q. M.—Held its last term with the
church at Wheelersburg, May 18, 19. All the churches
bnt two reported by letter and delegates. This session was both profitable and interesting, The interest being much increased by the presence and help of
Elders Carr and I. Z. Hanning, corresponding messengers of the Jackson and Athens Q. M’s. Bro. R. Bor-

MAKANDA Q. M.—Held its May session with

Bro. Stone, at Norwich, is doing
faithful
work, and under great difficulties and peculiar
trials, is winning the respect and confidence
of all.
*
The past winter has been one of trial for
Bro. Smith, the earnest pastor of the Middlesex church.
First his companion was stricken down, and for months unable to leave her
room, and then their boy—an only child—of
some eleven years, was taken ill with what
finally proved to be epilepsy.
But in all the
sore afflictions, God has proven his promises
true, and underneath have been the everlasting arms.
The church at Parma has been fortunate
ciety. Also endorsing the card system of
raising money for benevolent purposes and | enough to retain Bro. Hilton, who has proved
80 great a blessing to them in the past. The
urging our pastors to preach upon Home and
Foreign Missions at least twice during the church is united, in good working order, and
some have recently been brought to Christ.
year.
Fairport reports progress.
Eight were bapOn Temperance, declaring that we will vote
Sire and united with the church the first Sabas we pray, practice what we preach, accept
ath in June, and others stand as candidates.
no compromise with moderate drinkers, keep
Bro. Stuart, at Pike, has seen a precious
our churches free from the plague spot at any

work and many have been

First

aia,

into the

ed by our denomination in the State.

;

E. O. DICKINSON, Clerk.

LAFAYETTE Q. M.—Held its June session
with the
Fayette church.
It was a very
rainy and muddy time.
Credit is due our people fora good turnout and a prompt attendance.
We were happy to meet for the first
time
several converts to the Lord
Jesus
Christ, from the Monticello church.
In His
name our people seemed to come together fully aroused to their best interests,and a remem:
brance of former years came flitting through
the mind, making the occasion most glorious.
Contribution for F. Missions, $7.50.
Next session with the Boscobell church,
Sept. 6, at 7, Pp. M. . Rev. L. D. Felt will preach
the opening sermon.
L. F. FARNHAM, Clerk.

of brick, with basement and session-room, and
when completed will be one of the finest own-

Revs. R. A. Davis, J. C. Steele, W, Parker, I.
Slater, W. Stickney and O. D. Patch.
Sermons in the main
were practical and the
preaching earnest and we trust effective.
The
social meeting on Saturday was a spiritual
feast.
The following, were appointed as delegates
to attend the * Ohio Free Communion Baptist
Association” to be held at Cheshire, Gallia Co.,
O., Sept. 3: R. A. Davis, T. H. Drake, C. A.
Gleason,
I. Slater,
0. D. ‘Patch, - Lewis
Rhodes, 8. A. Newbold, R. Putnam, A. Losee
and J. C, Steele.
Resolutions were adopted :
On Missions, pledging immediate effort in
raising our portion of the funds necessary to
liquidate the debt on our Foreign Mission So-

”

Next session to be held with
church, commencing Sept. 6:

with

| stone of the new edifice was: laid with impres=|
by sive ceremonies. The new building is to be

ett.

The preaching during

OAKLAND Q. M.—Held its last session

work,
and
a glorious
revival
followed;
some thirty were added to the church and the
whole community was profoundly stirred.
The East Hamlin church, left without a pastor by the removal of Bro. Walker, engaged
the services of I. Hyatt, formerly of Starksboro’, Yt., who has entered hopefully upon
His work.
4
At Phoenix, the brethren, encouraged by
numerous additions to the church and the general prosperity of Zion, have decided to arise
and build. The finest site in the village has
been secured, and on the 1st inst. the corner-

Societieg,

emphasizing particularly the necessity
sisting the Foreign Mission Society
time of financial embarrassment.
Since our last Yearly session, Rev,
Barrett, one of our promising young
ters, has been called from his labors

midst to his reward in heaven.

tors.

mence Friday, August 10.

331.

Treas.

Woman’s Mission Soc Volga City Io per Mrs
H White
h
Rev J Meader Dover N H the income of a hive
of bees which was set apart tor this object
Lake Village church N H per J W Scribner
Pittstield ch N H per J C Osgood
1 Nortn Berwick ch per T
Spooner
North Danville ch Vt per A H Milikin
Colby EN Fernald in May as published in the
Star of June
Coil by E N Fernald iu June as published in the
Star of July 10

and therefore vote as we pray.”
:
Next session of the Ohio River Yearly Meeting located with Kirst Kyger church, to ¢om-

Clerk.

the South Salem church, June 12—14.
The Q.
M. was quite well represented by letter and
delegates. All felt they had enjoyed.a profitable and precious season,
The Lord quickened
his people, and I trust his Spirit left deep impression on the hearts of the impenitent.
The
past year hus been one of efficiency on the part
of the pastors, and revival in all the churches.
Next term with the Green Oak church, Oct.

11-13.

2. That we will act consistently with our
profession, use both moral and legal suasion,

or

the

hot weather

Education

Qunday School Libraries aremade a

125.46
35
99

-BILAS CURTIS,

Concord, N. H.

oo

It has been

continued

with

©

by these figures.

course at

that

The

« G. W. MAYHEW,

is the cause of profuse objurgation, as well as
of profuse perspiration.
The fact seems to be
that the heated term is not highly conducive
to a growth in grace.
The mercury of the
thermometer seems to have some connection
with the mercury of the soul, and as the one
rises the other falls. There is too large a class
whose religion must be kept on ice; at least
it only gives signs of life during the winter
months.
When
the airis bracing and the
evening meetings for prayer and conference do
not begin until after dark, they are among the
most zealous; but when the thermometer tells
902 in the shade, and the sun hangs far up in
the sky at the opening of the evening service,
they are conspicuous only by their absence.
And perhaps no one in his religious experience entirely escapes
the effect of climatic
changes
upon
his
physical
organism.
There is a close ‘sympathy existing between
the soul and body; so close that in these extremely warm days when we are almost over
come by lassitude, and feel quite ‘ gone,” it
requires more of an effort even to perform the
duties incident to Christian. life, than when
the system is braced up by an invigorating
atmosphere.
But perhaps I am not strictly in
order when speaking of hot weather under the
head of “News,” so I will turn my attention
to the churches.
The past winter and spring have not been
without refreshing
showers of grace, and
from the various churches cheering reports of
revivals come up.
The Scottsburg church which had been for
some time without a pastor, and whose condition was none too hopeful, succeeded this
spring in securing the services of Bro. Wm.
Walker, one of our
most successful pus-

:

the individual student.
But the actual cost for a College
Bates is to many even less than

anxiously wait.

term

SHUTE'S S. S. SUPPLY STORE,

10.50

a

of clothing has been omitted as forming no

its Spring

the Rome church.
The churches were well
represented by letters and delegates, Nathan
Baxter received license to proach the gospel.
The Owego Q. M. is well
sustained, and is
doing a good work for the Master.
Next session to be with the Windham
Center church, Aug. 24, 25. Conference on Friday, Aug. 23, at 2, P. M.

s

a

From the above table it will be seen that
the necessary college expenses of a student
for four years are less than $800, The cost

OWEGO Q. M,—Held

tional evil already of an alarming magnitude,
increasing our financial burdens, destroying
the souls and bodies of men, snd entailing untold miseries upon the race, therefore,
Resolved, 1. That we, asa
Q. M., favor the
entire prohibition of the tra
in alcoholic
liquors.
-

BN

$194.00

Q M Vt per C Dickey

Colby EN
Fernald in May as published in
Star
of June
Col by E N Fernald in June as published in
Star ofJuly 10,
.

Qunday School line, to

6.00
11.60
6.40
5.00

C1

to 10.00

Corinth

denominational paper, the Morning Star.
‘Whereas, Intemperance is a growing
na-

Gend for anything wanted in the

3.80
1.00
12.00
12.00

Carbonaale Q M 111
Ill Central Y M
Rad
8
North Danville ch Vt id AH Milken
1 Sandwich ch per ¥ Morrison

28k2388822

8.00
$181.00

Surnesuy to encourage the reading of Freewill
Baptist literature among us, and especially the

=>

i

who
have been recently converted, and for the
first time in a Quarterly Meeting,
spoke of
their new found hope in the
Saviour. We
have Strong hope that brighter days are dawning on the
Springfield Q.
M.
;
ext session with the church in Chester,
Sept. 6—8.
H. Graves, Clerk.

3

|

Alton Corner church per E P Mculton
Mrs
AM Young Belmont NH Mound City Q
Ill'per J 8 Manning
Cairo Q M IY
a

bi

Total

and

8

80.00

25.00
X
35.00

130

be-

nevolent enterprises of the dénomination,

RS

$36.00 to $36.00

ent
Board for 38 weeks at $2.50
Fue), lights, wash ing and book 8
Use of library, incidentals, cata~
!
logues and repairs

on the subjects of Missions and the other

believing a remedy should be sought for “such
defect among us, therefore
' Resolved, That we will endeavor more

The social meetings were made doubly interesting by the testimonies of quite a number

(N. H.) church. , Previous difficulties and misunderstandings in the church have been settled and the church is now in good working

YEARLY EXPENSES.
"

Preaching by Rev. Brethren Tabor of Houlton Q. M., Banks of Exeter Q. M., and Whitcomb of Sebec Q. M.; all earnest and spiritual.

i

board is put at $2.50 per week. This is about
the average cost in the College clubs, in which
. most of the students board. Some students
board themselves for considerably less; a few
board in private families, at a somewhat increased cost,

ph

\
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ate
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ASTHMAS
ce eas
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TYPE (Illustrated)
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a work for

Nothing like it. All want it. Price
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Family Circle.

Poetry.

THE GRASSHOPPER AND ITS TALE.
Whenever I go to London I always
stand at the corner of the Bank of Eng-

THE SONG OF THE MYSTIC.
I walk down the Valley of Silence,
Down the dim, voiceless valley alone,
And I hear not the sound ef a footstep

land for a minute

And the hush of my heart is as holy

As hovers where angels have flown.
Long ago was I weary of voices
Whose music my soul could not win;
Long ago was I weary with noises

That fretted my soul with their din;
Long ago was I weary

of places

‘Where I met but the human and sin.
I walked in the world with the worldly,
Yet I craved what the world never gave;
And I said, in the world each ideal
That shines like a star on Jife’s wave
Is toned on the shores of the real,

And sleeps like a dream in the grave.
And still did I pine for the perfect,
And still found the false with the true;
Isought mid the human of heaven,

And caught a mere glimpse of its blue;
And I sighed when the clouds of the mortal
;
Veiled even that glimpse from my view.
And I toiled on, heart-tired of the human,
And groaned ’mid the masses of men;

Till I knelt, long ago, at an altar,
And heard a voice call me.
Since then,
I walked down the Valley of Silence,
That lies far beyond human ken.

Do you ask what I found in-the Valley?
Tis my trysting place with

the

Divine;

And I fell at the feet of the Holy,
And around me a voice said, * Be mine!”
And then rose from the depths of my soul
An echo, ** My heart shall be thine!”

Do you ask how I live in the Valley?
I weep, and I dream, and I pray ;.

But my tears are as sweet as the dewdrops
¥
That fall on the roses in May,
And my prayer, like a perfume

:

ser,

from

¢en-

:

;

Ascendeth to God night and day.

In the hush of the Valley of Silence,
I hear all the songs that I sing,
And the music floats down the dim Valley

Till each finds a word for 4 wing,
That to men, like the doves of the deluge,
The message of peace they may bring.
But far on the deep there are billows
That never shall break on the beach,
And I have heard songs in the silence .
That never shall float into speech,
And IT have had dreams in the Valley

Too lofty for language to reach.
And I have seen thoughts in the Valley—
Ah, me! how my spirit was stirred—
They wear holy veils on their faces,
Their footsteps can scarcely be heard.
They pass down the Valley like virgins,
Too pure for the touch of a word.

~~

Do you ask me the place of this Valley,
To hearts that are harrowed by care?

ItHethafarbetween mountains,

|

|

* And God and his angels are there,
And one is the dark mount of sorrow,
And one the bright mountain of prayer.
—

Sel.

0-0-0
*o+

“MY DARLING'S ALONE THERE."
‘Where in from the restless sea
Rolls ever the grieving surf,
There’s a little grave that is dear to me,

All covered with daisied turf.

;

She folded her tiny palms,
And shut her violet eyes,
And
axa

That carried her to the skies.

And we laid her here!

For oft

Her dancing feet would come
To the spot where the sea, with murmur
soft,
Sang, she said, “ Home, sweet home!”

It hath other burden now,
As it falls upon my ear,
While close to my darling’s grave I bow,

And mourn that she is not here.

Ican learn to live in the house,
With the grace of her presence fled ;
I can get used to the silent house

|

That echoes to every tread.
I can
On
I can
Of

bear to put her toys
the highest shelf away;
do without the stir and the noise
her careless, happy play.

I can touch the dainty hat
She wore on her golden hair;
And

her

little red

cleak—I

that
Blank bit of sunshine

can

look

at

there.

This aching will not kill,
That throbs at my longing breast ;

. Ishall learn in time to say, “ Thy will,
My blessed Lord, was best.”’Tis not for myself I care,

"Tis not from pain that I shrink;
But to think of that baby wildered

On the river’s further brink!

there

In all the beautiful land,
With its glitter and its shine,

‘Who will take hold of the dimpled hand
That never was out of mine?
‘Who will show her the way

Along the golden street?
So shy!

My birdie, what will she say

To the children she may meet?
Yes! I know that Christ is there;

;

I know that he loves her well !
He helps me this heavy cross to bear,
Yet X can not choose but tell

The thought that presses me down

Till my heart is almost riven—
Too little yet for harp or for crown,

- She may want her mother in heaven
.

Forgive me, Lord! My faith
Is very small and weak,
Bweet Lord! Ilean on thy own
i

saith,”

!

* thus.

. Or my lonely heart would break,
As

down by my darling’s bed,

With its tucked-in cover of turf,

1 kneel, and lay my desolate head,
And listto the moaning surf.
;

—Mrs. M, E. Sangster.

or

two,

watching

the

| crowd of busy men hurrying everywhere.
What thousands of cares they carry!
How many anxieties! Then I look at the
Royal Exchange. It is pleasant to see
the London sparrows, though they are a
little black and grimy, chirping on the
massive cornices, as free and happy as
possible, above the din and awful hurry
of the great city. They have no cares,no
anxieties. . They seem to know what the
great letters mean, which are cut on the

Around me, but God’s and my own;

cleaning

may come

Mr. Martin’s wood-lot.
in and work

with

You

the

men;

clothes, I will give you your time and
board while you are at school.

not really

strong enough

You

are

to chop, and
Most

Very hard work James found

it.

| day he was tempted to give it up.
was at work at a large tree; upon

when iu its gloaming,

If we work, and watch, and pray.
{

*“ What's no use?” asked an

had not begged for his life.

old wood-

| cutter, just behind him.
“ Far me to try to cut down that tree.”

if Jacob

But Edward

was obliged, at their command, to give
his velvet coat to Jacob, to put on Jacob's
coarse one, become his servant and carr
to him willow twigs.
|

‘Pooh! my boy; you can do it. Just
keep at it. Stroke, by stroke will cut
down the biggest tree that ever grew. | The industrious, skillful haad will earn
Don’t expect to cut it down with one its bread in every land.
blow. Remember, ‘stroke by stroke.’ ”
James

did

remember;

and

whenever

the wished-for schooling seemed

a good

that he would never gain, he would think,

¢¢ Stroke by stroke,”and struggle on. The
watchword which had helped the chopper
was not thrown aside by the student.

twigs; and began to make
basket.

a neat little

Many black

men, women, and
and if you can earn enough before school | children came near and gazed curiously
begins to pay for your schooling and at him,
j

you'll find it pretty hard.

life

|

would even have murdered him

FUN WITH A SPIDER.
Spiders, in many respects, are just like
other animals, and can be tamed and

pet-

r
i]

through the open door—not with

Witernry Bebiety,

a little

face full of sunshine, as usual, but look-

ing anxiously toward mamma.
As the
brown eyes with their long lashes were
lifted to her mamma's face, Nelly saw the
pain and sorrow there. With a cry she
threw herself into her arms and sobbed
as if her heart would break.
“Mamma, I won't do it any more.
[
.

won't do it any more !

Close to her mamma's breast ‘was the
little girl held till her sobs ceased.

LITERARY

NOTES.

Jules Verne is yachting off Portugal

the Mediterrancan,

and in

Estes & Lauriat propose to issue a cheap

12mo. edition of Guizot’s History of England,

W. Davenport Adams’s
Dictionary of Eng.
lish Literature” has passed to a third edition,

A new history of Russia, from

its

the year 1877,by Alfred Rambaud, has

origin to

recents

ted and taught a great many lessons,
ly appeared in Paris, and is highly commend.
which they will learn as readily as a dog 3)
ed.
With many chokings it was told.
“Just as I came out of .school an old
or cat. But you must take the trouble to
Mr. Browning has a son old enou
gh ung
Did a problem baflle, a lesson seem un- study their ways and get on the good side woman came down the street carrying
a clever enough to have contributed a pict~
conquerable, James thought, ¢ Stroke by of them.
| bask
of oranges.
et After we got far enough ure to the Academy this season, and to have
:
stroke,” and took courage.
‘Stroke by
One day I had been reading in a book away not to be seen by our teacher, Susie sold it for £1,500,
stones on which they hop.
*¢ Thedearth stroke” carried James through school, and how spiders managed to get: their webs said, ¢ Come, girls, let's have some fun.
Prince Leopold, Queen Victoria's youngest
is the Lord's and the fullness thereof.” made of him an active, successful man,— across streams and roads, and from the Let's run after the woman and make son, has written a book on the polarization of
S. S. Visitor.
God keeps the sparrows, and they are
top of one tall tree to another. I Went out her think we are going to take her oranges light, which will be published some time the
ni
present year.
happy.
I wish the busy city men would
and caught a large garden spider, one of from her. So I ran,too. We all got around
‘THE ZAANDAM “FIRE-WOMAN.”
watch the sparrows, and read the great
“ Drift from. Two Shores” is the title of a
those blue-gray, sprawling feliows, and her and pretended we were going to
A good many of the children in the fixed him up for my experiment.
city text.
snatch her oranges.
Then she got, oh, so. new book made up of short stories and sketches by Bret Harte, and soon to be published hy
But the sparrows and the text are not street were carrying painted iron or stone
I took a stick about eighteen inches in angry! and took up a stick and chased
Houghton, Osgood & Co.
,
the most attractive things about the Ex- buckets, with a tea-kettle -en the top. length, and fastened a piece of iron to one us ever so far. Then
we were so tired
change, and I am sure if you look at it, After proceeding some distance up the end of it, so that the stick would stand up
At
the recent sale of the celebrated library
we sat down and rested awhile. When
of M. Didot, in Paris,
you would think as I do—that the weath- street, Will and Martin saw some of them on that end of itself. Then I put this we started home, Susie said that
T must etry, ““ Le Chevalier a volume of French Po
aux Dames,” printed in
ercock is the most singular and curious coming out of a basement door-way, still stick in the center of a large tub half full go inher house a little while
so her
Metz in 1516, was sold at the fabulous price of
thing about the building. It is not like with the buckets in their hands; but of water, and placed the spider on top of mamma wouldn't scold her for being late, £2.
280.
Wey any other weathercock in England, or I clouds of steam were issuing from the tea- the stick. I wanted to see if he could get and—and—
O ‘mamma, I'm so sorry!
The London Morning Post reviews the poshould think in the world; for there,
kettle spouts!
: to the *‘ land,” which was the edge of the I won't do it any more.”
ems of William Winter very approvingly, and
twisted on the pinnacle of the spire, is a
“What place is that ?” asked Will.
Poor little Nelly had forgotten her in conclusion says that * the land of Henry
tub, without any help. He ran down first
monster grasshopper; and I'll tell you
«¢ It is the fire-woman’s,” said Greta.
promise to *“ try to be brave.” But now Longfellow and Wendell Holmes need not be
one side of the stick and then the other;
how it came to be there.
“And who and what may she be? I each time he would stop when he touched as her little heart was filled with sorrow ashamed of William Winter.”
.
About three hundred and fifty years have heard of water-women, sometimes the water, and shaking his feet as a cat for wrong-doing she was sure
~ Mandarin Yung Wing, of the class of 1854,
she would
ago, a woman with.a little baby in her called mermaids, but never before did I
at Yale College, has given the library of that
does, he would run up again. At last he n't do it any more.— Christian Union.
arms was trudging along a country lane. hear of a fire-woman.”
institution a valuable collection of Chinese
> +o
came to the conclusion that he was enbooks, numbering about 1300 volumes and em‘Presently, after looking to see that no one
«She don’t live in fire,” said Greta; tirely surrounded by water—on an island,
bracing
classical,
historical
and
poetical
was watching her, she climbed over a ‘she sells it. What do the poor people
in fact. = After remaining perfectly quiet
Deacon Jones kept a little fish market. works.
gate into the field, and wrapping the in your country do in summer without a for a long while, during which I have no “Do
you want a boy to help you?” asked
Mr. Stanley's new book, descriptive of his
baby in its little shawl, she laid it down fire-woman? Come and look in.”
doubt he was arranging his plans, he be- Joe White, one day.
“I guess I can sell explorations in Africa; is now ready in Lonin the grass so gently as not to wake it;
By this time they had reached the nlace. gan runningraround the top of the stick fish,”
don, in two large volumes, with about 150 im
and then, never even looking behind her, Over the door was the sign, * Water en and throwing out great coils of web with |. “Can
you give gocd weight to my lastrations from photographs and sketches.
she climbed over the gate again into the vuur te koop.”
:
his hind feet. In a few minutes little customers, and take good care of my A supplementary volume. will appear in the
autumn. The Harpers will republish the work
lane, and went on her journey.
It was not necessary for the children to strings of web were floating away in the pennies?”
:
in this country.
The baby soon awoke, and began to go inside. They could see the whole
slight breeze that was blowing. After a
“Yes, sir,” answered Joe, and forthMr. Aldriel’s burletta, ¢ Moonshine,
cry; and it cried for 4 long, long time. josey through the wide-open door- little, one of these threads touched the with he took his
to applace in the market, pear in the August Atlantie,
is reported to be .
And at last, tired and hungry, and hot way.
An old woman stood by a stove, or edge of the tub and stuck fast,asall spider weighed the fish and
kept.the room in a very witty and graceful representation of
with the sun, for it was a fine summer's great oven, with a pair of tongs, taking webs will. This was just what Mr.
order.
whut is going on in a host of piazzas these
day, it was wearied out, and dropped off up pieces of burning peat and dropping Spider was looking for, and the next min“A whole day for fun, fireworks, and moonlight evenings. The lady who figures in
to sleep again. ‘ But God had heard them into the buckets, of the children, and ute he took hold of this web and gave it crackers, to-morrow
,” exclaimed Joe, as it is said to be a relative of “Prudence Palfrey’
and “ Marjorie Daw.”
the voice of the lad,” and see how sim- then filling their tea-kettles with boiling
a jerk as a sailor does a rope, when he he buttoned his white apron about
:
him
ply he brought help for the little one.
water from great copper tanks on the wishes to see how strong it is, or make’it the day before the Fourth
Mr. Warner's new book, * In the Wilderof July. A
By-and-by, down the lane came a stove. For this each child paid her a fast.
!
great trout was flung-down on the count- ness,” is well described as ** a book that every
school-boy ; he was whistling away, as Dutch cent, which is less than half of ore
Alirondack lover will find irresistible, and
Having satisfied himself that it was fast er.
}
everybody else delightful.’
When Victor Huhappy as ever he could.be.
He had of ours.
at the other end, he gathered it in till it |, ‘Here's a royal trout, Joe.
1 caught
go does himself the honor to read
* How
come out of school and was going home.
‘I understand it,” said Will, after they was right and straight, and then ran on it it myself. You may have
it for ten cents.
Spring Came to New England,” he -will be
He lived at the farm-house a little way had stood at the door some time, amused quickly to the shore, a rescued castaway, Just hand over the money,
for I'm in a convinced that one American knows how to
further up the lane.
Now he gathered at the scene.
This saves poor people
saved by his own ingenuity. Spiders are hurry to buy my fire crackers,” said Ned write,
a few primroses, now he'scampered after the expense ofa fire in the summer time. not fools, if they are ugly, and He who Long, one of Joe's mates.
ff One Summer” is so charming a vacation
a butterfly, now he had a shy at a bird;
They send here for hot water to make made all things has a thought and care
The Déacon was out, but Joe had made love story, so fresh and readable, that its popbut just as he came to the gate over’ their tea.”
for all. The earth is full of the knowl- purchases for him before, so the dime ularity is inevitable. With. Mr. Hoppin's ilwhich the woman had climbed, he heard
“Yes,” said Greta, “and for the burn- edge of God.—Corigregationalist.
was spun across to Ned, who avas off lustrations, it is equi
with
new de.
pped
SO
a grasshopper chirping away so loudly | “ing peat which cooks the potatoes
and |
| Tighand
will lend its pleasant aid to make
ts,”
40+0-0
like a shot.
another summnier merry.
that he sprang over the gate to catch the sausage for their supper.”
' Just then Mrs. Martin appeared. I
POLITENESS IN GREAT MEN.
him ; and there was the baby, fast asleep !
“Why don’t they use coal?” asked
Miss Jewett’s “ Deephaven” is peculiarly a
want
a nice trout for my dinner, toPoliteness is always the mark of goodsummer book, with special charms
for those
Far more pleased than if he had caught Martin. It is ever so much better.”
morrow.
This
one
will
do; how much
breeding, and some of the greatest men
who visit seaside towns on the New England
a hundred grasshoppers, the boy took up
“No, the peat answers their purpose have been noted for their courtesy. Many is it?"
coast; but so admirably written that it may be
the little fellow and ran home with his much better,” said Will.
“It burns years ago, the errand-boy employed by a
“A quarter, ma'am,” and the fish was
read with satisfaction anywhere.
prize.
The kind farmer’s wife, although slowly, and gives out a good deal of heat
publishing-house was sent to procure transferred to the lady’s basket, and the
she had many children of her own, at for a long time.”
Mr. Henry James's’ new Atlantic story,
or
from Edward Everett the proof-sheets of silver piece to the money-drawer.
“ The Europeans,” promises to be the best
once determined to keep the little orphan
‘¢ And its smell is so delicious,” added
But here Joe paused.
‘Ten cents was novel he has yet. written.
a book which he had been examining.
:
who had been saved from death by a Greta.— St. Nicholas.
:
The boy entered the vast library, lined very cheap for that fish. If I tell the
The
August
Atlantic
will
have
A
brilliant
grasshopper.
from floor to ceiling with books, in fear Deacon it cost fifteen, he'll be satisfied,
A LIE STICKS.
short story, ‘ One Too Many,” by Miss E, W,
Years passed away and the baby beand I shall have five cents to invest in
Olney; and a véry readable paper on ** John
A little newsboy, to sell his paper, told and trembling. But Mr. Everett, turning
came a strong boy; the boy grew to be
Bull” by Richard Grant White
from the desk where he was writing, re- fire-crackers.”
The matter eame up in Sunday
aman;
te went to London, and became a-lie.
The- Deacon was pleased with Joe's
ceived the boy with reassuring courtesy,
school.
Rev. Dr. McCosh
18 to contribute to the
a merchant.
God blessed all he did,
bargain, and when the market was closed
‘ Would you tell a lie for a penny?” bade him sitdown, chatted kindly as he
July number of the North American Review
and he rose to be the most noted man in
looked for the proof-sheets, and asked: each went his way for the night. But a sarcastic article directed against Positivism,
the city.
Queen Elizabeth was then on asked a teacher of one of her boys.
“Shall I put a paper around them for the nickle in Joe’s pocket burned like a entitled,” An Advertisement for a New Relig*“
No,
ma’am,” answered Dick, very dethe throne, and often did she send for
you?”
as politely as if his visitor were the coal; he could eat no supper, and was fon.” The September number will containa
Sir Thomas Gresham, for the little de- cidedly.
President. The boy departed in a very cross and unhappy.
At last he could symposium on Inspiration, written by six of
“ For sixpence ?”
serted boy had become a knight, to concomfortable frame of mind.
He"had stand it no longer, but walking rapidly, the most prominent divines in the country,
‘“ No, ma'am.”
representing as many sects,
sult him on the great affairs of state.
tapped at the door of Deacon Jones's
been raised in his own esteem by Mr.
‘For a shilling?”
Just three hundred years ago, Sir
Though as a poet Mr. Bryant could not éxEverett's kindness, and has never forgot- cottage.
* No, ma’am.”
Thomas Gresham founded the Exchange.
actly be placed in the highest or even the secs
A stand was drawn out, and before the
ten the lesson it taught him.
ond rank, his poetry was really beautiful, and
¢ For a thousand shillings ?”
The queen came to dine with him, and
open Bible sat the old man. Joe's heart partook in the highest degree of that curious
ee
————
Dick was staggered. A thousand shilto lay the first stone; and there, upon
almost failed him, but he told his story, and almost rarefied refinement in whieh, oddly
“I WON'T DO IT ANY MORE.”
the topmost pinnacle, Sir Thomas placed lings looked big. Oh,would it not buy, lots
Spring cleaning began. Mamma was and with tears of sorrow laid the coin in enough, American literature seems to surpass
a grasshopper; and there it is to-day, to of things? While he was thinkng,another
very
busy; had ‘only time to- hurriedly the Deacon’s hand. Turning over the even the literature of the Old World.—ZLondon
tell the busy, toiling city, and to tell you boy called out, ‘No, ma'am,” behind
Spectator.
kiss and say, ‘‘ Good-bye, Nelly,” as she leaves of the Bible, the old man read,
:
and me, when we go to see the city, that him.
‘“‘He that covereth his sins shall not
The following
about Mr. George Shakes’
ran away to school.
‘“ Why not?” asked the teacher.
Almighty God will hear the infant’s cry,
prosper: but whoso .confesseth and for- peaye Towle, one of our most industrious mag¢¢
Good-bye!
”
shouted
little
Fred,
as
he
¢ Because, when the thousand shillings
and can save a valuable life by even such
azine contributors,
is from
the Literary
are all gone, and all the things they've turned to look after the flying footsteps of saketh them shall have mercy.’ You World: Mr. Towle is one of our most indus‘a little thing as a‘grasshopper.
have
my
forgivene
ss,
Joe,
now
go home trious, versatile, clever and successful litteraj
:
So it was that ‘‘ God heard the voice got with them are gone too, the lie is his sister.
“Good-bye!” came floating back on the and confess to the Lord, but remember teurs, and it would seem as if » premonition of
there, all the same,” answered the boy.
of the lad.”— Presbyterian.
you must forsake as well as confess. And his talents and of his useful career thus fir
It is so. A lie sticks. Everything else breeze, and he again sought his play, and
keep this little coin as long as you live, must have guided the parentul selection of his
:
| may be gone, but that is left; and you mamma her work.
STROKE BY STROKE.
historicname.
He was born in * Washington,
. It was a lovely spring day, full of sun- to remind you of this first temptation.”
will have
to carry it with you, whether
D. C., Aug. 27, 1841; attended the Boston pub‘ Father,” said James Barker. He
you will or hot.
A hard, heavy load itis. shine; and while her hands were busy — Child's World.
lic schools, and the Lawrence, Groton, and
spoke as one who is about to ask a favor
——
her thoughts were on. rambles in woods |
Wrentham Academies, Mass.; and graduated
which he fears will not be granted.
. THE LITTLE BASKET-MAK
where wild flowers grow; on talks she
FOOLSCAP PAPER.
ERS.
at Yale College in 1861, and at the Harvard
Mr. Barker was washing his face at the
(From the German.)
When T was a little girl it was a great Law School in 1863. He practiced law in
would have with her darlings when the
pump.
He raised his dripping head long
Young Edward had very rich parents. ‘‘ cleaning” was done, and of the stories puzzle to ‘me what was the matter with | Boston during 1863=5; in 1865—6 was on the
enoughto ask, in his gruff way, ¢ What He depended upon their riches and would
she would tell, for nothing gave them the paper called foolscap. Why did the editorial staff of the Boston Post; from 1866—
do you want?”
learn nothing.
folks give such an impolite name-to such 70 was United States Consul at Nantes, France,
But little Jacob, son of a more pleasure than a story from mamma.
and Bradford, England; in 1870 became man“Iwantto go to the academy this poor neighbor, learned
basket-making
How their eyes would flash and cheeks nice, big, convenient paper? This is the aging editor of the Boston Commercial Bulwinter.”
with great industry.
burn as. she would tell of the boy who way of it. When Oliver Cromwell was letin; from 1871-76 was again upon the Post
‘¢ Well; you will have to want, I exOne day Edward was standing on the ‘was not ashamed to do right.
Lord Protector of England, he had a cap as its foreign editor; and is now on the regupect.”
sea-shore fishing, for a pastime. Jacob
of Liberty made as a stamp for all the lar staff of Appleton’s Journal, the Art JourNow, Mrs. L. had long tried to teach
¢¢ Now, father,” interceded Mrs. Bar- had cut a great-bund
le of willow twigs, ‘them what it is to be truly brave. It was
government paper. = After his death, and nal and the Youth's Companion. Mr. Towle’s
ker, ¢ it does seem too bad.
You know
and was upon the point of carrying them not the boy who could whip all the others, when the Stuarts had returned, it happen- literary work was begun at the age of twentyone with three articles in the North American
he has gone as far ashe can at the school- home, when suddenly,
several pirates nor the girl that dared" disobey.
Then ed one day that King Charles the Second Review on Count Cavour, DeTocqueville, and
house ; and Miss French says that he is sprang
out of a thicket, and dragged the would come little Fred's bold "assurance, wanted to write a letter. They brought Leigh Hunt, all of which attracted considera.
a right smart scholar,”
two boys upon their ship, in order to sell ¢ Mamma, I'll-be a brave boy,” and Nel- him some of the Cromwellian paper. He ble attention. During his consular residence
¢ Can’t help it,” replied Mr. Barker. them as slaves.
ly’s ““T'll try.” Now, as she thought and noticed the stamp and said, “What is that in England he was a regular contributor to Ail
‘ There'll be schooling to pay, books and
The ship was driven far away by a worked, the hours slipped away, and in the corner?” When he wastold he the Year Round, Chambers’ Journal, Once
clothes to buy, and I haven't got the
storm, and was dashed to pieces against glancing at the clock she saw it was time flew 'into a passion, and said, “Take it a Week, Good Words, Leisure Hour, London Society and the Gentleman's Magazine,
money.”
"
the rocks of a distant island, The two for Nellie to be at home.
away. None of your foolscap for me!” and occasionally to other periodicals of like
With a sad heart, James sat down at
boys alone escaped to the land, which
‘‘ What can keep Nelly so long?” she
This little bit of history will make you standing. In this country he has been also a
the supper table.
His father, kind, was inhabited by wild men.
said, turning te Bridget.
:
understan
d why one class of paper which frequent contributor to Harper's, Lippinthough rough, saw his disappointment,
Jacob thought his skill in basket-mak‘“ Mebbe. she’s goin’ wi' some of the you use has so dull a name.— Christian cott’s,Seribner’s and the Atlantic Monthlies,
and tried to think of some way to help. ing might possibly
and to many of the leading weekly papers. In
obtain mercy for him. girls to play, mem.”
at Work.
At length he said: * I've got the job of He took out his knife, cut
addition to all this work as a journalist he has
some willow | ‘‘Surely not. She never did such a
0-0
published the following original works or

likely

you will give out, but you can try.”

Such our

.

“It’s no use,” he said, dolefully.

One

He

whose

firm grain his inexperienced blows made
little impression. Tired and discouraged,
he sat down upon a log to rest.

When the little basket was finished,

he

gave it to their chieftain. Then indeed
all, both great and small, wished for one

just like it.

They presented Jacob with

a Hut, which was shadedby fruitful trees,

¢ Tell me all about it, dear.”

d

thing,” said Mrs. L. a little anxiously.
“ Freddy, do you see sister coming ?”

~ “No, ma'am; is it time?”
‘Yes, dear. You watch and tell me if is such a learned place?”
Freshman:
she’s coming.”
“¢ Of course; the Freshmen all bring a
The clock struck five. Silently, sadly, little learning here, and as the Seniors
she waited.
Could it be her little girl | never take any away, it naturally ac-

had wandered into the wrong street, or
was she, as Bridget suggested, playing
truant? Another hour passed, and feel-

80 that; he might work there undisturbed.
They also promised to supply him abun: ing that she could stand it no longer
dantly with food. After this they desired mamma was just starting out when Fredthat Edward should likewise ‘make a dy called out,
basket.

But when they perceived that he

had learned nothing, they beat him,

and
1

translations:

¢“ Mamma,

she's coming.”

Slowly Nelly

came up

the

walk

and

cumulates.” — University Reporter.

Professor—Is the intensity of gravity
greater at the poles or at the equator?”
Freshman—¢ Yes, . sir.”
Professor—
“Which?”

Freshman—

Russian prisoners
Siberia in 1710.

‘Greater, sir.”

were

first sent to

‘ History

of

{* Glimpses
Henry

V.,

of ‘History” (1865);
King

(1866) ; “ American Society,”

of England

vols. (London,

1870) ; Gaboriau’s “Mystery of Orcival’’ (1874) ;
“Jules Verne’s ¢“ Tour of the World in Eighty

Days,” “Dr. Ox,” and * The Wreckof the
Chancellor (1875—6) ; Viollet-le-Due’s ** Story
of a House’? (1875) ; *“ The Principalities of the

Danube,”

“ Modern

and Bulgaria

(1877);

Greece,” * Montenegro
and

(1878)

* Vasco da

Ganla,” the tirst of a series of * Heroes of HisMr. Towle was also
tory” for youn,
ople.
he of inh % Reminiscences of Webster” (1877). His present residence is Brookline, Mass., where lie has taken an

in town affairs, and is a trustee
Library.
:

active part

of the Public

WAN,

RES

-

THE MORNING
A

ever he could meet with it.

Fiterary Wiscellany,
THINGS TO REMEMBER.
“Tis his at last who says
Russell Lowell.

He makes

— Tennyson,

'

it best.”—James

a foe,

never made

no friend who

one is inwardly, so he judgeth

Such as every

outwardly.—7'homas a Kemps,

ton Irving.

To enjoy athing exclusively is
to exclude yourself from the true
of'it.— Thoreau.

commonly
enjoyment

Nature has given women
two
painful” but
heavenly gifts, which distinguish
them and
often raise them above human nature—compassion and enthusiasm.—Lamartine.

It is easier to detect error than to discover
truth ; the one lies on the surface and cqn be
easily discovered; the other lies hidden’ deeply, and few are able to find it.—Goethe.
There 18 a natural and necessary progression
from the extreme of anarchy to that of tyran-

power

is easily established on

the ruins of liberty abused
Washington.

to licentiousness,—

We smile at the ignorance of the savage who
cuts down the tree in order to reach its fruits;
but the fact is that a blunder of this description is mage by every person who is over eager and impatient in the pursuit of pleasure.
— Channing.
If government could only stand by force, if
the instinct of the people was to resist the government, it is plain the government must
be two to one, in order to be secure, and then
it would not be safe from desperate individuoals.
But no; the old commandment, * Thou
shalt not kill,” holds down New York, and
Loudon and Paris, and'not a police nor horseguard.— Emerson.
As the sun does not wait for prayers and incantations that “be may rise, but shines at
once, and is greeted by all; so neither wait
thou for applause, and shouts, and eulogies,
that thou may’st do well; but be a spontane-

ous benefactor, and thou shalt be

beloved like

the sun. —Epicletus.

Every failure is a step to success, every detection of what is false directs toward what is
true; every trial exhausts some tempting form
of error.
Not only so, but
scarcely any attempt is entirely a failure; scarcely any theory, the result of steady thought, is altogether
false; no tempting form is without some latent charm derived from truth.— Whewell.

THE ROMANCE OF ACCIDENT.
Many of our most important inventions
and discoverjes owe their origin to the

most trigial” eircmnstances.
The trial
of two robbers before the Court of As-

sizes of the Basses-Pyrenees accidentally
led to a most interesting archaeological
discovery.
The accused, Rivas a shoemaker, and Bellier a weaver, by armed
attacks on the highways and frequent
‘burglaries, had spread terror around

the neighborhood of Sisteron.
The evidence against them was clear; but no
traces could be obtained of the plunder,

until one of the men gave a clue “to the
mystery. Rivas in his youth had been a
shepherd-boy near that place, and knew

remsestes —the tegend of the

Trou

Argent y Cave

ern on one of the mountains with sides
so precipitous as to be almost jnaccessible, and which no one

to have

reached.

The

was

ever

known

Commissary

of

Police of Sisteron, after extraordinary
lahor, succeeded in scaling the mountain,

and penetrated to the mysterious grotto,
where he discovered an enormous quantity of plunderof every description.
The
way having
be@n once found, the vast
cavern was afterwards explored by savants; and their researches brought to
light a number of Roman medals of the
third century, flint hatchets, ornamented
pottery, and the remains of ruminants of
enormous

size.

1hese

coveries,

however,

gence for the accused
neers of science, who

interesting

obtained

dis-

no Tndul-

(inadvertent)

were

pio-

sentenced

to

twenty Jeans hard labor.
The discovery of gold in Nevada was
made by some Mormon immigrants in
1850.

Adventurers

crossed

the

Sierras

and set up their sluice-boxes in the can- |
ong; but it was gold they were after,
and they never suspected the existence
of silver, nor knew it when

they

saw

it.

This the

:

poor cooper frequently
did, being highly
leased with his good fortune; till at
ength the affair being made public, several persons formed themselves into a
society in order to search farther into the
quicksilver deposits, thus so unexpectedly discovered, and which were destined to become the richest of their kind
in Europe.
Curious
discoveries by plowmen,

quarrymen, and others,

Little minds are tamed and subdued by His
fortune ;‘great minds rise above it.— Washing-

ny: arbitrary

of caves,

Some persons are so fond

talk” was

discovered

* lying

in a deep,obscure hole, wrapped in strong

linen cloth, which was waxed

real discoverers

wound

of the

of them died

in the

foot,

Comstock

lode;

from a pickaxe

and

the

other

was

“frozen to death in the mountains,
Their
secret died with them. When at last, in
the early ini of 1856, the surface croppings of the lode were found, ‘they were
worked for the gold they contained, and
the silver wus thrown out as being worthless. Yet this lode since 1860 has yielded a large proporion of all the silver
produced throughout the world.
The
silver mines of Potosi were discovered
through the trivial circumstance of an
Indian accidentally pulling up a shrub, to
the roots of which were attached. some
particlés of the precious metal.
During the Thirty Years’ War in Ger-

found themselves

without

houses,

food,

or money. One day, we are told, Mary
went up the Streckelberg to gather blackberries;

but

soon

afterwards

she

ran

all over

they were

at length unearthed by accident, just in
time to preserve them from destruction
by rats and mildew. Not only from beneath our feet but from above our heads
may chance reveal the hiding-places of
treasure-trove.
The sudden falling in
of a ceiling, for example, of some chambers in Lincoln's Inn, revealed the secret
depository of the Thurloe state papers.
Other literary treasures have turned up

WHISPERERS.

The “whisperer” is a well-known character in our New England villages and
churches. They are generally envious,
jealous, suspicious, mean. They scent a
slander farther than a hound can a fox.
They relish vile stories about people, and
will peddle them from house to house,
and from circle to circle, with rare unction. They keep a keen espionage upon
the household of their neighbors, and if
anything has gone wrong in a family
which that family would like to keep to
itself, they are sure to find it out, and retail it everywhere.
They are the devil's
.colporters, preaching a message of defamation

them

instead

of

salvation,

and

pro-

the work of the Lord, the do-

nation of tens of thousands of dollars
could not balance such a gift in the scales
of Eternal Wisdom.—Zzon's Herald.
ey
+>

PARAGRAPHS.
The deepest lake in the world known,
is lake Baikal, in Siberia, where a depth
of 12,000 feet has been sounded.
Sidney Smith once rebuked a swearing
visitor by saying, ‘‘ Letus assume that
everything and everybody are damned,
dnd proceed with our subject.”
A Washington woman
frightened a
colored burglar,

the

other

evening,

by

claiming a gospel of suspicion and ill- aiming her pocket-book at him, as if it
Itis a wonder that that
will, instead of one of trust and brotherly ‘Were a pistol.
pocket-book didn’t go off.
:
charity.
:
All their infernal work is done by whis- tt, Anything new or fresh this morn- :
pering. Théy never make
a charge | ing?” a reporter asked in a railroad ofagainst a person aloud; they only whis- ‘fice. ‘¢ Yes.” replied the lone occupant
per it. They abound in hints,
and in- of the apartment.
¢¢ What is it?” queried
nuendoes, and interrogations that suggest
the reporter, whipping out hismote-book.
something dreadful, and -winks and sol- Said the railroad man, edging toward the
emn expressions as’ to what they ¢¢ fear door:
¢‘ That paint you are leaning
may be true.” Many of this class are against.”
very pious in look and appearance, and
In response to the ques tion, ¢“ Where
very quiet withal.
They will run a dagger-like suspicion through a person's does the cholera usually originate? a
character, as quietly as they do the needle smart undergraduate says: ‘In Asia, I
through the cloth they work upon, and believe, though my own experience is
look as saintly all the while, as if they that it takes its origin in the stomach ;”
were not stabbing some one to the heart. and the professor rewards him thus: “No
reference has been made to cholera in— Golden Rule.
fantum.”
NESSai.4th, Su
=
A wag tried to annoy a popular preachOBJECTIONABLE WORDS.
It is not necessaryto preparé a list. of er by asking him whether the fatted calf
¢ Female, to be
objectionable words ; conscience and sec- was male or female:
ond thought will soon furnish one.
If a sure,” was the reply, ‘for I see the
male”—looking the questioner full in the
man, woman, or child tries for one whole
day to keep a watch over the tongue, the face — ¢¢ yet alive in the flesh before
Bs
second day will surely be purer, and the me."
third the purest of the three. There is a
California tourists to the Yosemite who
possible danger, it is true, of prudishness take the Tuolumne Grove of Big Trees
and cant; but, after all, the happiest and on their way, pass two stumps larger
most spontaneous Christians,those around than any others on the Pacific Coast.
whom 1s a whole atmosphere of good Oné of these, 33 feet in diameter, is to

Christian never need

stand in fear

being called straight-laced, because
carefully avoids such expressions
these.——8. 8. Times.

of

he
as

ROADS IN PALESTINE.
One ofthe most unexpected things a
thorough explorer finds in both Western
and Eastern Palestine is the number and
high state of preservation of roads built
during the Roman era. They were laid
out on

all

main

routes

and

were

con-

structed so perfectly that in many sections they endure to-day as well as if
finished not long ago. Nor do they exhibit a better than Oriental

art

alone, for

surface of the soil;

between these

bound-

aries the avenue was paved; Firesis
were crossed by bridges, whose style remains preserved alone in those of Italy to

the

present hour—as, for example,

those

up or down mountain-sides, either by
piers of masonry or in channels
sufficiently wide cut out of living rock.
Often
straightway broke off these pieces with a zigzags and steps were resorted to in
stick; that there was an ample store of climbing steep ascents. Whenever the
the precious substance ; and thatjshe had street passed over solid rock, the wear of
covered it over to conceal her secret. chariot whegls in the course of time made
The amber brought money, food, cloth- ruts, which remain to-day as plain . and
ing, and comfort; but those were superas when the last car passed over,
stitious times, and a legend goes that deep
and which will remain forever as clear
poor Mary was burned for witchoraft, and permanent there. When Palestine
At the village of ‘Stumen, amber was first shall be re-opened by Christian ecivilizaaccidentally found by. a rustic who was tion, these very Roman roads will be fol-

have a hole bored

through.it 12 feet wide

and 10 feet high, through which the stages are to drive.

3

One of the oldest and best-known lighthouse-keepers on the Atlantic coast isa
woman,

Kathleen Andre Moore,

of Black

Rock Lighthouse, near Bridgeport. She
is: sixty-five years old, has tended the
lighthouse lamp for fifty years, and lives
alone in her little house, with two dogs
and a pet lamb.
The jokers who included a piece of
stained brick among the ‘‘ geological
specimens” which they placed upor, the
desk of the professor as objects worthy
of his explanatory remarks, received the
following reward: Taking up one of the
specimens, he said: ¢¢ This is one of
baryta from the Cheshire mines.

This,”

holding up another, ¢ is a piece of feldspar from the Portland quarries.
And

ing - placed a new tub under a droppin
spring, in order
to try if it would
hol

water,

when

he

came

in

the

mornin

found it so heavy that he could hardlyg|
moveit,

At first,

the

superstitious

no-

sec-

tions will scarcely require repair for
commodious and easy travel.
— Independent.
4
oOo
AAD
on on
®

. A cooper in Carniola having one even-

lowed by modern routes, and many

Jn

Great Britain

more than

and

220,000

eight persons own
acres of land each,

forty-one persons own more ihan

tions that are apt to possess the .minds
The largest landof the ignorant made him suspect that 100,000 acres each.
his tub was bewitched; but at last per- holder, according to a recent report, is

ceiving a shining fluid at the bottoitt;"he
we
tont
Laubach,

and showed

it to an

one exception,

so far as itis

known,

is the only foreigner upon whom
tinction has

he

this dis-

been conferred.

sent by per-

not patronize

the

Morning

Star,

HARDIN NORTON died at the
81 years, 8 months,

than fifty years

he

and 2 days.

was

of RECENT TEARS;

a member

Y.,

it

Santiago,

and

May
bap-

[*

y

During a college examination lately a
learned and facetious theologian from
Baltimore asked a bright-eyed boy of
fourteen in the class of Christian doctrine
how many

kinds of faith there were, and

on being answered, ¢ There is hut one
fuith and one baptism,” rejoined, ¢‘ Oh!
Oh! Is that the way you are taught catechism in the country ? Is there not a living faith and a dead

faith?”

¢ Yes, - sir,”

retorted the boy, ‘‘ but we know nothing about dead faith in the country;
it Slongs exclusively to the city.” ‘Call
up the class of rhetoric,” said the theolo-

gian, looking at his watch.

A Cincinnati man is responsible for the

following : Some years ago, at a funeral

of a friend, I was seated in a carriage
with a person who in face carried all the
habiliments of woe. ' I was not aware he
was acquainted with the deceased. I be-

| the Duke of Sutherland, who owns 1,858,425 acres of land in Scotland.
Accord-

ing to the latest returns

there ave

1,173,

apothe
who gratuity,
immediatelyond’ dismis
cary,a small
him with
bid sed
him! 724 owners of land in Great Britain, but
bring some more of the same stuff when- 1 252,488 of these own less than one acre
each.
7

came inquisitive.” Says I, ¢“ Are youa
relation ?' He promptly answered, ¢‘No.”
¢ A friend?” ¢ Nos” In Yankee fashion
1 said, ¢“ Why attend his funeral and look

80 sad?’ He said, *“ Infact I am troubled with dyspepsia. My doctor advised
me to ride.
I am too poor to hire a
carriage, and therefore ride free to funerals.” A cheerful situation for a dyspeptic, we should say.

ant

the

remedial

tissue

escaping

their

25
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by

all
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The offer of ¢¢Day’s Memoir,” or
of «Open Communion or Close

J. & R. LAMB. 59 Carmine St.,N. ¥.

during these

40

Establishment has also offered,

on a slip sent in the Star (and we
here repeat the offer), that any subscriber who has paid or will pay all

Pulpits,Communion Tables, Chairs-

Great Central

Communion or

his own SZar one year in advance ;

R. V. PIERCE, M. D,, World's Dispen-

Ad res

we

The same premium will also be
given for every new subscriber paid
for one year in advance ($2.50) by
any person who has already paid for

carefully

are

($2.50),

tained will be ten cents extra.

Dry friction

medicines

approved

advance

Close Communion.”
The postage on each book thus ob-

the remedial means and appliances for the cure of
peculiar to females, The
all those chronic diseases
employment, in moderation, of tonic, chemical,
electro-thermal, and other appIoved baths, is in
many cases an invaluable auxiliary to the remedial

most

in

book entitled ¢¢ Open

DISEASES OF WOMEN.—Especially are the faciliies of this infirmary of a superior order as regards

The
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employed, and the judicious regulation of the diet,
to suit the condition of the patient, the thorough ven=
tilation of the Sleepltig apartment, the cheering inintercourse, innocent games
fluence of music, social
for amusement, and all those agencies which tend ,to
arouse the mind of the patient from despondency
and thus promote recovery, are not neglected.
NERVOUS DISEASES, —Paralysis, Epilepsy (Fits),
Dance), and other nervous affecChorea (St. Vitus’s
tions, receive the attention of an expert in this spe-the
cialty, by which the greatest skill is attained and
most happy results secured.
LUNG DISEASES,—This division of the practice in
y a gen=the Invalids’ Hotel is very ably mana
Bronce jal}
tleman of mature judgment and skill.
Diseases are very largely treate
Throat, and Lung
in this department, and with results whic have been
highly gratifying to both physician and patients.
EAR.—Special attention is given to the
EY.
delicate operations on the eye and ear, a distin
ished oculist and aurist being under engagement
Z oi
conduct this branch of oi pracSse:
des
and
alids arriving in the city
it
Hotel.
the
Lr should ee directly to
by carriage, omn
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to the surface, general shampooing, Swedish movements, and light calisthenic exercises, to enliven and
equalize the circulation of the blood in the system
parts, improve digestion, anc
relieve congested
strengthen the muscles, produce important beneficial
which these means are applicato
cases
all
results in
to in the treatble. No experimenting is reso
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and the widely
celebrated
Faculty of Specialists in.
Medicine and Surgery associated with him, rendered
jt necessary that the founder of this institution should
rovide a place on a grand and commodious scale
or their entertainment and comfort.
ADVANTAGES OFFERED.—The Tovalide Hotel
is more complete in its appointments than any simi
lar Institution in the wor A The building is located
in one of the most healthful and desirable portions of
of Lake
commands a fine view Country,
of Buffalo, and
the City
ey
Vy
-—su
ver;-und-the
5
being
situated in thé midst of an extensive.system
The Hotel is furnished with a
of Déautifal parks.
patent safety passenger elevator, to convey patients
10 and from the different floors; is provided with all
kinds of approved baths, and has also connected with
it a well-appointed gymnasium and bowling alley to
afford proper means of exercise.
OHRONIO DISEASES of all forms, whether requir-
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on
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Now is the time to work for an
increased circulation of the Morning
Star.
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of our best citizens inform us that Dr. H.

A. LAMB,

ime

Druggists

cts.

Me,, never fails in the cure ol the severest forms
of Erysipela®, Rheumatism, and all forms of
scrofula, and all diseases of the Skin.
1y38

does not impair the properties of
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are

cents
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They

circle.”—

illustrated cards,
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gi ve the most perfect satisfaction to all who

use

home

time: “The Ten Plagues of

pasteboard boxes.
Recollect that for all diseases where a Laxative, Alterative, or
Purgative, is indicated, these little Pellets
>

on

Egypt, 4 new games on 40
a

“by preserved uningpaired for any length of time,
in any climate, so” that they are always fresh
and reliable.
This is not the case with those
»ills whiclt are put up in cheap
wooden or

ADVERTISEMENTS.

lishin

val in the

Pellets

sanative

History

® Philip Phillips, Singer. Al80 a new Bible history pas-

Eructations
taste in the

Purgative

American

O4 cards. This 26th
thou
sand reduced 75 to 50 cts.
“They stand without a ri-

ES

In explanation of

of my

Of

CENTENNIAL

closed in glass hottles, their virtues being there-

LYDIA P. GALER died in Seatle, Washington Territory, June 15, aged 54 years, 1 month
and 16 days. She was born in Maine, emigrated with her father, Joseph Berry, to Illinois at
the age of 12 years. When 16 she gave her
‘heart to God, joining the M. KE. church. After
remaining a member of this church for 12
ears, she transferred her membership to the
". Baptists, the people of her choice. “She was
ever found active in the cause of her Master,
She was a constant reader of the Morning
Star, which she prized next to her Bible. She
died in the full triumphs of the Christian’s
faith in the Redeemer.
She longed for that
rest, and just before closing her eyes in death,
she said, ** All is well; into thy hands,O Lord,

Large
Increase of our ORGA.
pos.
TRADE, we have decided fo give up

Pellets.

power

press.
Age
these Pellets,

ing, and to the whole community, is indeed
very great. But this is our consolation,—* The
Lord hath done it.” ¢ Let him do what seemeth him good.”
1Itis wise for the living to
emulate his piety, and thus prepare for a final
reunion in that land which no mortal may
know.
Com.

or

Purgative

:

50 New Parlor Games.

over so great a variety of diseases, I wish to say
that their action
upon
the
animal
economy is universal, not a
gland or

habitually

their loss.

L1sT, free.

From

mouth, Bilious attacks, Pain in ree
Elon of Kidneys,
Internal
Fever,
loatod feeling about Stomach, It nei
of
Blood
to Head,
High-colored
Urine,
Unsociability
and
Gloomy
Forebodings, take Dr. Pierce’s Pleas-

friends,to the church in which he had a stand-

and

Each little Purgative Pellet

Chest,
Dizziness,
Sour
from the Stomach, Bad

for

MASON
& HAMLIN
ORGAN
CO.,
154 Tremant St., 25 Union Sq., 250 Wabash Ave.,
BOSTON.
NEW YORK.
CHICAGO.

Constipation, Impure
Blood, Pain
in the Shoulders, 'Tightness of the

honored when duty demanded his presence
and personal activity.
The loss to his family

body

PRICE

care is required while using them.
They
operate without disturbance to the constitution,
diet,
or occupation.
For Jaundice, Headache,

H., June 10, aged 18 years, 6 months and 18
days. This was a young man of risus promise, being characterized by an amiable deportment, by an ambition for scientific acquisitions, indeed, for all useful knowledge, and by
those qualities which constitute a truly upright and noble Christian manhood.
He had
nearly completed the term’s study at New
Hampton, when disease compelled his return
home, where he died on the third day after his
arrival. His public profession of Christianity,
with that of twenty-six others, was made in
the early part of the year 1877. Of that number he is the first to receive the heavenly

soul,

ingredi-

jurious drug.
Being entirely vegetable, no particular

DEA. JEFFERSON BARTLETT died in Unity, ,
Me., March 5th, after a short but distressing
sickness, aged 73 years.
Bro. B. was one of
the number that was organized
into our
church at U., many years ago.
He was very
soon chosen deacon, and continued to fill that
office till the time of his death.
He was one of
the main pillars
of the church, and his death
must be a great affliction to the few that remain.
Nearly all that were contemporary
with him in the church had preceded him to
the better land.
While the church and family
mourn their Joss, beyond there were immortal |
greetings. In that redeemed company was the
faithful Christian wife waiting to welcome
him to eternal companionship.
May
the
stricken ones look up with hope and trust to
a union that death can not sever.
In giving
this brief sketch, the writer can not forbear to
say
that nearly a quarter of a century ago,
when young and weak in the ministry, our
brother was
a wise counselor and faithful
friend, ang as such it is a pleasure to cherish
his memory.
A. LOVEJOY.

I commit my

of cheap, crude, and bulky

ORGANS

wards.
Cash Prices;
FIVE OCTAVE, DOUBLE
Reed, $100; NINE STOPS, $108; in ELEGANT UPRIGHT CASE, NEw STYLE, $126; in JET AND GOLD
BRONZE $135.. Sold algo for installmentsor rented until rent Days. A small Organ of best quality
may be obtained by payment of $7.20 per quarter,
for ten quarters.
ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUES and

their wonderful cathartic power, in comparison
to their size, people who have not tried them are
apt to suppose that they are harsh or drastic in
ellect: but such is not atall the case, the different
active medicinal principles of which they
ave
composed being so harmonized and modified,
one by the others, as to produce a most
; Searening
and
thorough,
vet gently
and kind y operating, cathartic.
$500 Reward is hereby offered by the proprietor of these ‘Pellets, to any chemist who,
upon analysis, will
find in them any calomel or
other forms of mCrcury, mineral poison, or in-

side, took them by the hand, and bade them
farewell till the glorious morn of the resurrection. Dea. S. gave his heart to God at the age
of twelve years, and was baptized April 19,
1832, by Rev. John Buzzell,and joined the first
church in Ossipee, which was then a branch
of the church in Parsonsfield, Me. Aug. 13,
1839, he was chosen deacon of the 1st Ossiee & Wakefield F. B. church, which office
43 faithfully filled until called to a nobler and
sweeter service with his Saviour.
He wasan
earnest Christian, doing what he could to promote the cause of Christ, many times going to
the place of appointed meetings whennone but
his Saviour and himself were present. And
although unable by bodily infirmities to attend church the past few years, still he ever
remembered Zion, and earnestly prayed for
her prosperity.
He was a man of more than
the average ability, although he never attended schoo! but seven days.
He was a great
“Feader, having subscribed for and read the
Morning Star from its first issue in Limerick,
Mé. His death was the death of the righteous.
He leaves two sons, three daughters and ten
grandchildren to mourn; but their loss is his
gain.
CoM.

he

of modern Medical, Chemical, and

large pills found for sale in drug-shops.

ing to suffer and do God’s will.
Saturday,
previous to his death, he called each to his bed-

profession

composed

HONORS

Demonstrated Superiority,
.
NEW STYLES at reduced prices, from $54 up-

Pharmaceutical Science.
No use of any longer
taking the large, repulsive, and nauseous pills,

tidious tastes.

of whom were permitted to be present at the
Jast of his sickness) to know that he was will-

That high

CABINET

in Parvo

represents, in a most concentrated form, as much
cathartic power as is embodied in any of the

consolation to his five remaining children, (all

crown.

or Multum

ents, when we can, by a careful application of
chemical science, extract all the cathartic and
other medicinal properties from the most valuable roots and herbs, and concentrate them into
a minute Granule, scarcely larger than a
mustard seed, that can be readily swallowed
by those of the most sensitive stomachs and fas-

He was very faithful to al lavigant

in Danville,

Anti-Bilious

THE ‘LITTLE GIANT»

The novelty

Norton not only lived religion, but enjeyed re-

S. CoLLINS died

Juice,

CATHARTIC,
Physic,

tized by that pioneer preacher of New York
8
and Wisconsin,
Rev. Richard M. Cary. Father

MAHLON

Herbal

Granules.

three churches, Ashford, Boston, or East Con-

ligion.

1876;

MASON & HAMLIN

Or Sugar-Coated, Concentrated, Root

of

obligations, rarely missing, until compe

Philadelphia,

HAVE AWARDED THEIR

For more

cord.
He was born in Bamtree, Mass.,,
29, 1796, and was converted under and

1875;

HIGHEST

aged

of one

|

Paris, 1867; Vienna, 1873;

residence of
N.

leaves a hnshand, and step-daughter

.

his plow.

excess over

his son, East Concord, Erie Co.,

woman—to

very great size.
She told her father that
near the shore the wind had blown away
the sand from a vein of amber; that she

up with

the

and for those

Send the children to school next year, more dying before him 3, Charley, whom man
us hoped to see in the army of the Lord,
even
the meals are simpler, the gar- of
preaching—shot down in the siege of Corinth.
in an equally curious manner.
Milton's ments ifcheaper,
and
the
personal
indulOld
age found him helpless, suffering from an
essay ou the ** doctrines of Christianity”
disease, but rejoicing in hope, pawas discovered in a bundle of old dis- gences more limited. Send them to the ‘incurable
tient in tribulation and constant in prayer. I
patches; a monk found the only manu- academy, even if their absence makes had the pleasure of visiting him a short time
home lonely and the labor heavier.
script of Tacitus Recidenially in ‘West- the
his death, and of hearing from his own
Send
them to college, or ask aid from before
lips his assurances that all was well. He was
phalia; the letters of Lady
1 Mary Monsome
society.
Let
them
go
to
the
proanxious
to go, and found his trial in waiting
tagu were brought to light from the retime.
Bro. Norton’s first wife, the
cesses of an old trunk; the manuscripts fessional seminaries, even though the God’s
of them is felt every day in the mother of his children, died many years ago.
of Dr. Dee from the secret drawer of an sending
her loss,
family treasury.
The hour
demands His second wife survives to mourn
J. C. STEELE.
old chest; and it is said that one of the
the best talent,raised to its highest power.
cantos of Dante's great poem was found, You may. not be able to perform any
DeA.
SAMUEL SEWARD died in North
after being: long mislaid, hidden away marked personal service in the Master's ‘Waketield, N. H., April 11, after a short but
very severe illness of two weeks,aged 77 years,
beneath a window-sill.—Chambers’ Jour- field, or
give any great gifts into His 11 months and 29 days. Although his sickness
nal.
treasury ; but if you can give a thoroughly was very painful, his trust and confidence in
EE
(A TE
educated Christian youth—young man or God was perfect; and it was a source of great

back joyous and breathlessto her father, of
Venice; valleys were traversed by.
with two shining pieces of amber,each
of yiaducts ; and causeways carried the line

fortunate enough to turn some

For

be

those of the nicest culture, who attach
something like sacredness to a favorite

in the matter of engineering they are
high examples of scientific success.
The this,” coming to the brick, ‘is a piece of
of the
many, the little village of Coserow in country of Palestine was one of the most impudence from some member
the island of Usedom,
on the Prussian difficult sort to carry a- system of road- class.”
border of the Baltic, was sacked by the ways over, and yet its obstacles were
The late Hon. Anson Burlingame has
contending armies, the villugers escaping surgounted with the least possible ex- been deified by the Emperor of China,
to the hills to save their lives.
Among penditure of labor.
Every route was and his name is enrolled among the worthem
was a simple
pastor named curved on each side by lines of stones thies whose influence in the unseen world
Schwerdler,and his pretty daughter Mary. projecting from one to two feet above the will benetit the Middle Kingdom.
With

‘When the danger was over, ihe villagers

sons who do

public.

WORDS;

should

old age, any of the meetings of the church,
In
the slavery conflict he was a man of iron, a
steady, warm supporter of the early abolition
preachers of New York.
He took an active
part in conference and prayer meetings, and by
his large heart and social gifts added much to
the spirit of the meetings.
When the church
was low he was not found delinquent, when it
grew strong he was an able counselor. The
without reflection. - Those who have it, history of the rise and growth of the old BosN. Y., church might be found written on
rarely, if ever, reflect-that it is a mild J ton,
his heart. The East Concord church was the
form of social barbarism, because it in- pride and joy of his old age. He rejoiced greatly when from this church and others enough
rades the delicacy of the individual, which
every person of feeling and culture nat- were found to begin the church at Springville;
was a steady supporter of the Star, and of our
urally holds sacred.
dehominational interests. He left a large famiA
a hr
ly grown to manhood and womanhood, some
of them members of the same church and of
A GENERQUS EDUCATION.
others—widely
scattered westward, one or

with beeswax within and without.” There
it had remained hidden ever since its
suppression by Pope Gregory XIII.
The
poems of Propertius, a Roman
poet,
long lurked unsuspected in the darkness
of a wire-cellar, from whence

BRIEF and for the
ONE HUNDRED

Obituaries

is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight
words. VERSES are inadmissible.

author, and who resent the slightest marring of the pages as though it were a personal indignity to themselves.
Their
feelings may be fancied when the author
they have cherished with such care and
tidiness, is returned to them maimed and
mangled with endless pencil strokes, perchance with comments of censure or approval.
Even
books borrowed from
publig libraries enjoy no immunity ‘from
these irrepressible markers, who, by indulgenge
of their egotism, for it is nothing
else, spoil the pleasure of persons more
sensitive and modest than they.
The
worst of the habit is, that it is practiced

exca-

NOTICE.

own, emphasizing this sentence or that
passage by bars and lines, with a degree
of freedom that may be particularly unpleasant to .those who come after them.

There are fastidious folk, among

vating mother earth.
For instance, in
the foundations of an old house, Luther's

*“ Table

their

PARTICULAR

;

ATT TO aE

@bituaries,

of marking

get into their hands as if it were

coins,

:
Matchless— Unrivaled,~FRANZ LIszT.,

and of reading marked books, that

they never imagine others can think or
feel differently.
Consequently, these
markers treat every volume which the

urns, and other interesting things, would
fill volumes. Many valuable literary relies have been preserved by curious accidents, often turning up just "in time to
save them from crumbling to pieces.
Not only mineral but literary treasures

have been brought to light when

MARKING BOOKS.

books,

The bluish stuff which was so abundaut
and which was silver
ore, interfered cheer, are those whose talk is the purest.
‘ On
with their operations und gave them the j They do not say, ‘* Good heavens;
greatest annoyance.
Two brothers nam- 4-my soul;” “I hope to be hanged if I
ed Grosch
possessed more intelligence don’t.” Nor do they exclaim: ‘I’ve had
than their fellow-workers, and were the a splendid streak of luck to-day!” A
but one
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you declare that a revelation justifies you,as a religious duty, in throwing your children in an
American Ganges—if you insist that a revela-

1

The

The

Berlin

Berlin

Peace

labors oh Saturday.

tion gives you the right to sacrifice your own
sons on some American Moriah—if you say

Council.

Congress

We

closed

its

that

ought to be sensibly

inhabitants.

Montenegro

receives

to
its

Antivari,

countries enjoying religious liberty,

functions.

The Communistic element which finds
vent
quite easily in mining regions, will be somewhat quieted by the resumption of work in
the vicinity of Pottsville, Pa., on Monday of
this week,
with
the
prospect of steady
work and slightly increased wages.

and that

The independence of the provinces

is limited also in another direction.
Their
legislature shall
make no
change
in the
existing commercial regulations without the
consent of the powers. The division of Bulgaria
Into two provinces is provided for on the basis

Rumor adds the name of Secretary Sherman to the number of those who think the
indications point toward Gen. Grant as our
next President.
In the current state of public feeling a *‘ strong” government outweighs
any fears of Cesarism.

The Porte is to

arrison the whole frontier of Eastern Roumeia, but it is expressly understood that the
soldiery thus employed ‘shall be composed exclusively of regulars.
The election of the

Prince of New Bulgaria is to be conducted not
by

universal

suffrage,

electors, and

but

by

duly

their choice must de

chosen

ratified by

They had a hot sun in St. Louis on Sunday,
it would seem, from the report of fifty cases of
sunstroke and twenty deaths.

the great
powers. No member of any of the
reigning ynasties or great powers of Europe
isto be eligible asa candidate. The Russian
troops are to evacuate Bulgaria and Eastern
Roumelia within twelve months from the 12th
of July, 1878,
The
governor of Eastern

Roumelia is to be a Christian appointed

The best bit of news from Spain for some
‘time is the. statement that the ladies of the
higher class are fast ceasing
to attend the
bull fights.

by the

Sultan. In case of war or rebellion he is to
have the right of calling upon the Turkish
regulars in the garrisons: upon the frontier.
~ A commission is appointed to. adjudicate the
proportion of the Turkish debt which is to be
assumed by the territories now made independent. The navigation of the Danube is to be
freeto commercial ships of all gations.
The
fortifications along its banks are to be dismantled, but ships of war are not to be permitted
toenter it. The question of the rectification of

the Greek frontier is handed over

It is said that My. Gladstone is soon to turn
his attention to the Church of England, with a
view to its ultimate disestablishment.
The country is not convuled with an apprehension that General Butler may be its next
President.—
XN. Y. Tribune.

to Turkey

and Greece for settlement between themselves.
If they can not agree, they may call upon the

great

powers

to act

as arbitrators between

them.
Russia receives back that portion of
Bessarabia taken from her in 1856, extending
from the north to the Kilia valley. In return
Roumelia 1eceives the Dobrudsch, but not

Silistria. Austria

is to

occupy

Bosnia

and

Herzegovina upon such terms as she can arrange with Turkey.
Russia is permitted to
take Batoum, but the district annexed to it is
greatly circumseribed, and she engages to make
it a free port and never to fortify it.
She
retains Kars and Ardahan.
Turkey retains
Bayazid, with the whole valley leading thereto,
including Alashgerd.
The Dardanelles are to
remain closed to ships of war, but the Sultan
may invite any of the great powers to send
to his assistance,in case of need, a fleet of menof-war.
Persia
receives the
province of

Khotour.

Sickly

assas-

It appears that the leading Democrats of
Massachusetts are in favor of nominating a
straight-out Democratic ticket, and pay no
attention to the project of letting the nomination Pa the Igtof the Greenback-Labor movement
by makingno nomination themselves.
The Irish and lower elements of the party are
in
favor of Butler for G8vernor, and some of
the middle class are on the fence.

race shall be no obstacle to the
civil, administrative or political

already generally understood.

in

Butler's Chances.

with the harbor and an increase of territory on
the north and northeast, the exact limits are
to be defined by a commission, with the condition that the south shore of Antivari is not to
be included.
Roumania’s
independence
is
proclaimed in the same terms as those applied
to Servia.
This provision extends
also to
Roumelia and Bulgaria,
and it is declared that
the inhabitants of all these countries shall enjoy the most complete civil and religious liberty, without distinction of race or creed;
that, they shall be free to use the external
ceremonies and indications allowed in all
religion and
exercise of

you

in insulting defiance of the national law because of some vision some one else received—
this is not religious liberty, but a willful viola-'
tion of American law, which is binding on all
of us until declared unconstitutional by the
courts.”

aredurable. We give the leading features of
the summary of the treaty :
:
The independence of Servia is recognized,
government is required.
liberty of religion to all

justifies

sinating some ruler for putting down a rebellion—if you claim that you can commit bigamy

thankful that they have given peace to Europe
for the present, although a permanent basis of
peace does not seem to have been reached,
notwithstanding Prince Bismark’s diplomatic
statement that he hopes thetermsagreed upon

but the Servian
promise absolute

arevelation

Sentimentality.

At the funeral ofthe poor, Jnisguided. and
we fear, hopelessly profligate Mamie Stevens
so cruelly murdered recently in Chicago by her
more profligate husband, Rev. Dr. Thomas is
reported as saying that, accerding to some
people, the coward husband who murdered
her would, after six months in the county jail,
go straight
to. heaven; but that, in
his
opinion, the victim was quite likely to enjoy
that experience instead. He was most emphatic in his denunciation of this go-to-heaven-

Miscellaneous.

Denmark is troubled with Socialists.
General Garfieldis at work on his farm.
Marshal MacMahon’s salary is $120,000.
Chinese barbars give four shaves for a cent.
Senator Blaine pays $1103 in taxes at Augusta, Me.
Oil wells are now completed in Pennsylvania
at a cost of about $3500 each.
New Yorkers demand that cats should he
taxed as well as dogs.
What is really needed is a five cent cigar
that will consume its own smoke.
The king and queen ef Belgium will celebrate their silver wedding, Aug. 22.
The canal tolls for June, 1878, are $10,000
larger than those for June, 1877.
The Mennonites in Minnesota will not use
matches, but emplov flint and steel.
New life-saving stations are to be established
4 onthe-€ Jarolinateonst
;
AH
A:
EN OR.

from-the-gallows nonsense, as well
as of the
sickly sentimentality which moves people, and
especially women,to visit and lionize criminals
of this class during imprisonment. We can

Hural and Domestic,

plied in reasonable quantities.
They will
get more
weedy.
The berries will be

THE oLD HOMESTEAD.

were to grow them year after year on the
same ground, we should put them in hills,
and keep off’ the runners.
If we were to

smaller,

‘When home the woodsman plods with axe
Upon his shoulder swung,
And in the knotted apple tree
Are scythe and sickle hung;
‘When low about her clay-built nest,
The mother swallow trills,
And decorously slow, the cows
Are wending down the hills;
‘What a blessed picture of comfort
Inthe evening shadows red,’
Is the good old-fashioned homestead,
With its bounteous table spread!
And when the winds moan wildly,
‘When the woods are bare and brown,

inevitable result of the unrepented evil.
Consistency.
Consistency on the part of Catholics is invariably made subordinate to the immediate

interests

of “the

church.”

True

to this

principle of action, the
Western
Catholic
soberly claims that at least six Romanists
should be put on the Chicago school board that
their interests may be properly looked after.
As the Catholics constitute
only a small
minority of the. tax payers of Chicago at best,
this request that about one half the entire

school board shall be of this class'is somewhat

presuming.
When we consider further that
the public schools are denounced as “godless,’’
and every opposition made to them which
priestly ingenuity
can possibly invent, this
desire to take such a liberal share in their
management is slightly suspicious as well as

inconsistent.

;

Supervision of Schools.
Supervision is worth nothing, except in two
directions—in planning courses of study, and
in the selection of instructors.
If, however,
itattempts to’tread in other directions, if, by

elaborate examinations, it defines and narrows
the knowledge to be taught, if, by rule and
regulation,it

eramps

and hampers

the

moral

~ and intellectual forces of the school-room,if, in
short, it does not somewhere in its multiplex
structure giveto the teacher a

whichhe ean cafl his own,

‘‘palace

and in which

hall”

he

can walk
unfettered
and alone, then a
generation
or
two
ahead will find only
mediocrity
in the teacher’s desk, and that freedom, refinement and elasticity, which to-day

‘the Englishman sees and
bY Sround-grinding and

praises, succeeded
servility.—Boston

Secretary's

Evidently,

Secretary

Accomplishments.

Schurz

has

got a

Jewel of a secretary in the person of Miss Anna

B. Irish, who is described as * a graceful and

pretty young Nebraskan of 22,with elegant
manners, winning ways, a musical voice and

a, determination

10 study hard.”

experienced linguist,
ters in French,

answering all his let

n,

fi an

She is an

Italian,

an) writer.

etec.,

Cant

and i

Gaile

Hamil oe enou aie EO
ve us

theom
truth x.as
‘to the accomplishments of the Secretary ’s sec-

(delary? one
Poylgamy

ro

and Religious Liberty.

"Hon. Schuyler Colfax in his 4th of July speech
at Postville,Towa,
held ‘polygamy up to view
_in the following manner: *‘ The people of this

* coun
havetry
enshrined the doctrine of relig+ ious liberty inour national constitution,
But civ.
il and religious liberty and law-defying licenses

Dr. Payne, now President of Ohio Wesleyan
University, once pegged shoes for a living in
Providence, R. I.
Taxidermists are receiving: large numbers
of quail and orioles, killed by Paris green
meant for potato bugs.
:
;
A Temperance camp-meeting will be held at
Round Lake, August 6-10, under the charge of

Mr. Murphy.
An Irish soldier called out to his compan-

dent, we

Lp

NR

should mow

off all the

tops,

We

observed

let them start anew.

have

and

that plants so treated throw out new roots

as well as

well

as

new

tops.— Congrega-

tionalist.

pg

From the rafter crumbles down
‘When all the untrod garden paths
Are heaped with frozen leaves,
And icicles like silver spikes,
Are set along the eaves;
Then when the book from the shelf is brought,
‘And the fire-lights shine and play,
In the good old-fashioned homestead
Is the framer’s holiday !
—Alice Cary.

vortex; it holds out no sinecure positions
of reward without toil, of success with-

of preferment

without

merit;

it lacks that dash
and
din, that
excitement and suspense, that strain of nerve

and brain, so marked on the race-course
of human hopes and fears, wherein the
speed.and

endurance

of ambitious

and

ad-

venturous youth are matched against the
grim steeds of competition, power, failure,

from instinct or education, regard that
delicate courtesy which should be observ-

bankruptcy
and despair.
Young
man,
consider well the choice of occupation
that is to stamp you a success or a failure;
consider ‘well the possibility of your future, either as a first-class agriculturist
or as a third-rate professional man!
Remember that in the cultivation of the soil

ed

there is full scope for all your

ETIQUETTE OF THE FLOWER
GARDEN.
There are

comparatively

by all who enter

the

few who,either

charmed

precints

of a garden.
A few suggestions to those
who thoughtlessly violate the etiquette of
the garden will prevent much mortifica-

tion and unpleasantness.
If the

walks

are

a

narrow,

blossom,

or

a little

even

a

leaf—it’

tion, unless requested in an unequivocal
manner to help yourself, and even then,
it
requires
rare discretion to make a
choice satisfactory to all parties.
Handle
or pinch nothing whatever; even a touch

injures.

some

vegetation,

and

feeling

of

is almost sure to blast

them. The beauty of szented-leaved plants
is often ruined from having their foliage
pinched

by

er and education, all your reasonable. plans

and ambitions, all your designs for the
complete development.of mind and body.
—Am.

odor-loving

friends;

THIS AND

better

RoseBUsH Snoots.
shoot from

a

THAT.
if you.

wish

to

Your rose-slips planted in this should

root

in three weeks.
Fowrs.

There

is one

thing which nature
does not supply and
which civilization renders quite necessary
to fowls.
Itis charcoal.
Charcoal made

from wood does not answer the

purpose.

It has'no taste of food, is not attractive
to the fowl,
and’ is seldom
eaten.
But
if any one will put an ear of ripe corn into

the fire until the grains are

well

charred,

and then shell off the corn and throw it to
the flock, he will see an eagerness develop-

pick the leaf off entirely for a visitor than
for
half a dozen
to be mutilated
by
the pressure of fingers, which are seldom
satistied with trying only one.
A tender-hearted young friend recieved a rebuke from a lady, that almost brought the

ed and a healthy constitution
about which will make a decided

tears to her eyes; as she moved her hand
toward an unusually tine rose-geranium,
the pride and pet of its possessor, in sharp

RasING Corn.
I will give
raising corn.
I have tried it,

ers can understand

the

anoyance

of

see-

brought
improve-

ment. All pale combs will become a bright
red, that busy song which precédes laying
will be heard, -and the average yield of
eggs will be greatly increased.—Germantown Telegraph.
.

all

right

on

I think it would do on any

ing a favorite flower in danger.
Among my acquaintances is one who

is

welcome everywhere but among the flowers. When she approaches them, it is no
exaggeration to say that I am in agony.
rarest

and most

delicate

plants

are

publications issued in Chicago.
Dennis Kearney, the Californian agitator, is
31 years of age; a native of Oakmount, Cork,
Ireland; married; a Catholi¢; and temperate
in everything but language.
:
A man in Vermont died after suffering from
dyspepsia for fifteen years.
A post-mortem

revealed thirteen cherry-stones imbedded in the

lining coats of the stomach.
The walls of the
stomach, which, in their healthy state, are as
an as the blade ofa knife, were an inch
thick.
Latest

News.

Inan interview on Sunday, Secretary Sherman said that affairs at the Custom House
have been loosely administered and that the
suspension of Messrs. Arthur and Cornell was
purely in the interest of the public service.——
A sailor was whipped at the whipping post at
Hampton, Va., on Saturday, by a negro con-

stable, under the new law for stealing.
Hducational.
The female professor of English literature
in the schools at Davenport, Iowa, receives a
salary of $1700.——J. W. Champney
(Champ)
has been appointed Professor of Art at
College, Northampton.——The five tribes in
Indian Territory haye 181 school-houses,
in
which are maintained
twelve boarding and
168 day schools, employing 196 teachers, who
instructed 5,496 pupils. Of the population of
56,715 there can read 31,000. They spent on
the schools last year $137,775.——The Baptists
have nine Theological
seminaries with 450
students, and libearies containing 65,000 -¥olumes. The value of this property
is over
$260,000.——The total number of teachers employed in the public schools of the United

States, Georgia and Idaho excepted, is 249,
283.~—Deputy

Superintendent

the Detroit schools has retired

Stebbins

of

after a contincapacity.

He has apportioned
the primary school money to the several towns of the State for nineteen years to the amount of over $3,000,000
and with but one slight mistake of $10.——The

average

daily

attendance

of pupils

in

the

bits a beautiful baby,

she does

got

expect

to have its fat limbs pinched till they turn
black and blue, its hair pulled because it is
soft and silken,

or

its

lustrous

eyes

ex-

amined by curious fingers.
Neither will
the tender children of the soil endure useless handling.
:
If accompanied by a child, be sure it
does not touch the flowers.
A little rosy
elf with its apron full of choice flowers
and broken branches will look very much
more bewitching to its mother or some
uninterested artist, than to the owner of

the depleted

flower-beds.

Believe

one

who speaks from experience,
and do not
rob yourself of a welcome to some friend's
garden by trying the experiment.
When an enthusiast in floriculture triumphantly
shows some elegant foliage
plaut, so gorgeously
dyed and painted
that it is always in blossom, do not ask
whether it has a flower.
A conspicuous
bloom on a plant so lavishly dowered with
beauty would be a superfluity which na-

ture is too wise to bestow.

It is a luxury to have some persons visit

a garden—to have the gems of one’s collection
singled out immediately by an
appreciative eye—to watch the. play of
expression that intense enjoyment of your
treasures
gives to the mobile features,
and, last, to share everything that can be
divided with them, and read on a beaming
face that you are fully thanked even before
the lips move in words.—F. Tremaine, in
Country Gentleman.
rr
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OLD STRAWBERRY BEDS.

_

After the fruiting season is over, remove

all the plants from the middle of the beds;
make the soil mellow and rich. Train the
vines from the remaining plants on to this.
If done in July and August, they will produce good fruit the next season. Trim
and mulch as usual.
Early in the spring
remove the old plants, and train shoots

township district primary schools of Ohio in
1877 was 276,017; the attendance upon the

from the new vines to supply their place.
We bave tried the plan recommended

primary schools in city, village, and

above, and it works pretty well; but we
do not, after years of experience, recommend it to any
who have
plenty of
land on which they can plant the straw-

special

school districts was 153,231 ~The school expenses last year amounted
to $7,731,401.36

and the number of teachers employed was 28,
003;
of these 12,148

were

women.—

Tennes-

see has nearly 400 more public schools in operation than it had last year.——Detroit pays
less per pupil for teachers’ wages, in her high
school than most other places, but the annual
cost for the education of pupils is $24.91

apiece.——The

salaries of grammer

school

principals in San Francisco have been increased from one hundred and eighty-five to
two hundred dollars a month.,~—Lieut. Flipper, the only colored graduate of West Point,

berry. We find they do better to be chang-.

ed about, like most other crops. Our bed,
from which we have been picking an abundance of fruit, was not even weeded this
year, and there are few weeds to be seen
on the beds even now.
Our plan is, to
take apiece of land not especially weedy,
and plant strawberries in the spring, and
the first season be very sure that no weeds

are allowed to grow.

beds

may

late in’ the

fall,

be, and then we

We

and

go over. the

remove

have

them,

no further

trouble.
If abed is left year after year, it
exhausts the soil of the elements wanted
by this crop, even though manure be sup-

tivating,

then

a plan for
and it has

rolling
land

land.

in

a

dry’

a

harrowing,

and

one.

more
cultivating, and
it is clean. I
use a crooked or slanting tooth harrow,
and run the same way as the

rows.

I aska

trial of this in neighborhoods where it has
not been tried, and I insure satisfaction.
It is much less labor, as you don’t have to
breakx the land. On the same kind of land

I raised

tion in neighboring markets.
- BUTTER.
The receipts of Butter for the week have heen
15,261 packages, including 1,600 boxes and 13,661
tubs, against 18,243 packages for the correspond-

one-third more

corn with the drill

than with
the
planter, and
planted
at The
the
ime,
and treated
it
the
same.
same time,

land

and

13.4€9

in

1876.

Total

he

market

has

passed

thermometer

he sales of New York and

ranges

Vermont

cease;

lower.

NY.

dai-

Franklin Country, Vermont, at 17 & 18c. It is
difficult to get over 163¢c for dairies that run into
May, but for fine June make the top figures can be
Fair to good

moves off elowly

at

12

@

15¢ per pound. Choice Western dairy packed has
been selling moderately at 13 @ 15¢ per pound, but
to command 15¢ the lots must be strictly choice.
The best ladle packed €an not be sold over 12¢
and fair to good is dull at 9 @ 10¢ p= pound. Re_ceipts have begun to fall off, but the marketis well
stocked and it will be difficult to get prices much
higher.

We quote:

Fair t0 800d svciissvsvnnniannse Sansenananiies 158 18
Common to fair..
ERR
9@ll
Bakers...
TS LT
pn
The receipts for the week

have been

seme

7,850 boxes

week

last year.

while 7c

is the top

price

for

Western.

LOTHROP

12¢,

aud

dozern.

Map,

PUBLISHERS,

L.

0.

Emerson's

new

($7.50 per dozen);

ON.

his best book for

Cheese

tets,” ($2.00.)
Examine

our

Choruses,

Glees,

Four-Part

Songs, &¢., in Pamphlet Form.

(5 to 10 cts,

each), very extensively used. by Choirs,
ties, &e. Catalogues furnished.

in
in

have

New

Socie-

Method for Thor

ough Base, (£1.00), the best Instruction Book
for learning to play Chord Music for Psalm

prices of
somewhat

sales

and

$1.50,

And ail Professional Musicians,

reason-'

Tunes, Glees, &c.
Also his Chorus Cheir
Instruction Book.
($12 per dozen), a very

complete manual and class book. Worth careful study.
ik
&5-The above, and a multitude of other conven

been

ient and useful books, may be scen at the stores o
OLIVER DITSON & CO., in Boston, New York and

T ade generally is lignt,
We quote:

Philadelphia; Lyon

&

Healy,

Chicago; Newhall

at Cincinnati; Sherman, Hyde & Co., San Francis.
co, and with all prominent dealers throughout the

ERsterNeceresscsnsinaie

Northern.

GERMA.

470 pages.

Singing Schools. Also his new ¢ CHURCH
OFFERING,” ($12 per dozen), a splendid
Anthem Book. Also his ¢ SACRED QUAR-

made at 11 cents. For the best P. E. Island
12¢, is an outside and some lots sold at 11 & 11%
cents. Western are in Hight receipt and nominally
10 &@ 10%¢ per

OF

YONGE.

&
CO.
BOSTON.

‘Examine Johnson's

some

M.

are invited to improye a portion of their Summer
Vacations in examining the large number of useful Music Books, prepared by Oliver Ditson & Co,
especially for their use.
.

CHEESE.

There is a wider range than usual
Eggs, because supplies are coming

and

Music Tosh, Choirs, Organi

affected by the heat. and while strictly fresh Eastern will command 13¢, other lots are difficult to
sell at 12¢ per dozen. The best Northern do not
over

HISTORY

CHARLOTTE

WARD,”

EGGS.

command

restored,

A very elpgant volume, written in the charming
style of the author of “The Heir of Redelyffe.
Attractive as romance, with peculiar power to im.
press the memory ; comprehensive and reliable, jt
deserves and is sure of a wide popularity,
:

Northen,

affected by the heat is hard to sell at any
ably figure. We quote:

FOLKS'

By

Examine

Exports for the week have
been
2,038 boxes.
There has been a very
dull market for Cheese,and
the bulk of the sales
have been at 6} @ 7% per. Ib.
Occasionally tancy lots command 7%¢, which is as

high as the market will bear for choice

promptly

upwards of 80 illustrations.

D.

Creameries...... Se esrasuiasateeses sanaseea]O@ 20 |
Choice dairy lots... ccs irvine
rissvsvvin 10917}

against 5,549 boxes for the

is

Vegetine is Sold by all Druggists,
YOUNG

ries have seen 16 @ 17¢ per pound, with fine lots of’

obtained.

action

healthy

the patient is cured.

dull

choice

When the blood is per.

fectly cleansedthe
, disease rapidly yields; all pans

week, and there is no material change to report
in prices. The hot weather interferes considerably with frade and we can not look for any im.
Fioyerent until the

|

which can be entirely expelled from the system by

the use of the VEGETINE.

re-

another

the dis

know of no disease which will not admit of its use,
‘with good results. Almost innumerable complaints
are eaused by poisonous secretions in the blood,

317,566 Rackages

through

to enumerate

cases for which the VEGETINE should. be used,

against 266,543 packages for the same time last
year.
Exports for the week have been 1,240 pack.

......

country.

OLIVER DITSON & C0., Boston.

BEANS,
The market is steady for Mediums, with sales at

J. E. Ditson & Co.,
922 Chestnut St., Phila.

tie

$1 60 @ $1 65 per bu.
For fancy lots 81 70 is still
named, but buyers are not willing to give over
$1 65 per bu for any kind. Pea have been in moderate demand, with sales at $1 70 @ $1 75, and extra hand picked at 1 80 perbu.
Yellow Eyes still

readily command $2 25 @ $2 30 per

neys are scarce and will
per bu.
We quote:

bu

command

Red

$270

DoWestern
Do

HP.....vicfaivuviniinns
oy COMMON.

FLIES

$280

@

15

HOURS.
10c. worth

175
@

160

Mediom, BOLIC.
a vree ance narns, 170 @17
Do
common 10 Sood. c..vvrnainnns 150 @ 155
Yellow Byes odo
idniiadG 2B a 2H
Red Ridooys..
=
scivenees ens 20827

will kill
more flies
than $10

PEAS
The

prices.

sales

have

We

quote:

been

in small

lots

es

iia

soom in TWO

a 180

170

«avons vinssnsnies

Kid-

&

Pea; Northern H P per bu....... ‘sas vas $175

BF

at steady

Choiee Canada, per bu..... Shassnnneeem 1108120
Common
do.
eens
a 100
Green Peas. ...viesersnsvaiiiacisninsinss 1102120

POTATOES.

Sold by

Dealers are now working entlrely on New Potatoes;§;3 which
which-have-been-set
tmg
at $275 § $3 per bt
in wholesale lots. A few old Jackson Whites have
been selling to *‘chippers” at 25 @ 30¢ per bu, but
after this week there will be no sale for old Potatoes ofany kind. New natives are beginning to
come in.

We

quoie:

very

prices are withsut a reliable basis.

for

We quote:

*

Botanic Med

dull and

York, quartered, new, ¥ pound......3

DO,

WHERE;

Evoporated

are selling moderately at 16 § 18¢ per pound
New

.

THE BEAUTIFUL
DINGEE EVER~-BLOOMING
& CONARD C0’S

New Potatoes—
Natives, per bbl
Norfolk
Long Island
:
DRIED APPLES.
Sliced and quartered continues

choice.

DruceisTs

Every

*

8liceliucecersese ER

@

We

4

4@5

North and Eastern, qr, & sliced, old...... 2
EE

@

Ey

deliver 8

OSES
Jor

immedial

Donate. wi ot onon, suitable 3 Sn endid
Yariet Eq your choise; sll Iba
for 1:1 Fd 1d
fora: 20
Send for our \MVarTBE Ri AULTONE,
and
choose from over
finest sorts,
{iret Spee
Pe
cinltyisgro
cing and distrib‘ ng Loses, THE
i
fre
04
DINGFR
& CONARD VO. iiosojroners Kost Giyrs hd pl Ada
Otl3cow

Southern,
quired,
new. .
3-8a 56
0,
sliced.ssecensees seeiestinaneses 4

only | Evaporated, choice

rie Farmer.

4

GOOG. svvesunsninenes seennee 12 @ 30

i

ITEMS.
Stable manure is sold for a dollar a ton
in London.
Hoosen, Denmark, sent 2,000,000 eggs
to England last year.
A German colony in Texas is building
a fence around a farm of 90,000 acres.

A grain of platinum can be drawn out the
length of a mile.
The film of a soap-and-water

bubble

is

New York, July 6.—The market fairly active-and
firmer, the improvement being caused by. the advance at the west. We note sales of 5000 pounds
spring clip California at 23 @ 25c; 25,0000 pounds
medium western fleece, 50,000
pounds Michigan,
10.000pounds X and above Ohio,}
pounds X and
XX Ohio, 60,900 pounds unwashed western, 20,000
Jounda spring clip California.
52, Opounds spring
'exo08, 37 bags

Richmond,

Ind., while pure

combings

pulled, 40,000 pounds

and Breath,

$11.50

a

ton

has

increased

wheat

crop

this season.

Lake

yield this

year on account of damage

Superior trade is very active.
The hop crop in New York it is estimated will not be more than half an average
from

the frost. The crop in Wisconsin is in very
poor condition.
The wheat crop of the

State

of

Califor-

nia is the largest ever grown, and it is estimated that 200 British ships of large
tonnage will be freighted.
for England before the closeOf the year, there being a
large fleet already at San Francisco awaiting the crop.
:

rw

best physic for children, because

well dressed should subscribe to ‘ Andrews’ Bazar.” Special attention is paid
to the costumes of the little ones, and no
journal of this kind has ever illustrated
them, with more beauty and exactness.
Publishedby W. R. Andrews, Cincinnati.

THE
BUTTER,

AND

against

11,9056

bbls

for

the

corresponding week of 1877,and 27,848 bbls in 1876.
The exports for the same time have been 5,618
bbls, of which 1.750 bbls were to Liverpool, 125 to
Hayti, 150 to Port Spain, 700 to Halifax, and 1,893
bbls to the British Provinces. There has been an
increased demand for Flour since our last, as
obbers are compelled to purchase more freely
to
cp up assortments, but the demand is confined
exclusively to the wants of the trade. Prices rule
low, with no Jrosnacs of any improvement. $575

8 #6 per bbl is all that can

as

Practical

and Analytical Chemists.

Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicine.

[NO.5.]

em29

MISFIT

con-

Circle,
and

Domestic.

Literary Miscellany,
Literary

as

effectual. Being sugar coated, they are easy to
take; and being purely vegetable, they are entiveIy harmless.
M
PREPARED BY

DR. J.C. AYER & CO,, Lowell, Mass.

Family

Rural

Salt

well

Scheols,

large-

Review,

x
News
Summary, &c.,&c.
It is under the direction and patronage of thé
Freewill Baptists, but is liberal towards all, and is
taken by many of other religious views, because of
its real worth.
TERMS:
$3.00 per year; or, if paid in advance, $2,50.
REMITTANCES
must be made in mon-

ey-orders or bank-checks

if possible, or in a

registered letter and at our risk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please
designate their STATE, as well as town, and

give both the old and new address

when. they

order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning,
and communications for insertion ought to be
here on Saturday previous.
Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper, and not
allow it to be in arrears.
4
i

S. 8S. PAPERS.

Two Sabbath-school pepe:

The Little Star

and Myrtle, are published alternate weeks, and
Lesson Papers of the International Series, for
both adults and children, are published monih~

‘ly. - Payment for these papers should be
in advance.

Sample copies sent free.
Address,

Rev.

I. D, STEWART,

CARPETS.

English Brussels, Three-Ply and Ingrain.

Elegant
A Stair Rods; also Stair
Carpets, Carpet Lining, Velvet Rugs, Oil Cloths, Crumb Cloths, Mattings,

:

112 FULTON STREET, NEW YORK.

EGGS.

BATURDAY, July 18.
Reported by HILTON BROS & CO., *Commigsion
erchants and dealers in butter, cheese and
eggs, beans, dried apples, &c, Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
FLOUR.
The receipts of Flour for the week have been 25,167 bbls of all kinds

The

&e., &c., very cheap, at the old place,

MARKETS.
CHEESE,

Sabbath

H e a d ache,

mild

devoted

ly to Religious culture and intelligence, but
tains departments on
‘

and

Fire

THE MORNING STAR
8 an able and progressive paper;

Jaundice,

Tumors

FOUNDRY,

Scheols,

52649

Rheum, Worms, Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill,
and Purifying the Blood, are the most congenial
purgative yet perfected. Their effects abundantly
show how much they excel all other Pills. They
are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to
cure. They purge out the foul humors of the
blood; they stimulate the sluggish or disordered
organs into action; and they impart health and
tone to the whole being. They cure not only the
everyday complaints of everybody, but formidable
and dangerous diseases. They are the safest and

--0-0-&
*+ 0+

Mothers who desire to see their children

Tetter,

Churches,

Alarms, Farms, ete,
°“FuLLy
WARRANTED.
Cat josue
VANDUZEN & TIFT, Oluclneatl,

sent Free,

Erysipelas, Piles, Rheumatism, Eruptions and
Skin Diseases, Biliousness
jh Liver Complaint, Dropsy,
g

BELL

Beils of Pure Copper and Tin

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Dysentery, Foul Stomach

sandy or unfertile soils.

coke costing

BUCKEYE

lambs’

for

Costiveness,

;
teow]

CURING

ter can be purchased for eight cents.
Fertile soils absorb moisture from the
atmosphere to a far greater degree than

been almost solely used.
Reports from thirty-five points in Minnesota show a good prospect for a largely

bags

Bnd
4, low.
prices, ete.

na
ials,

with 700

ymyer Manufacturing Co.,

For all he purposes of 2 Family Physi,

but-

In 1859 Minnesota exported its first
wheat, amountingto 450 bushels.
This
year its wheat crop will be between 41,000,000 and 50,000,000 bushels.
American anthracite is now being sold in
Southern Italy for $7.72 per ton.
Hither

pulled,

Western Texas,

re, 8
[¥!

Ayer’s Cathartic Pills,

estimated to be but the 300,000th part of an
icch in thickness.
Oleomargarine
brings
ten cents
per

to English

" The Crear BLooo Punic
It is unnecessary for me

ages.

carries the water that falls on it.—Prai-

pound at

year

and the market closes very dul .

ror

‘¢ panned out”

good Patents at
St. Louis Flour

Junction Railroad for distribu.

Never cut a lateral

rose-bush,

NATURE'S REMEDY,

Fair
to good........ ssessasastis se
COMMON sacsgessisisrsarseearsans
Choice New

propagate it, but break it off quickly with
a downward motion.
It will then retain
a minute portion of the older
branch;
the fracture will be rough and send out
rootlets more rapidly,
Make
your soil
very wet like thick mud, and keep it so.

Cnarcoar

bbls by the Grond

NEW

Cultivator.

care

may be the very one its, possessor values
the most.
Nothing is more presumptuous
than to return from a ramble in a friend's
garden with a bouquet of your own selec-

rose and other buds

pow-

—
a DL ol

will avoid sweeping one’s skirts over the
beds, to the injury of the flowers and the
nerves of the owner as well. Do rnot pick
unbidden

brain

prospect of a
of Patents is
not come formore desire

comus forward slowly as yet, but more liberal receipts are looked for
before the close of the month.
Included in the froveipts of the week are 6,325

ceipts Singe the first of Janu

The pursuit of agriculture lacks that
dazzling light of metropolitan glare, that
attracts the moth millers of inexperience
and vacillating purpose but to singe their
wings and check their future flight; it
lacks the offering of those grand capital
prizes in the lottery of life, which few
ever win, while the many are ruined in its
out effort,

on the part of the trade to secure
from $650 @ $7
per bbl. New

ing week last

AGRICULTURE AS A PROFESSION.

And when the swallow’s clay-built nest

The

: ge wideas the poled asunder. If you proclaims is tobe appointed military instructor of the
t some revelation to you authorizes you to colored branch of the Agricultural and Militake my wife because you are the strongest—if tary college of Texas.
hey

If we

season.
Itis this:—Take two eight-inch
alarm its owner: exclaimed, ¢¢ Don’t pinch
plows, right and left, bolt the bars.togethit.” The young lady’s mortified feelings were
Sis
:
g
er and farrow ‘out your land six inches
-only-soothed-by-explaining-to-herthat—her yoo amin ==
ang
deep, running up and down the hill. Plant
The salary of the hangman to the corporafriend was constantly tormented by the
with a drill in the furrows, and before the
tion of London is $2600 annually.
ruinous admiration of acquaintdinces, and
corn comes up give the land a harrowing,
A Cincinnati genius advertises for a situation, .
and continue harrowing until the corn is
her nerves were too irritated for a gentle
saying that work is not so much an object as
six inches high.
Give the corn a - culgood wages.
:
remonstrance.
Every cultivator .of flow-

uous service of twenty years in that

A Private

earlier.

leave them for the second year’s bearing
ina bed,as recommended by our correspoi-

pinched and stripped through her fingers,
ion: “ Hollo! Pat, I've taken a prisoner.”
“4
ino
i
.
1
»
|
particularly if the foliage is ornamental.
not suppose
tha
he
Doctor
serio
eant
‘“ He won’t come.” *‘ Then come yourself.”
When she discovered my lovely ferns and
to assert that the eternal state of these un¢“ He won’t let me.”
handled them unmercifully, I should have
happy people was to be determined on the
The two hundred and fifth anniversary of the
burst into tears if I had not caught the
principle 20f competitive merit or demerit,
exploration of the Mississippi river occurs at
St. Louis on the 17th under the auspices of pitying eye of my husband bent upon me,
though this we see is the construction quite
commonly: put on hisremarks.
The desire to the Historical Society of that city.
who with ready tact diverted her attenThere are, according to the new directory,
emphasize a much needed point with reference
tion to something else. When one exhione hundred andfifty-four newspapers and

. tothe culprit doubtless led the speaker to
make an unguarded statement, which certainly
is an unfortunate
overstatemeut.
Guilt is
predicted on the responsibility of the individual, and personal punishment follows as the

though perhaps

sion to notice for some time, with the
steadier and better trade. The stock
somewhat reduced, and, as new will
ward much before October, there is

be obtained for the best

t. Louis brands, and .it must be a very choice
brand that will command the latter price; and $7
is an extreme figure for the choicest patents, with
few exceptions. There is, however, a better and
more confident feeling, and Flour has been more

saleable for a week past than we have had occa.

Carpets carefully packed ‘and sent to any part of the United States,
C. 0. D,, free of Express Charges. Call or send for Explanatory Circular
and Price List.

J. A. BENDALL.

ROYAL Fo

BAKING _
POWDER

powders combined—because of ite unquestioned
«ROYAL ” hag a larger sale than all other baking
Pi Uniform Strength, Healthfulness and Eflicney. Pra from GRAPE CREAM TARTAR,
im ported expressly for this peerless powder direct from the Wine district of France, it has rely
nt phiysiciaps
the indorsement and recommendation of the New York Board of Health, and of em
1 ever be
and scientific men everywhere. No family having once used the Royal Baking Powder

iG

hag taken the place of Soda, Saleratus and Yeast; more convenien
bread never sours nor cakes, never put up in paper packages. In tin cans only of

makes third more

Grocers.

1y24

